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CHAPTER 1

SETTING UP YOUR

PRINTER

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 1 include-
• Choosing a suitable place for your printer;
• Unpacking your new printer;
• Setting it up.

WHERE SHAll WE PUT IT?

Before you do anything else, give some thought to where
you'll be using your printer. Obviously, it will be somewhere
near your computer. And both printer and computer will lead
longer, healthier lives if they like their surroundings. For in
stance, we recommend ...

• Using the printer on a flat surface.
• Keeping it out of direct sunlight and away from heat-

producing units.
• Using it only in temperatures where you are comfortable.
• Avoiding areas with a lot of dust, grease, or humidity.
• Giving it "clean" electricity. Don't connect it to the same

circuit used by large, noise-producing appliances (such as
refrigerators).

• The line voltage should be the same voltage that's
specified on the identification plate - within 10% of the
recommended voltage.
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WHAT HAVE WE HERE?

Now let's take a look at what's in the carton. Open it up and
check each item in the box against Figure 1-1. There should be
four items.

...._._-_ _-- _._--_._ .._-_ _._-_ ..__._._-_ _ _._-_ _-,

I ~
Figure 1-1. Check to make sure you have all four items: 1) printer,
2) paper guide, 3) ribbon cartridge, and 4) user's manual.

Let's move on the next step.

• Removing the printer cover
The cover is important for two reasons - it keeps dust and

dirt away from the printer's delicate "innards," and it quiets the
printer's operation. Don't take off the cover except when you
have to change the ribbon, or to make an adjustment.
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• Removing the packing tube
The printer is shipped with a protective spiral tube to keep

the print head from being damaged in transit. We have to
remove this tube. First, remove the printer cover. See the tube
on the carriage rail (Figure 1-3). Pull it off carefully.
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Warning: The print head gets hot during operation, so
let it cool off before you touch it.1----..--- --.-.___.__-.---..-.-.- - - --..---.- ·······---·1

I - ---- I

I
I
!
i

I

I
I

._~__ J
Figure 1-4. Press the cartridge into place until the holding springs
snap into place.

3. Using the guide holders as a fulcrum with the ribbon fac
ing away from you, as shown in Figure 1-4, lightly press
the cartridge down until the two holder springs snap shut
to hold the cartridge firmly in place.

4. Check that the cartridge fits so that the drive pins engage
the cartridge teeth.

5. Gently slide the print head carriage manually all the way
to your right or left until the ribbon automatically slips
down into its proper place between the print head and the
silver ribbon guide.

6. Put the printer cover back on and you're finished. (A
special switch on the printer prevents the printer from
working when the cover is off.)
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Print head

Ribbon guide

Ribbon

Figure 1-5. All you have to do is to slide the print carriage
manually to your right or left, then the ribbon slips down by itself into
its proper position.
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CHAPTER 2

GETTING TO KNOW

YOUR PRINTER

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 2 include -
• Parts of the printer - what they're for and how

to use them;
• Paper selection and loading;
• Adjustment;
• Connecting your printer to the computer;
• Extra functions with the control panel.

CONTROLS AND PARTS OF THE PRINTER

• Parts of the printer
First, we'll go over the parts of the printer. You saw most of

these when you unpacked your printer. Now we'll give you a
brief explanation of what they do. (For details on the initial set
up of this printer, with all components in place, see Chapter 1.)

PRINTER COVER - This protects the ribbon and the print
head from dust and dirt, and cuts down the sound of the printer.
PAPER GUIDE - As you've guessed, this flat plastic
molding guides the paper during printing (it is raised for single
sheets and lies flat for sprocket-feed paper).
POWER CORD - This cord connects the printer to its power
source, usually a wall outlet. It's located at the left rear of the
printer.
PRINT HEAD - This is the unit that does the actual printing.
Like the strike lever in a typewriter, tiny, stiff wires in the print
head hit the paper through a ribbon.



Control panel

Printer cover/
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r--------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ---l

I I
Tractor feed unit I

I

I
I

I

Platen knob

Power cord

Control panel

Printer cover

Power switch

L __~__.. ,__ .. " . . ._________ __.~ .. __.__.__.._ .. __._~~~ ~._ .. ,,__ __ _. ~ .

Figure 2-1. Front and rear views of the printer

TRACTOR FEED UNIT - The drive gear and sprockets of
the tractor feed unit move sprocket-feed paper through the
printer.
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PLATEN - This is the rubber cylinder that carries paper to
the print head.
INTERFACE CONNECTOR - On the back of the printer,
this connector is used to connect your computer to the printer.

• Controls and indicators
Now let's take a tour around the controls, starting with the

control panel on the right. There are seven indicators and four
keys on the control panel.

.__._--_..._-----~

_._-
The control panel.

POWER INDICATOR - Glows red when the power is on or
blinks when the printer is out of paper or some other error
occurs.
BOLD KEY and INDICATOR - Pressing this key selects
boldface printing.
DRAFT INDICATORS (80, 96, 136) - Glows green to in
dicate the number of characters per line when the printer is in
the draft mode (set by the Mode key or the software control).
NLQ INDICATOR - Glows green when the printer is
printing in the Near Letter Quality (NLQ) mode (set by the
Mode key or the software control).
MODE KEY - Changes the print mode every time it is
pressed.
PAPER FEED KEY-Advances the paper one line at a time
when the On Line indicator is off. If you hold the key down,
you'll get consecutive line feeds, one after the other. If you push
the On Line key while holding this key, you can advance the
paper to the top of the next page or a new form.
ON LINE KEY and INDICATOR - Glows green when the
printer can receive data from your computer (on line). When the
printer is off line, it sends a signal to the computer indicating
that it cannot accept data. Pressing the On Line key switches
the printer on line and off line.
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• Extra functions
There are eleven more functions that are not directly

specified on the control panel. You can use six of them by press
ing a key (or keys) when you turn on the power; five others are
activated by pressing two control keys at once.

For details, please refer to the end of this chapter.

• Other controls
There are other controls, not connected to the control panel

board. Some of the more important ones are:

POWER SWITCH - The switch to turn the printer on is at
the back, on the left side.
PLATEN KNOB - This knob is at the middle of the right
side and lets you turn the platen by hand, just like a typewriter.
Caution: Turn this knob only with the Power switch off. Turn-

ing it with the power on could damage the platen drive
gears.

RELEASE LEVER - The release lever is on top of the
printer, near the left rear corner. You'll be using it often - it
controls how strongly the paper is held against the platen. The
release lever has four positions: the top setting is used for inser
ting paper, the next is for single sheets, the third is for sprocket
feed paper, and the bottom one is used when adjusting the
paper.
PAPER BAIL - The bail is the movable bar that holds the
paper against the platen. Its position depends on the setting of
the release lever.
DIP SWITCHES - These are a set of ten switches and a set
of six switches that are used in interfacing the printer to your
computer. There are also switches to set page length, character
style, perforation skipping, and selecting the international
character sets. See Appendix A for a complete list and explana
tion.

SELECTING AND LOADING PAPER

Your printer can handle the two basic types of paper-single
sheets (stationery, envelopes, multipart business forms, etc.)
and continuous paper (fan-folded perforated paper).

This is a good place to tell you about the release lever, which
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you'll be using often. This lever controls the pressure of thE
paper against the platen.

It has four settings:
i-The top setting is used when you want to load paper in the

printer.
.. - The second setting is for normal single sheets.
.. - The third is for sprocket-feed paper.
-I - The bottom one is used when you want to release the

paper completely to adjust it.
The paper bail holds the paper against the platen according to

the setting of the release lever. The bail is opened when the
release lever is in the top position, closed when the lever is in
the second or third positions, and opened by the printer when
the lever is in the bottom position.

i
i
I

L_._o ~o . __ 0 __.o.._oo o~____________ _ J
Figure 2-3. Use friction feed for single sheets and tractor feed for
continuous paper.

• Loading single sheets
Now, instead of feeding the paper in manually by turning the

platen knob, we're going to use the release lever (the printer
must be turned on). Remember what we told you about this
lever? It allows you to advance the paper according to its posi
tion.
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OK? Let's start.

1. Move the sprockets on the tractor feed unit all the way to
the ends.

2. Slide the sheet guide all the way to the right.
3. With the ribs of the paper guide toward you and the

sliding adjuster at the bottom left, insert the guide into
the slot at the back of the printer cover.

Sheet guide

i Sprocket

~

Figure 2-4. Raise the paper guide for loading single sheets.

4. Insert the guide stand in the notches provided for it and
use it to prop up the paper guide.

5. Position the adjuster at the triangle marked on the guide
for standard margins, or set it according to your re
quirements.

6. Set the release lever for single sheets-the second posi
tion from the top.

7. Align a sheet of paper on the guide along the adjuster.
8. Turn on the power switch. (The Power indicator will

blink because there is no paper.)
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9. Now set the release lever to the auto-feed setting-the
top position. The printer will advance the paper
automatically.

10. When the paper stops, set the release lever for single
sheets again.

To align paper that is not in straight-
• Set the release lever to the adjustment setting.
• Straighten the paper and adjust it for the margins you

want.
• Move the release lever back to its original setting.

• Loading sprocket-feed paper
This is the familiar computer paper, with the holes along the

sides and perforations between the sheets. It is also called
sprocket, punched, fan-fold, or just plain "computer paper." It
can be as narrow as 4", and up to 10" wide.

Figure 2-7 shows the tractor unit. Please identify the parts of
the tractor.

1. Turn on the printer and set the release lever for sprocket-
feed paper.

2. If the paper guide is installed, remove it.
3. Place a stack of fan-fold paper behind the printer.
4. Open the sprocket covers, on the right and left sprocket

units, as shown in Figure 2-7.

I

-~
Figure 2-7. Open the sprocket covers to expose the sprocket teeth.
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5. Flip the clamp levers backward. This allows the two
sprocket units to move freely right and left so you can
align them with the holes in the paper.

6. Feed the end of the paper into the slot next to the platen
cover plate.

7. Fit the holes in the paper over the sprocket pins so the
paper is even, and clamp the sprocket units in place.

8. Check that the paper is still positioned correctly, and
close the sprocket covers (Figure 2-8).

9. The Power indicator should be blinking. Turn the platen
knob to feed the paper until the indicator stops blinking.

10. Now turn the platen knob the other way just a bit, until
the indicator starts blinking again.

11. Set the release lever to the auto-feed setting. The printer
will advance the paper automatically.

12. When the paper stops, set the release lever for sprocket
feed paper again.

13. Finally, install the paper guide on the printer (Figure
2-8). Now you're ready to roll!

I

I

I
I
I
i

I
I

I

I ' I
L. ~ __.._0 • ••__ ••__••• _ •• •••• ____ __ ~
Figure 2-8. Ready to run with sprocket·feed paper.
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ADJUSTING THE PRINT HEAD

The distance between the print head and the platen must be
adjusted to accommodate papers of different thicknesses. To
make this adjustment, move the adjustment lever, which is
under the printer cover and immediately in front of the release
lever (Figure 2-9). Pulling the adjustment lever towards you will
widen the gap; pushing it away from you will narrow the gap.

I Adj",tm,m 1m' /6?"Ml"~1Y::»1"""'''"''-

!
I
!

I

L--=-=---=::----::-:-~-----=----c:_:__-__=____:~--_:_:_.."._---....J

Figure 2-9. The adjustment lever allows for different thicknesses
of paper.

There are four positions; you can feel the lever clicking into
the various notches. The first step (illustrated) is the one most
commonly used for single sheets of paper.

Yau shouldn't have any trouble finding the right gap setting
for your paper. If necessary, experiment; you'll soon find the
best position for the paper you're using.

CONNECTING THE PRINTER

Now that you have assembled your printer, it's time to use it
for what you bought it for - print information from your com
puter. But first you have to connect it to your computer. Please
follow the instructions in the order listed below.
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1. Make sure both your computer and printer are turned
off.

2. Connect one end of the interface cable to the connector
socket at the right rear of the printer as shown in Figure
2-10.

3. Connect the other end of the cable to your computer as
described in the computer manual.

II

•
I

•
II

~_ .._..._- --_.__.._.._-_ ...._...- ...__._- - ----- ---_ .... - --_._..__ ...

,

'-----_._---_.__.. - ._--_ - _._ .

Figure 2-10. This is how you connect the cable.

····~-l

I

I

__J
EXTRA FUNCTIONS WITH THE CONTROL PANEL

There are many functions that are not directly specified on
the control panel. In this section, we'll show you these extra
functions.

"'Llb I

II 'II ! L Self· test 2
I !I Self-test 1II' Hex dump

II
__-J1~ Panel mode

Italic mode JI
I

J
Italic and Panel mode

1

I,
------~J

Figure 2-11. Extra functions while turning on the printer.

I
I
I
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• Self-tests
Your printer has two built-in programs that print out sample

lines of letters, numbers, and other characters-to show you
that everything's in good working order. Self-test lis the long
version, and self-test 2 is the short one. You can use either one
to show the characters available in the printer, to check the in
stallation of the ribbon and paper, and to check the adjustment
of the head-to-platen gap.

Best of all, you don't have to wait another minute-you can
print the self-test without hooking up the printer to your com
p'uter! It's as simple as 1, 2, 3 ...

1. Plug in the printer (don't turn it on yet).
2. Insert a sheet of paper (or sprocket paper, either one).
3. While holding down one of the following keys, turn on

the power switch:

Paper Feed key-Self-test 1 (long)
On Line key-Self-test 2 (short)

Self-test 1

! "'"$/.~''' () *+, -. 10123456789: J <... >?@ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ[\.] ....._ cabcdefghijkl mno
p~rs:luvw;~yz{I} ....

.' "*'Z&~ () J/+, -,10123456789, 1<·>?8RBCDEF6HIJXLlfNOPQRS TUWIX YZe \)'" _. abcdf?fghiJklmno
pQrstu.vwxyz{/ ) ....

! "#$%&' 0'+ ,- ,/0123456789. J <->?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXn(\1'_·.bcdef9hijklmno
pq't'8luvvxyz{: }-

Self-test 2

! "*$f..~~ () *.", -. /0123456789r ;<-)'7@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZr:\lA-_ 'abC:de.fg,hijk:lmno
!"#$I.~' ()*+J-~/0113456799;;<=>?@AaCDErGHtJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZC\J""'_'abcdefghjjklmnop

"#$Y.&~ () *+, -~ 10123456789; ; (<l<)?1&ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZt\J""'"_ ·abcdefghi,Jklmm:lpq
#$;;'~~ () *+~ -" /':'1234'50678,,?:; <=),?@A'BCO€FGHIJJ<LMNOPQRSTUVWX'ilt\J"-_~ilbt:def9hijklmnoP-Gr
$%~' ()*~,-~/012345h7a9:;(=>?@AaCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZt\JA_~Abtdsfg~iJklmnopqrs

r.~'()*+,-,/0123456Ja9:;{=>?@ABCnEFGHJJKLMNDPCRSTUVWXYZ(\l~_tab~defohjjklmnopqrst

Figure 2-12. The self-tests show you what the printer can print.

Were you surprised? It's fast, isp't it? About 120 characters a
second, to be exact.

When you want to terminate the self-test function, turn off the
power switch.
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• Hex dump
Can you guess what a "hex dump" is? No, it's not where

witches throwaway useless spells. A hex dump is an advanced
ability of your printer that you can use, in certain cases, to find a
problem with your system. Fortunately, such problems rarely
arise but the hex dump is available if one does. We'll go over
hex dump in Chapter 4. Right now, we'll just tell you how to
make a hex dump:

1. Plug in the printer (don't turn it on yet).
2. Insert a sheet of paper, as you did for the self-tests.
3. While holding down both the Paper Feed and Mode keys,

turn on the power switch.

• Panel mode
As you'll learn in Chapter 5, this printer has many software

controls. But if you want to print in one mode, ignoring the con
trol codes, the "Panel" mode takes effect for you. To set the
"Panel" mode, follow the procedures:

1. Plug in the printer (don't turn it on yet).
2. While holding down the Mode key, turn on the power

switch.

Notice that this mode stays on until you turn off the printer.

• Italic mode
Sometimes, you may want to print with italic characters with

Draft mode as the power-on default. You can set the Italic mode
with the following procedures:

1. Plug in the printer (don't turn it on yet).
2. While holding the Bold key, turn on the power switch.

This mode stays on until you send the cancel command to
your printer. This mode re-activates when you send the reset
command to your printer.

• Italic and Panel mode
You can combine with the "Panel" mode and the "Italic"

mode at a time. To set these modes at a time follow the pro
cedures below:
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1. Plug in the printer (don't turn it on yet).
2. While holding both the Mode and Bold keys, turn on the

power switch.

Reverse micro-feed ----,----+-----i

**

**

**: Hold down

*: Press

* *f-------I----I- Right margin set
'---- ,L.-, Left margin set

Figure 2-13. You can set many functions by the combinations of
the control panel keys while in the Off Line mode.

• Setting print start position
When you want to align the print start position, you can set it

by the micro-feed operation with the control panel, instead of
turning the platen knob manually.

1. Set the Off Line mode by pressing the On Line key.
2. While holding down the On Line key, press one of the

following keys.
Paper Feed key - Forward micro-feed
Mode key - Reverse micro-feed

3. When you can set the print start position, release the
Paper Feed key or the Mode key first, then release the
On Line key.

• Setting the left and right margins
As you'll learn in Chapter 4, you can set the left and right

margins with control codes. In addition, you can set them by the
following procedures.

1. Set the Off Line mode by pressing the On Line key.
2. While holding the Bold key, press one of the following

keys.
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Mode key - Left margin set
Paper Feed key - Right margin set

3. While holding the two keys, the print head moves across
the page step-by-step.

4. When the print head goes to the position where you want
to set margin, release the two keys. So the printer
acknowledges the margin with the sound of beep.
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CHAPTER 3

BASIC PRINTING

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 3 include-
• Listing BASIC programs on the printer;
• How a program prints things;
• Control codes, escape codes, and command syn-

tax;
• Near letter quality (NLQ) characters;
• Fixed and proportional character spacing;
• Special printing

Printing in italics,
Underlining,
Superscripts and subscripts,
Boldface and emphasized text,
Mixing print modes.

To show you how to control your printer from a program, we
choose BASIC because it is easy to learn and easy to use. Also,
more personal computer users program in BASIC than in any
other language.

The rest of this manual will show you a little BASIC - just
enough for you to use your printer. We're not going to try to
make you an expert programmer, though, only get you started.
There are many excellent books that will teach you BASIC, so if
you discover that you like to program you should have no
trouble learning more about it.

SOME BASICS OF BASIC

• A new language!
Many people who meet BASIC for the first time are in

timidated. Some are put off by the idea of learning any new
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language, perhaps recalling the rigors of high-school Latin.
Others are unnerved by anything having to do with computers.

Well don't be! In the first place, BASIC may well be the
easiest language you could learn: it has a vary limited
vocabulary, a simple but precise grammar, and its dialects 
unlike those of English - usually different from each other only
in minor detail. Without programming, a computer is a useless
collection of chips and wire - why should we think of it as
something special? Anyway, computers are here to stay - let's
accept them with good grace.

• First steps
The first things that a beginner learns to do are to list a pro

gram and to print a character string. Certainly these are the
easiest operations one can do, but even they may depend on
what computer you have. In Microsoft BASIC, we can list all
the steps in a program by entering LIST. 'rhis lists them on the
CRT screen; if we want to print them on a printer, we prefix the
command with an L (enter LLIST).

The Microsoft BASIC command for outputting information is
PRINT. Like the LIST command, this displays the information
on the CRT screen so we have to add an L (----1 LPRINT) if we
want to use the printer. Just put whatever you want to print
between quotes and after LPRINT (anything enclosed in quotes
is called a character string). For example, we would use
LPRINT "Hello!" to output "Hello!" to the printer. We'll see
later how to LPRINT things other than character strings.

We started with Microsoft BASIC because it is the most wide
ly used version of BASIC around. The programs in this manual
are written in Microsoft BASIC so they should run on most com
puters. But if strange things happen when you try to run a pro
gram, check the BASIC manual that came with your computer:

Let's talk about Apple II computers for a minute. These
enormously popular computers use their own brand of BASIC.
To use an Apple II, enter the following -

PR#l
LIST
PR#O

PR#l
PRINT I1Hello! 11

PR#O

The PR#l tells the Apple to send everything to the printer,
the LIST or PRINT command sends it, and the PRHO returns
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output to the screen.
Other computers, notably the Commodore C-64, require you

to open the printer as a numbered device then to direct output to
that device. For example, you might type the following to print
"Hello!" or to list a program in the C-64's memory.

I
I

OPEN4,4
CMD4
LIST
CLOSE4

OPEN4,4
CMD4
PRINT ltHello! It

CLOSE4

I
II
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Here, the first line says that the printer is device number 4,
the second directs output to it, the third does the printing, and
the last line closes down device number 4.

Appendix H gives more information about listing programs on
the various computers. Find the part that applies to your com
puter and try it.

Now that we know how to address the printer, let's try listing
a BASIC program. Load a program into memory ready to pro
gram printer operation - just as soon as we learn a little bit
about the ASCII codes.

• ASCII codes and the CHR$ function
You talk to your computer in BASIC, but your computer and

your printer talk to each other in what are known as ASCII
codes. In the ASCII code, each number from 0 to 255 has a par
ticular meaning - 36, for example, makes the printer print a
dollar sign. Some numbers cause the printer to do other things,
too. For instance, sending a 7 sounds the printer's bell.

Taken together, these numbers and their meanings make up
the ASCII code (pronounced ask-key), which stands for the
American Standard Code for Information Interchange. There are
ASCII codes for all the letters of the alphabet (upper case and
lower case), 0 to 9, most punctuation marks, and some (but not
all) of the functions of the printer.

There are a number of different ways to represent an ASCII
code, depending on how you are using it. For example, the
ASCII codes for the letter "A" are 65 (decimal) or &H41 (hex
adecimal). Or you can just call it "A". Appendix B shows all of
the ASCII codes.

BASIC uses the CHR$ function to represent ASCII
characters and many functions. To print the letter "A" we
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would enter LPRINT CHR$(65). To make the printer's bell
sound, we would LPRINT CHR$(7). In general, we print a
character by entering LPRINT CHR$(ASCII code) to the
printer.

We can also use hex ASCII codes. Although we use only
decimal ASCII codes in this manual, you should understand at
least what a hex code is. "Hex" is short for hexadecimal and
refers to a base-16 number (the numbers we use in everyday life
are base 10). Since the hex system needs 16 digits, it uses the
numerals 0 through 9 and also the letters A through F. You can
always tell that a number is in hexadecimal by the "&H" im
mediately preceding it. The ASCII code for the letter "A" (65 in
decimal) is &H41 in hex.

• Control codes
ASCII codes with values of 32 or less do not have their own

keys. These codes control many of the printer's functions, so we
call them control codes. To enter a control code from the
keyboard, we have to press two keys at the same time - the
"control" key and one other. The other key determines what
code is sent - pressing the control (CTRL) key and A sends
ASCII code 1, CTRL B sends ASCII code 2, and so on.

Your printer has a lot of control codes to let you do some real
ly nifty things. Let's try one that we've mentioned several times
already:

10 I Demo of ASCII code
20 LPRINT CHR$(7)
30 END
RUN

That's the printer's bell (we call it that even though it sounds
like a buzzer). We'll learn more about it in later (we just wanted
to show you a control code that would get your attention right
away).

There are four common ways of referring to a control code:
the name of the code or its abbreviation, the decimal ASCII
value, the hexadecimal ASCII value, and the "CTRL-" value.
For example, the ASCII code that causes the printer to advance
the paper one line is decimal 10. This code may be referred to
by any of the following.



CHR$(10)
CTRL-J

I

I
I
II

line feed -the name of the code
(LF) -its abbreviation
ASCII 10 -its decimal value
ASCII &HOA -its hexadecimal value (the &H signifies

hex)
-the way it's used in BASIC
-the way you send it from a keyboard
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Of course, most of the time we don't need to bother with
these. Our computers are smart enough to know that when we
press the "A" key we want to print the letter "A" - they take
care of all the intermediate steps.

Appendix B is a table that shows the various names for each
code so you can convert back and forth. The microcomputer
world is not very consistent in describing ASCII codes, so it's
important that you have a basic knowledge of them.

• A note on command syntax
Because the readers of this manual will be running such a

wide variety of applications on so many different computers, we
just can't show the exact way of sending codes to the printer for
each one of them. Instead, as we introduce you to each new com
mand, we will show the commands as in this example:

• The escape codes
Back when the ASCII system was set up, computer equip

ment was relatively simple and thirty-three control codes were
considered sufficient at the time. The American Standards
people realized that, eventually, more control codes would be
needed so they included the escape (ESC) code to allow almost
any number of additional codes to be defined when they became
necessary.

ESC allows us to "escape" from the ordinary set of control
codes so we can specify additional functions and other informa
tion needed for a printer function. In this manual, we'll write the
ESC code inside broken brackets, like this - (ESC).

(ESC) - decimal 27 - is always followed by at least one
other number; it is never used alone. The whole series of related
numbers is called an escape sequence.

C
I

•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(ESC) "W" 1
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This command that turns on expanded printing. (ESC), as we
mentioned earlier, is the escape code (which is ASCII code 27).
A letter or number in quotes (such as the "w" above) means that
the character should be sent to the printer (without the quotes).
In our example, you should send a capital W following the
escape code. In BASIC, you could do this in a couple of ways: by
sending the character itself (e,g, LPRINT "W";), or by using the
CHR$ function to send the ASCII code for the character (e.g.
LPRINT CHR$(87);).

Many of printer commands end with a 1 or O. When shown as
in the above example (i.e. no quotes and no "CHR$"), you can
use either ASCII code 1 (i.e. CHR$(l» or the character "I"
(which is ASCII code 49). The same idea applies to commands
ending with O.

So for out example above, any of these BASIC statements will
have the same result:

LPRINT CHR$(27);"W";CHR$(1)
LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "W" ; CHR$ ( 49)
LPRINT CHR$(27);"\vl"

Even though, there are many commands that require the use
of ASCII code 0; the character "0" (ASCII code 48) cannot be
substituted. In these cases, instead of an unadorned 0 we will
show CHR$(O) each time these commands are referenced.

That's it for the basics. You are now ready to learn how to use
the many features of your printer.

SOME SPECIAL KINDS OF TEXT

If you looked carefully at your printer's self test, you noticed
that it can print in italics. But there's more! Your printer can
underline characters, print superscripts and subscripts, and
perhaps most exciting, print near letter quality characters.

• Near Letter Quality characters
This printer's Near Letter Quality (sometimes abbreviated as

NLQ) character set is ideal for correspondence and other impor
tant printing, for it takes a keen eye to detect that it is from a
dot matrix printer. Normally, your printer prints draft quality
characters. This is adequate for most work and it prints fastest.
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But for the final printout, try NLQ. The program below shows
how.

10 ' Demo of NLQ character set
20 LPRINT CHR$(27);"xl";
30 LPRINT "This line shows NEAR LETTER QUALITY!
40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"xO";
50 LPRINT "This line shows standard print."

In this program, line 20 selects NLQ characters with (ESC)
"x" 1 command. Line 30 prints a sample before line 40 switches
printer back to draft printing with an (ESC) "x"O. When you
run the program you should get this:

This line shows NEAR LETTER QUALITYl
This line shows standard print.

Table 3-1
Near letter quality commands

Function Control code
Near letter quality ON (ESC) "x"!
Near letter quality OFF (ESC) "x"O

• Italic printing
Italic letters are letters that are slanted to the right. Your

printer can print all of its letters except NLQ characters in italic
as well as the roman (standard) letters you are accustomed to.
Italics can be used to give extra emphasis to certain words. The
command codes to tum italic on and off are shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2
Italic commands

Function Control code
Italic ON (ESC) "4"
Italic OFF (ESC) "5"

Use this program to see italic characters:
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10 I Demo of italic and roman
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "4" ;
30 LPRINT "This line is in ITALIC characters."
40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"5";
50 LPRINT "This line is in ROMAN characte::'s."

Here is what you should get:

j T,l ITRLIC characters.
is in ROMAN characters.

1 j ne is
:I. i nf"

This
Th:i. ~::i

In this program, line 20 turns italic on with (ESC) "4", and
line 40 turns italic off with (ESC) "5".

• Underlining
Not only can your printer print all styles of printing in both

roman and italic, but it can underline them too. The control
codes are shown in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3
Underline commands

Function Control code
Underline ON (ESC) "-"1
Underline OFF (ESC) "-"0

Again, that's simple. Let's try it with this program:

10 I Demo of underlining
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "-1";
30 LPRINT "This phrase is UNDERLINED;";
40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"-0";
50 LPRINT " this is not."

It should corne out like this:

This phrase is UNDERLINED; this is not.
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In this program underline is turned on in line 20 with <ESC)
"-"1, and then off in line 40 with <ESC) "-"0. There's a new
little wrinkle in this program, though. The semicolons at the
end of the first three lines told BASIC that those lines were to
be continued. Therefore, BASIC didn't send a carriage return
and line feed at the end of those lines. We just did this to il
lustrate that all these control codes can be used in the middle of
a line. It's easy to und(;rline or italicize only part of a line.

• Superscripts and subscripts
Your printer can print in two different heights of characters.

The smaller characters are called superscripts and subscripts and
are half the height of normal characters. Superscripts print even
with the tops of regular printing while subscripts print even with
the bottom of regular printing. They are frequently used to
reference footnotes, and in mathematical formulas.

Table 3-4 has the codes for using superscripts and subscripts.

Table 3-4
Superscripts and subscripts commands

Function Control code
Superscript ON (ESC)"S"O
Subscript ON (ESC)"S"l
Super and subscript OFF (ESC)"T"

Try this program to see them work:

10 ' Demo of superscripts and subscripts
20 LPRINT "Look! ";
30 LPRINT CER$ (27) ; "SO II ;

40 LPRINT "SUPERSCRIPTS ";
50 LPRINT CHR$(27);"T";
60 LPRINT "& If;
70 LPRINT CHR$(27);"S1";
80 LPRINT "SUBSCRIPTS ";
90 LPRINT CHR$(27);"T";
100 LPRINT "on one line."

Look l SUPERSCRIPTS & SUBSCRIPTS on one line.
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Here line 30 turns on superscripts with (ESC) "S"O. It's turn
ed off in line 50 with (ESC) "T". Then between printing text,
subscripts are turned on in line 70 with <ESC> "S" 1, and finally
off in line 90. Again, everything prints on one line because of the
semicolons.

CHANGING THE PRINT PITCH

In "printer talk," the number of characters that can be printed
in one inch is called the print pitch or character pitch. Normally,
your printer is set for 10 characters per inch, which is called pica
(and is the same as the pica pitch on some typewriters). This
works out to 80 characters per line.

You can also print 12 characters per inch (elite pitch). This
gives you 96 characters per line.

You can set these pitches by using the Mode key on the con
trol panel manually, or by software as shown in the table below.

Table 3-5
Print pitch commands

Pitch Characters/inch Control code
Pica 10 (ESC) "P"
Elite 12 (ESC) "M"

Try this program to see how these two pitches work. Be sure
to set the printer to draft mode.

10 f Demo of pica and elite pitches
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "M" ;
30 LPRINT "This line is ELITE pitch."
40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"P";
50 LPRINT "This line is PICA pitch (normal),"

When you run this program you should get this:

This line is ELITE pitch.
This line is PICA pitch (normal).
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Line 20 turns on elite pitch with (ESC) "M". Line 30 prints a
line at 12 characters per inch. The (ESC) "P" in line 40 resets
the printer to pica pitch and line 50 prints a line in pica pitch.

• Expanded print
Each of the print pitches can be enlarged to twice its normal

width. This is called expanded print. Try this program to see
how it works:

10 I Demo of expanded print
20 LPRINT "Demonstration of " .,
30 LPRINT CHR$(l4);
40 LPRINT "EXPANDED" ;
50 LPRINT CHR$(20);
60 LPRINT " printing."
70 LPRINT "Notice that " .,
80 LPRINT CHR$(l4);
90 LPRINT "EXPANDED model!
100 LPRINT "automatically turns off ~+- the endal.-

of a line."

DefTlDnstv"ation D'f E: X a:=·n~it,nl::>E::~:C.l' pl'-int,inq.
Not iCE? t.1''', d t n::::~ X F" ~:'2:i 6"·..8][) E:~: 1::> IllIli (:::"JI eR ~:=::'

autofTldtically turns off at the end of a line,

Expanded print set with CHR$(14) is automatically cancelled
at the end of the line. This is convenient in many applications,
such as for one line titles. Note that you didn't need to put an
(ESC) in front of the CHR$(14), although (ESC) CHR$(l4)
works just the same.

You can also cancel one line expanded print before a carriage
return with CHR$(20), as done in line 50.

Sometimes you may wish to stay in expanded print for more
than one line. Change your program to this:

I 10 , Demo of permanent expanded mode

I
20 LPRINT CHR$(27); "Wllt;
30 LPRINT "Permanent expanded lt
40 LPRINT "mode stays on until"

I 50 LPRINT "is is " .,
60 LPRINT CHR$( 27); ItWO";

II 70 LPRINT "turned off. It
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ow the results look like this:

P~~~~n~nt ~xp~nd~d

~~d~ ~t~y~ ~n ~nt~l

::i -It:. ::ii.."s turned of "F.

When you turn on expanded print with {ESC) "W" 1 it stays
on until you turn it off with (ESC) "W"O.

Table 3-6
Expanded print commands

Function Control code
One line expanded ON CHR$(14) or (ESC)CHR$(14)
One line expanded OFF CHR$(20)
Expanded ON (ESC)"W"l
Expanded OFF (ESC)"W"O

• Condensed print
Each of the print pitches also can be condensed to its normal

width. This is called condensed print. Try this program to see
how it works:

10 ' Demo of condensed print
20 LPRINT "Demonstration of ";
30 LPRINT CHR$(15);
40 LPRINT "CONDENSED";
50 LPRINT CHR$(18);
60 LPRINT l! printing."

Demonstr"a"Ucm of CONDENSED pr-inting.

Condensed print set with CHR$(15) stays on until you turn it
off with CHR$(18). Note that you don't need to put an (ESC) in
front of the CHR$(l5), although (ESC) CHR$(15) works just
the same.
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Table 3-7
Condensed print commands

Function Control code
Condensed ON CHR$(15) or (ESC) CHR$(l5)
Condensed OFF CHR$(18)

By combining expanded print and condensed print with the
two pitches, this printer has eight different character widths
available.

Enter this program to see how the print pitches, expanded
print and condensed print can be combined:

10 ' Demo of various print pitches
20 LPRINT CHR$(15);
30 LPRINT CHR$(27);"M";
40 LPRINT "This line is CONDENSED ELITE pitch."
50 LPRINT CHR$(27);"P";
60 LPRINT "This line is CONDENSED PICA pitch."
70 LPRINT CHR$(18);
80 LPRINT CHR$(27);"M";
90 LPRINT "This line is NORMAL ELITE pitch."
100 LPRINT CHR$(27);UP";
110 LPRINT !!This line is NORMAL PICA pitch."
120 LPRINT CHR$(27);"Wl";
130 LPRINT CHR$(15);
140 LPRINT CHR$(27);"W';
150 LPRINT llThis line is EXP AImED CONDENSED

ELITE."
160 LPRINT CHR.$(27);"P";
170 LPRINT "This line is EXPANDED CONDENSED

PICA."
180 LPRINT CHR$(18);
190 LPRINT CRR$ (27) ; "M" ;
200 LPRINT "This is EXPANDED ELITE."
210 LPRINT CRR$ (27) ; "P tl ;
220 LPRINT "This is EXP/i.NDED PICA."
230 LPRINT CRR$( 27) ; tlwo"
240 END

Here's what you should get from this program:
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This line is CONDENSED ELITE pitch.
This line is CONDENSED PICA pitch.
This line is NORMAL ELITE pitch.
This line is NORMAL PICA pitch.
This line is EXPANDED CONDENSED ELITE.
This line is EXPANDED CONDENSED PICA.
Th~s ~s EXPANDED ELITE.
Th~~ ~~ EXPANDED PICA .

• Proportional printing
Have you ever noticed in books and magazines? Doesn't it

look nice? The main reason is that each character is given an
amount of space proportional to its actual width. A typewriter
(and most printer), on the other hand, give every character the
same amount of space, no matter how wide it is. (Pica pitch, for
example, gives a "w" and an "i" 1/10 of an inch each. Look these
letters closely and you'll see that a "w" is two or three times as
wide as an "i".)

Well, you too enjoy professional-looking proportional print
ing. You can turn proportional printing on and off with the
following command.

Table 3-8
Proportional commands

Function Control code
Proportional ON (ESC)"p"l
Proportional OFF (ESC)"p"O

Try this program to see how the proportional spacing works.

10 I Demo of proportional printing
20 LPRINT CHR$(27);"M";
30 LPRINT "This line is NOfu'VIAL ELITE print ing. "
40 LPRINT CHR$( 27) ; "pl";
50 LPRINT "This line is PROPORTIONAL ELITE."
60 LPRINT CHR$(27); "P";
70 LPRINT "This line is PROPORTIONAL PICA. 1t

80 LPRINT CHR$(27);ltp OIt;
90 LPRINT ItThis line is NORMAL PICA printing. 1t

100 END
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When you run this program you should get this:

This line is NORMAL ELITE printing.
This lim~ is PfWPORTIONAL ELITE.
Thi.~::} linE~ i.~:i F'HnF'ClF~TI[)I\IAL PICA ..
This line is NORMAL PICA printing.

Line 20 selects the elite pitch and line 40 turns on the propor
tional printing with (ESC)"p"l. Line 50 prints a line with pro
portional elite pitch. Then, line 60 selects the pica pitch, so that
line 70 prints a line with proportional pica pitch. Finally, line 80
resets the proportional printing and line 90 prints a line in nor
mal pica pitch.

NOTE: When you change the print pitch by the MODE key on
the control panel, this proportional spacing should be
automatically cancelled.

MAKING WORDS STAND OUT

Your printer has very good print density when it's just print
ing regularly. But sometimes you may want something to stand
out from the rest of the page. This printer provides two ways to
do this: boldface and emphasized print. Both of these go over
the characters twice, but they use slightly different methods to
darken the characters. Let's try them and see what the dif
ference is.

The following table shows the control codes for getting into
and out of boldface and emphasized modes.

Table 3-9
Print emphasis commands

Function Control code
Boldface ON (ESC)"G"
Boldface OFF (ESC)"H"
Emphasized ON (ESC)"E"
Emphasized OFF (ESC)"F"
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Try them now with this little program:

10 ' Demo of boldface and emphasized
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; lJG II ;

30 LPRINT "This line is BOLDFACE printing."
40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"E";
50 LPRINT "This line is BOLDFACE and

EMPHASIZED."
60 LPRINT CHR$(27);"H";
70 LPRINT llThis line is EMPHASIZED printing. II

80 LPRINT CHR$(27);l1F";
90 LPRINT "This line is normal printing."
100 END

Run this program. The results will look like this.:

This line is BOLDFACE printing.
This line is BOLDFACE and EMPHASIZED.
This line is EMPHASIZED printing.
This linE is normal printing.

Line 20 turns on boldface with (ESC)"G" and line 30 prints a
line of text. In line 40 'emphasized is turned on with (ESC)"E".
Line 50 prints a line of text in boldface and emphasized. Line 60
then turns boldface off with (ESC)"H" so that line 70 can print
in emphasized only. Finally, line 80 turns emphasized off, so
your printer is set for normal printing.

Look closely at the different lines of printing. In the line of
boldface printing each character has been printed twice, and
they are moved down just slightly the second time they are
printed. In emphasized printing, they are moved slightly to the
right the second time your printer prints. The last line combined
both of these so that each character was printed 4 times. Now
that's pretty nice printing, isn't it?

MIXING PRINT MODES

We have learned how to use the various print modes in
dividually and together. Now we'll see how to combine them
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more efficiently.
You have at your disposal a unique command that lets you

choose any valid combination of print modes and pitch. This is
the Master Print mode command. It looks like this:

(ESC) 'T' n

Here, the value of n defines the print style to be selected. The
value of n can range from 0 to 255, which is the range of values
that can be stored in one eight-bit byte. If you look at each bit in
this byte, you'll find that each one represents a printing style
variation. Adding the binary values of the selected bits gives the
value of n for a particular combination of print styles.

Table 3-10 shows the decimal values of the bits in the Master
Print byte. To calculate the value n for a particular combination
of printing styles, just add the values of the features that you
want to combine.

Table 3-10
Values of mixing print styles for Master Print

Bit Print style Decimal value
1 Elite print 1
2 Proportional print 2
3 Condensed print 4
4 Emphasized print 8
5 Boldface print 16
6 Expanded print 32
7 (Not used)
8 Underline 128

For example, if you want to select elite expanded boldface
print, you would calculate the value of n like this:

Elite 1
Boldface 16
Expanded 32
n= 49

The command would look like this:

CHR$(27);" l" ;CHR$(49)
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To better understand the way the print modes work, consider
that each mode except pica (pica is the default) has a separate
switch that can turned on and off via software. Once the switch
is on, it stays on until turned off. When two modes that conflict
are turned on at the same time, the printer must choose which
one to use.

For example, suppose you turn on both Elite and Emphasized
modes. Since these cannot combine the printer must make a
choice; in this case, the printer chooses Elite.

Summary notes
1) Pica is the default pitch and is active when Elite is turned

off.
2) When two modes conflict, the one of lesser priority is

cancelled. For example, Condensed and Emphasized can
not be printed at the same time, printing is Emphasized.

3) Elite cancels Emphasized.
4) Underline, and Expanded modes combine with any print

modes.
5) Emphasized will not mix with Elite or Condensed.



CHAPTER 4

FORMATTING TEXT

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 4 include-
• The carriage return and line feed;
• The amount of space between lines;
• Moving to the next page;
• The number of lines on a printed page;
• Horizontal and vertical tabs;
• Setting margins-left, right, top and bottom;
• Centering and aligning.

Chapter 3 showed us all the basic techniques of using the
printer. Now we're ready for the more advanced ones. We'll con
centrate on changing the appearance of the page to suit our
needs.

LINES AND LINE SPACING

• Starting a new line
Up until now the only time we have thought about printing on

a new line is when we didn't want it to happen. We learned that
putting a semicolon (;) at the end of a BASIC line will not end the
line of printing. So somehow, the computer telling the printer
when to end one line and start another.

There are two codes that are used to end one line and start
another. They are carriage return (CHR$(l3)) and line feed
(CHR$(lO)). Like the escape code, they have been given ab
breviations which you'll find many texts (including this one):
< CR > and < LF >. The codes are simple, but their action is a
little confusing (especially with BASIC). Carriage return is the
easiest. Each time that the printer receives a CHR$(l3) it
returns the print head to the left margin. It does not advance the
paper (if DIP switch 1-8 is on; see below).
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Line feed is more complicated. Each time the printer receives
a CHR$(10) it both advances the paper one line and returns the
print head to the left margin, ready to start a new line.

ow to add a little confusion-most (but not all) versions of
BASIC add a line feed (CHR$(10» to every carriage return
(CHR$(l3» that they send. If your version of BASIC doesn't do
this, then you should turn DIP switch 1-8 off so that your printer
will add the line feed for you. When you have DIP switch 1-8 off
the printer will do the same thing when it receives a carriage
return as it does when it receives a line feed.

If you find that your printer double spaces when it should
single space, then you probably need to turn DIP switch 1-8 on.

• Reverse line feeds
Your printer a unique capability: it can move the paper up

or down! Its tractor design allows the paper to be fed in
either direction without jamming. This allows you to move
around the page at will. You can use this feature to print several
columns of text side by side, or print a graph and then move
back up and insert descriptive legends. As you experiment
you're bound to come up with more uses!

The simplest form of reverse paper feedimg is a reverse line
feed. The code is (ESC)(LF), which causes the paper to move
down (in effect, moving the printing uP) one line. A "line" used
in a reverse line feed is the same size as a line in a regular line
feed (this is normally 1/6 inch). When you change the line spac
ing (which you'll read about next), you change it for both for
ward and reverse line feeds.

Table 4-1
Line feed commands

Function Control code
Return print head to left margin CHR$(13)
Advance paper one line CHR$(lO)
Reverse paper one line <ESC)CHR$(l0)

• Changing the line spacing
When you turn your printer on the line spacing is set to 6 lines

per inch. This is fine for most printing applications, but
sometimes you may want something different. Your printer
makes it easy to set the line spacing to whatever you want.

Try this program to see how easy it is to change the line spac
mg:
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NEVI
10 I Demo of line spacing
20 FOR 1=1 TO 25
30 IF 1=13 THEN 60
40 LP?INT CHR$ ( 27) ; 1I A"; CHF$ (I) ;
50 LPRINT "THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO";I
60 NEXT I
70 LPRINT "LINE SPACING IS SET TO 1/6 INCH

(NORfI!AL) . 1I

80 LPRINT CHR$(27);"2 11

90 END

This is what you will get:

!?~!!l:'!:~ I~II~I~ ~~A~I'!I\~ 'I!S ~I~l~~ :':~I: ;..... ~=t ~l·'· §F'~l~' /;,r? ,~ §!?: ::' cJ
- ..~ t~ I:=:t \:: !31~:~k.: l~: c; ': g t; ':~ - .. 6

THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 9
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 10
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 11
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 12
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 14
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 15
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 16
THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 17

THIS LINE SPACING IS SET TO 18

TI.. II ~3 LINE'. SP{~C II\lei I ~; SET TO 19

TH I~3 I._INE f:Wr;C INCi IS f:3ET TO 20

THIE:; 1... 1Nt::: ::,)F'('~C II\lei If::; EiET' TO 21

THIS LINE SPAC INCj r c' f::;E:~T TO 'Or,
.. ;::> .'::'L

THIf::; L. Il\lE ::')F'(.:lCINb I;;:; ~:3r~T TU .-\:-;..
L·..)

THIS LII\~E ~3F'('~C I NG IS SET TO 2 J;1·

THIS LII\IE SPACING Je SET TO 'Or::-. ..., "::'d

LINE: E3F'(~C INC; Je ~::;E'r TO 1 I ' II\lCH (l'\lmmAL.)• "_J /0 .
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Line 40 changes the line spacing. The command (ESC)"A"
CHR$(n) changes the line spacing to n/72 of an inch. The loop
that is started in line 20 increases the value of n (the variable I in
this program) each time it is executed. So the line spacing in
creases as the program continues. Line 30 just shortcuts the
loop when I = 13, since BASIC won't let us send CHR$(13)
without adding an unwanted CHR$(10) to it. Finally, the (ESC)
"2" in line 80 resets the line spacing to 6 lines per inch. This is a
shortcut that is the same as (ESC)"A"CHR$(12).

When you run this program with the DIP switch 1-6 off (IBM
mode), you cannot get the printout as shown above.

The (ESC) "A" CHR$(n) command in IBM mode only defines
the line spacing as n/72 of an inch; the (ESC) "2" command
changes the line spacing to the amount defined by the previous
(ESC) "A".

So, you need to change the following lines to the previous pro
gram as shown below for the IBM mode:

40 LPRINT CHR$(27); "A" ;CHR$(I) ;CHR$(27); "2";
80 LPRINT CHR$(27);"A";CHR$(12);CHR$(27);"2"

You may wonder why they picked 1/72 of an inch as the incre
ment for the line spacing command. There's a good reason: the
dots that the printer makes are 1/72 inch apart. So this means
that you can vary the line spacing in increments as fine as one
dot - unless you want finer spacing, like one third dot spac
ing.

The (ESC)"3"CHR$(n) command sets the line spacing in in
crements of 1/216 inch. Change line 40 in your program so it is
like this:

40 LPRINT CHR$(27); "3" ;CHR$(I);

and run the program again. Now the results will look like this:



The program works the same as before, but the line spac-
ing are just one-third what they were. This is because (ESC)
CHR$(n) sets the spacing to n/216 inch.

Table 4-2 shows the line commands, including
several "shortcut" commands for commonly used line spacings.

Table 4-2
Line spacing commands

Function Control code
Set line spacing to 1/8 inch (ESC)"O"
Set line spacing to 7/72 inch (ESC)"l"
Set line spacing to 1/6 inch or use
(ESC) 'A definition
Set or define line spacing to n172 iner (ESC)"A"CHR$(n)
Set line spacing to n/216 inch (ESC)"3"CHR$(n)
One-time line feed of n/216 inch (ESC)'TCHR$(n)
One-time reverse line feed of n/216 inch (ESC)"j"CHR$(n)

• Moving down the page without a carriage return
So far, all the commands that move the paper also move

print head to the And normally this is you
want. though, you may to move the page
without moving the printhead to margin.
following commands do just

The (ESC)'']''CHR$(n) command causes the ~y;~h,y

one n/216 inch, but not chtlnf:.:e
line spacing. Try this program to see



(1 0);

fee-t 1
NDrv1BER 1. n

"LINE NUMBE 2.";
line feed
(27);"J";

NUIVIBER 3."
4.""LINE

Here is what your printer will produce:

I Nt::: I\jUrvlBEn I. n

NE NUlvIBEF;:

LINE NUlvIBEF< ::';.
I NE 1\IUIVIBEF< il h

The <ESC)"]"CHR$(lOO) in line 50 changes the spacing to
100/216 inches for one line only without moving the printhead.
The rest of the lines printed with the normal line spacing.
',",lc,rvD that both line 30 and line 50 end with semicolons. This
prevents the normal line feed from occurring.

The ESC)"j"CHR$(n) command works the same way except
that the paper moves in the opposite direction. Try this simple
change to your program and see what a difference it makes!

40 lOne-time reverse line feed
o LPRINT );"j"; (100);

L II'JE
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PAGE CONTROL

Now that we have seen how to control line spacing, we can go
on to page control - positioning the printing on the page and ad
justing the paper length.

• Form feed
The simplest forms control code is the form feed. Form feed

(or < FF » is CHR$(l2) and causes the printer to move the
paper to the top of the next sheet. Try it by changing lines 40
and 50 to this:

40 ' form feed
50 LPRINT CHR$(12);

I
I
!

Before you run the program, turn your printer off and adjust
the paper so that the top of the sheet is even with the top of the
ribbon guide on the print head, then turn the printer back on. If
you don't remember how to do this, review Chapter 2. When
you run the program, the results will look like this:

0:___ L _

I LINE l\ilWIBEf-=\: ''::'.o l L. I I\~E t\lUI'-1BEF.;: 4.
I
I

n l

\J I___ J _

O : I... J NE:' ~~UI'·lf::II=~~~ .:1.;.
[ 1._1 Nt:: 1\~t..H"IBI::.I-\ :.:~.

I
I

0:
•••

•
I

•
The form feed (CHR$(l2)) in line 50 caused the printer to

move to the top of a new page before printing the last two lines.

• Reverse form feed
Just as your printer can perform a reverse line feed, it can do a

reverse form feed. This code moves the paper so that the print
head is positioned at the top of the current page. This can be us-
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ed, for example, to print text in a multi-column magazine for
mat; print the first column, then reverse form feed back to .the
top of the page to start the second column. The code for reverse
form feed is easy to remember: < ESC> < FF > .

Table 4-3
Form feed commands

Function Control code
Advance paper to top of next

CHR$(l2)
page
Reverse paper to top of current

(ESC)CHR$(l2)
page

• Changing the page length
You may have some computer forms that you wish to use with

this printer that are not 11 inches high. That's no problem,
because you can tell your printer how high the forms are that
you are using. There are two commands for doing this, shown in
this table.

Table 4-4
Form length control

Function Control code
Set the page length to n lines (ESC)"C"CHR$(n)
Set the page length to n inches (ESC)"C"CHR$(O)CHR$(n)

Let's set up a 7 inch high form length, which is typical of
many computer checks. The following program will do it.

NEVi
10 f Demo of variable form lengths
20 LPRINT CHR$(27);"C";CHR$(0);CHR$(7)'
30 LPRINT "PAY TO THE ORDER OF:"
40 LPRINT CHR$(12);
50 LPRINT "PAY TO THE ORDER OF:"
60 END

This program should print "PAY TO THE ORDER OF:"
twice, and they should be 7 inches apart. Line 20 sets the form
length to 7 inches. After line 30 prints, line 40 sends a form feed
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advance the paper to the top of the next form. Line 50 then
prints its message.

After you have run this program, turn off the printer and ad
just the top of form position. When you turn the printer back on
the page length will reset to its normal setting (usually 11 in
ches).

TOP AND BOTTOM MARGINS

Many programs that you use a printer don't keep track of
where they are printing on the page. This causes a problem
when you get to the bottom of a page because these programs
just keep on printing, right over the perforation. This makes it
very hard to read, especially if a line happens to fall right on the
perforation. And if you separate the pages then you are really in
trouble.

Of course your printer has a solution to this predicament. This
printer can keep track of the position on the page, and advance
the paper so that you won't print too near the perforation. There
are two commands to do this. One controls the space at the top
of the page and the other controls the space at the bottom of the
page. The control codes are given in the following table.

Table 4-5
Top and bottom margin commands

Function Control code
Set top margin to n lines (ESC)"r"CHR$(n)
Set bottom margin to n lines (ESC)"N"CHR$(n)
Cancel top and bottom margins (ESC)"O"

In both cases the value of n tells your printer how many lines
to skip, although there is a slight difference in the usage. When
you set the top margin with <ESC)"r"CHR$(n), the value of n
tells the printer what line to start printing on. When you set the
bottom margin with <ESC)"N"CHR$(n), the value of n tells the
printer how many blank lines should be left at the bottom of the
page.

Let's try a simple application to see how these margins work.
Enter this program, which will print 150 lines without top and
bottom margins.



bot am of' p2
3
o

ar top batt



o
o
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SETTING LEFT AND RIGHT MARGINS

Table 4-6
and right margin commands

at column n
at column 12

column 121

at column n2

(10) ;
(70) ;

;

RETURN

a

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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When you want to reset the margins to the default values, you
have two choices. You can either turn the printer off and back
on, or you can set margin values equal to the default values.
This means that you should set a left margin of 0 and right
margin of 80 in pica pitch.

If you change the pitch of your printing after you set your
margins, the margins will not change. They stay at the same
place on the page. So if you set the margins to give you 65 col
umns of printing when you are using pica type, then you change
to elite type you will have room for more than 65 columns of
elite printing between the margins.

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL TABS

Suppose you need to move across the page to a certain posi
tion several times in a document. It's not much fun to type in
space after space. And you don't have to - you can "tab" your
way across the page.

Your printer's tabs are like those on a typewriter, but much
more powerful. You have both horizontal and vertical tabs
which can be used for both text and graphics - and they're real
ly handy for indenting paragraphs and making tables.

• Horizontal tabs
Horizontal tabs are set automatically every eight positions. To

move the print head to the next tab position, send CHR$(9).
Try this program to see how the default tabs work.

10 I Demo of horizontal tabbing
20 LPRINT flONEfI;CHR$(9);ITWOfl;CHR$(9);IlTHREE";

CHR$(9);"FOUR fI

Here's what you should get-

DNE TWC} F'UUF,

I
I..

Even though the words are different length, they are spaced
out evenly by the horizontal tabs.

Now add the following line to your program to set different
horizontal tabs:
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2 ),ff tt; ( 4);

(ESC)"D" is the command to begin horizontal It
must be followed by representing the positions that
you want the set. In our program we are in col
umns 7, 14, and 21. The CHR$(O) at the end ends the string of
tabs. In fact, any character that is not greater than the previous
one will stop setting tabs. This means that you must put all your
tab values in order, from least to greatest, or they won't all
set.

When you run the program now it produces this:

Ul\IE THnEF FCJUF~

The words are now closer together, but still evenly spaced.
Turu your printer off and on again to reset the default tabs.

Table 4-7
Horizontal tab commands

Function Control code
Advance to next tab position CHR$(9)

Set tabs at nl, n2, etc.
(ESC)"D"CHR$(nl)
CHR$(n2).....CHR$(O)

• One-time horizontal tabs
Suppose you need to move to a position across the page, but

you only need to do it once. It doesn't make much sense to set
up a tab to use only one time. There must be an easier way 
and of couse there is.

The solution is called a Table show com-
mands.

Table 4-8
One-time horizontal tabs
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Try this program to see how this works.

In this program, the print head is positioned before the "IT in
"Horizontal" is printed.

The relative horizontal tab command can move the print head
right form the current position. The formula for calculating how
much the print head moves is the same as in the absolute
horizontal tab command. However, the units by which the print
head actually moves vary in 1/120-inch units.

HD!'''i~·~c)nti::\:I. I.:. db "
"1ur" :i. ;.~ on t d:l. t· ,'::1 b ..
HUI'" 1 ;: or'l t ,,':\ I. t: ab ,
HUI·-i;.:unta]. tab.
HDI"" i;:. ontal tab.
""101'" :i. ;: on t c:\]. t:. <::\I:J "

60 +..++++
6:;::-: +.++.+.+.
64 +++.+.j-.
6h +++++
68 +++++
70 +++++

The aboslute horizontal tab command moves the print head to
a specified position on the page. The position that you want the
print head to move to (meaured from the left margin) is
specified by the values of nl and n2 in l/60-inch units using the
formula n1 + n2 x 256.

Try this program to see how this works.

10 I Demo of absolute horizontal tabs
20 FOR 1=60 TO 70 STEP 2
30 LPR1NT 1;"+++++";
40 LPR1NT CHR$(27) ;"$H ;CHR$(1) ;CHR$(O);
50 LPR1NT "Horizontal tab."
60 NEXT I
70 END

10 FOR 1=1 TO 3
20 LPRINT ltRelativelt;
30 LPRINT CHR$(27) ; lt V';CHR$(I*20) ;CHR$(O);
40 LPR1NT ltHorizontal lt ;
50 LPR1NT CHR$(27); It\lt ;CHR$(I*lO) ;CHR$(O);
60 LPRINT ltTab."
70 NEXT I

••
I
I
I

••

•

•
I
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!
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I
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•
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80 LPRINT
90 END

Rpl at i ,;!F.~

RelC\tivE!
r~E' 1. at i" ve

HOI~i.zontal 'T"":lb.
Horizontal Tab.

Horizontal Tab •

• Vertical tabs
Vertical tabs have the same kinds of uses that horizontal tabs

do - they just work in the other direction. Horizontal tabs allow
you to reach a specific column on the page no matter where you
start from. Vertical tabs are the same. If you have a vertical tab
set at line 20, a vertical tab (or < VT > ) will move you to line 20
whether you start from line 5 or line 19.

The vertical tab is not set at the power-on default. If you send
a CHR$(ll), which is the ASCII code for < VT >, before we
have set up tabs advance the paper one line. Enter this program
to see how this works.

10 ' Demo of vertical tabs
40 LPRINT CHR$ (11) ; "FIRST TAB. If

50 LPRINT CHR$(ll);"SECOND TAB."
60 LPRINT CHR$ (11) ; "THIRD TAB."
70 LPRINT CHR$(ll);"FOURTH TAB."

Now, let's set some vertical tabs of our own. Add these lines
to the program:

20 LPRINT CHR$(27) ;"B If ;CHR$(10) ;CHR$(20);
30 LPRINT CHR$(40);CHR$(SO);CHR$(0);

<ESC)"B" is the command to set vertical tabs. Like the
horizontal tab setting command, tab positions must be defined
in ascending order. Our example sets vertical tabs at lines 10,
20,40 and 50. Then the CHR$(ll) in each of the following lines
advances the paper to the next vertical tab. The printout is
shown below.
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Add one more line to the program to demonstrate one more
feature of vertical tabs.

80 LPRINT CHR$(ll);"FIFTH TAB."

Now when you run the program the first page looks just like
before, but line 80 sends one more < VT > than there are tabs.
This doesn't confuse your printer - it advances the paper to the
next tab position which happens to be the first tab position on
the next page. That's nice, isn't it?

Table 4-9
Vertical tab commands

Function Control code
Advance paper to next tab posi-

CHR$(11)
tion

Set vertical tabs at 1'11, 1'12, etc.
(ESC)"B"CHR$(nl)
CHR$(n2) .....CHR$(O)

• Vertical tab channels
Vertical tab channels are especially helpful in two situations.

The first occurs when you are writing a program to accompany
a preprinted form that can accommodate various types of
responces. The second occurs when you create a multipage
form or report with different vertical tabs on each page.

Table 4-10
Vertical tab channel commands

Function Control code
Set vertical tabs at 1'11, 1'12, etc. (ESC)"b"CHR$(nO) CHR$(nl)
as channel 1'10 CHR$(n2) .... .CHR$(O)
Select vertical channel nO <ESC )"I"CHR$(nO)

You can store up to eight channels of tab stops. They are
numbered from 0 to 7. If you have already stored a set using
(ESC)"B" command, your printer has labelled it as channel O.

Try this program how to see the vertical tab channels work.
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10 I Demo of vertical tab channels
20 LPR1NT CHR$(27); "b" ;CHR$(l) ;CHR$(10) ;CHR$(2'

CHR$(O);
30 LPRINT CHR$(27);"b ll ;CHR$(2);CHR$(lS);CHR$(2

CHR$(O);
40 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; lib "; CHR$ (3) ; CHR$ (17) ; CHR$ (2

CHR$(O);
50 ' Use vertical tab channels
60 FOR 1=1 TO 3
70 LPRINT "TOP OF FORi'lll
80 LPRINT CHR$(27);"/";CHR$(I);
90 LPRINT CHR$(ll);
100 LPR1NT "1ST TAB OF CHANNEL!!;I
110 LPRINT CHR$(11);
120 LPRINT "2NiJ Tim OF CHANNEL!!; I
130 LPRINT CHR$(12);
140 NEXT I
ISO LPRINT CHR$(27);"@!l
160 END

When you run this program you should get like this.I
!!
S;

••••
I
I
I
I
•

TOP OF FURM

i1ST 1 M:' OF CHA~lr·lEI

I

2ND TAB OF CHANNEL 1

ITOP OF FORM

I
115T TAB OF CHi.NNEL 2

I
12NO "" DC CHANNEC ,

I

TOP OF FQf.:1"1

I
115T TAB iJF CHANNEL .

I
I

2ND TAB OF CHANNEL :
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CENTERING AND ALIGNING TEXT

Table 4-11
Aligrliulg commands

program to easy it is.

4
50
60

o
90

II

1I

When you run program,

I I
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CHAPTER 5

SPECIAL FEATURES OF

THE PRINTER

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 5 include-
• Printer's bell;
• Master reset;
• Uni-directional printing;
• International character sets;
• Printing BIG characters;
• The optional sheet feeder;
• Macro instruction;
• Reading a hex dump.

In the previous chapters we have learned about several
groups of control codes. In this chapter we will look at more con
trol codes. These codes don't fit neatly into any of the groupings
that we have studied, but they add a lot of capability to your
printer. So here goes.

• Now hear this
You may have heard the printer's bell if you have ever run out

of paper. And you may have wondered why it's called a bell
when it beeps instead of ringing! It's a long story that goes back
to the early days of computers, when teletype machines were us
ed for computer terminals. These mechanical marvels had a bell
in them that could be heard for blocks. This bell was used to
signal the operator that somethings needed attention. The code
that the computer sent to the teletype machine to ring the bell
was, reasonably enough, called a bell code. Well the name bell
code is still with us, even if the bell has changed to a beeper, and
a lot of people still call the beeper a bell, even if it doesn't sound
like one. So with our trivia lesson out of the way, let's see how
we can "ring the bell.'·

The code to sound the "bell" is CHR$(7), which is ASCII code
7 or (BEL). Any time your printer receives this code it will
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$

turns your pri.nt(~r
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stop the printer. This will allow you to print to the end of the
sheet, and even beyond if you are not careful. The codes to con
trol the paper-out detector, along with the other codes that we
have just learned are in the following table.

Table 5-1
Some miscellaneous commands

Function Control code
Sound bell CHR$(7)
Master reset (ESC) "@"

Off line CHR$(l9)
On line CHR$(17)
Paper-out detector off (ESC) "8"
Paper-out detector on (ESC) "9"
Move print head back one space CHR$(8)
Delete last character sent CHR$(127)
Cancel text in print buffer CHR$(24)
Print "slash zero" (ESC) "~"l
Print "normal zero" (ESC) "----"0
Immediate-print on (ESC) "i"l
Immediate-print off (ESC) "i"O

• Backspace, delete, and cancel text
Backspace (CHR$(8» "backs up" the printhead so that you

can print two characters right on top of each other. Each time
your printer receives a backspace it moves the printhead one
character to the left, instead of to the right. You can strike over
multiple letters by sending more than one backspace code.

Delete (CHR$(l27» also "backs up" one character, but then it
"erases" the previous character (it's erased from your printer's
buffer, not from the paper).

Cancel text (CHR$(24» deletes all the text in the print buffer;
that is, in the line before the delete text command. Since your
printer prints one line of text at a time, only that line will be
deleted.

The following program shows how these codes works.

10 LPRINT llBACKSPACE DOES NOT";
20 LPRINT CHR$(8);CHR$(8);CHR$(8);
30 LPRINT "=== WORK"
40 LPRINT "DELETE DOES NOT";
')0 LPRTN'T' r:HR~(1;:>7) ~rl..m<j;(1?7'1·rHR<I:(1?7).
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60 LPRINT IlHORKIl
70 LPRINT "CANCEL LINEIl;
80 LPRINT CHR$(24);
90 LPRINT IlDOES NOT WORK"

Here is what this program will print:

BACKSPACE DOES N§~ WORK
DELETE DOES WORK
DUE~:; NOr l1.JUF~I<

The backspace codes in line 20 move the printhead a total of
three spaces to the left so that the first part of line 30 will over
print the word "NOT". The delete codes in line 50 "erase" the
three letters in the word "NOT" so that it doesn't even print.

In line 80, CHR$(24) deletes the words in line 70. The
semicolon at the end of line 70 prevents a line feed from causing
that line to print before the printer receives the CHR$(24) code.
The text in line 90 prints as it normally would because it is after
CHR$(24).

Printing zeroes
Believe it or not, there are two types of zeroes. There is of

course the type we use every day - 0 - and this is what your
printer will print if you don't do anything.

The other type is used almost exclusively in computers and
engineering. It is called the "slash zero" and is written like this 
0. The line through the number is supposed to prevent you from
misreading it as the letter "0". Back before high-quality
printers were available, this was a good idea but you really have
no need for it (although you may want to use the slash zero for
special effect).

.. Immediate-print
This printer can print at fine rate of 120 characters per se

cond. But it will also print more slowly at the speed of your typ
ing. In immediate-print mode, the printhead prints one character
at a time, as you send it. This printer also moves the paper up so
that you can see the current line and then down to continue
printing.
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You can tum immediate-print mode on with <ESC) "i" 1. But
before looking at it, let's review the normal operation of the
print buffer. Enter this program.

20 A$=tflf : INPUT It TYP~ A CHARACTER ",A$
30 IF A$=lftf THEN 50
40 LPRINT A$; : GOTO 2
50 LPRINT : LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; tf@"

Now type several characters, and after each press the
RETURN key. True to form, the printer just stuffs the
characters into its buffer while it waits for a carriage return
code. (In this program the RETURN key doesn't send a car
riage return code.) To end this program and print the contents
of the buffer, press RETURN alone.

Now add this line:

10 LPRINT CHR$(27); tf il lf ;

And RUN the program. Your printer responds to your typing 
immediately.

When you are finished, press RETURN alone.

II Adjusting the width of space between characters
This printer provides a command that adjusts the space be

tween the NLQ characters that it prints when the DIP switch 1
6 is set on. The <ESC) CHR$(32) CHR$(n) command adds blank
space between the characters. The units of space that are added
vary in 1/60-inch units.

Try this program to see how this works.

10 ' Demo of adjusting spaces
20 LPRINT CHR$(27);"xl";
30 FOR 1=10 TO 1 STEP -2
40 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ;" If; CHR$ (I) ;
50 LPRINT tfThis line is addedll;r;tfspaces."
60 NEXT I
70 LPRINT tfThis line is Normal space."
80 END
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This line ~s added 10 spaces
This line ~s added 8 spaces.
This line is added 6 spaces
This line is added 4 spaces.
This line is added 2 spaces.
This line is Normal space.

This command can be used to produce micro-justification.
which is a method of justifying lines by incresing the space be
tween each character.

• Uni-derectional printing
Uni-directional printing is a big word that means printing in

one direction only. Your printer normally prints when the print
head is moving in both directions. But once in a while you may
have an application where you are more concerned about how
the vertical lines align than with how fast it prints. This printer
lets you make this choice. The table below shows the commands
for controlling how this printer prints.

Table 5-2
Printing directin commands

Function Control code
Print in one direction (ESC) "un!
Print in both directions (ESC) "U"O
One time print in one direction (ESC) "e

Try this program to see the difference that printing in one
direction makes.

10 ' Demo of uni-directional printing
20 LPR1NT CER$(27); "1";
30 FOR 1=1 TO 10
40 LPR1NT "II!
50 NEXT I
60 LPRINT : LPRINT
70 LPR1NT CHR$(27);"Ul";
80 FOR 1=1 TO 10
90 LPR1NT "I"
100 NEXT I
110 LPRINT CHR$(12);CHR$(27);"@"
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Here is what you will get. The top line is printed bi-directional
ly, and the bottom is printed uni-directionally. You will have to
look hard because there isn't much difference.

Let's analyze the program. Line 20 sets the line spacing to
7/72 of an inch so that the characters that we print will touch top
to bottom. Lines 30 "'-' 50 print 10 vertical line characters. Then
line 70 sets one-direction printing and the vertical lines are
printed again. Finally line 110 sends a form feed to advance the
paper to the top of a new page, and then uses the master reset to
restore the printer to the power on condition.

You can also set the printer to print in one direction for one
line only by using the (ESC) "(" command. This command im
mediately moves the printhead to the left margin and then
prints the remainder of the line from left to right.

• The seven bit dilemma
Certain computers (but not the IBM-PC fortunately!) don't

have the capability to send eight bits on their parallel interface.
They can only send seven bits. This would make it impossible
for these computers to use this printer's block graphics
characters and special symbols if our engineers hadn't thought
of a solution. (All of these characters have ASCII codes greater
than 127 which means that the eighth bit must be on to use
them.) The solution lies in the three control codes given in the
following table:
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Table 5-3
Eighth bit controls

Function Control code
Turn the eighth bit ON (ESC) ")"
Turn the eighth bit OFF (ESC) "= "
Accept the eighth bit ", is" from

(ESC) "#"
the computer

• Block graphics characters and special symbols
Besides the upper and lower case letters and symbols that we

are by now familiar with, your printer has a whole different set
of characters that are for special uses. These characters include
block graphics for drawing forms and graphs, and special sym
bols for mathematical, engineering and professional uses. The
special characters are included in two character sets. The
character set you normally use with IBM mode is called
character set #1. The special characters are printed out when
you send ASCII codes 160---..-255 to the printer.

Your printer also offers character set #2 which is almost the
same as character set #1 except for the addition of ASCII codes
3---"-6,21, and 128---..-159. Character set #2 is selected with (ESC)
"6"; to go back to character set #1, use (ESC)"7".

You can also specify the power-on default character set by set
ting DIP switch 1-7 on for character set #1 and off for character
set #2. The following program will print out all of the graphics
characters available:

10 LPRINT CHR$(27); l O";
20 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "6" ;
30 FOR J==3 TO 6
40 LPRINT II ";J;CHR$(J);CHR$(9);
50 NEXT J
60 LPRINT II 20 ";CHR$(20)
70 LPRINT
80 LPRINT II 21 ";CHR$(21);CHR$(9);
90 LPRINT" 26 ";
100 LPR1NT CHR$(26)
120 LPR1NT
130 FOR J==128 TO 254 STEP 5
140 FOR 1==J TO J+4
150 IF 1>254 THEN 170
160 LPRINT I;CHR$(I);CHR$(9);
170 NEXT I
180 LPR1NT : LPR1NT
190 NEXT J
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Figure 5-1 shows what this program will print. If your chart
doesn't 1001 like this because it has regular letters and numbers
instead of the special symbols, then your computer is only using
seven bits. You can get the correct printout by changing line
160 to this:

160 LFRINT IiCHR$(27);">";CHR$(I);CHR$(27);I=";
CHR$(9);

A note for the IBM-PC users:
'When you run this program, you cannot get the right-pointed

arrow (CHR$(26» with the IBM-PC computers. This is because
the IBM-PC does not send this code to the printer.

There is a solution to avoid this problem. Change lines 100
and 120 to the either set of the following lists.

100 0=INP(&H379) : IF 0<128 THEN 100
110 OUT &H37S.,26 : OUT &H37A.,S : OUT &H37A.,4
120 LPRINT : LPRINT

100 0=INP(&H3BD) : IF 0<128 THEN 100
110 OUT &H3BC.,26 : OUT &H3BE.,S : OUT &H3BE,S
120 LPRINT : LPRINT

So how are all of these strange characters used? Here is a
short program that demonstrate how the graphics characters
can be combined to create a figure: the 5 of clubs.

10 LPRINT CHR$(27);"6";
20 LPRINT CHR$(218);CHR$(196);CHR$(196);

CHR$(196);CHR$(196);CHR$(196);CHR$(191)
30 LPRINT CHR$(179);CHR$(S3);CHR$(32);CHR$(32);

CHR$(32);CHR$(32);CHR$(179)
40 LPRINT CHR$(179);CHR$(32);CHR$(S);CHR$(32);

CHR$(S);CHR$(32);CHR$(179)
SO LPRINT CHR$(179);CHR$(32);CHR$(32);CHR$(S);

CHR$(32);CHR$(32);CHR$(179)
60 LPRINT CHR$(179);CHR$(32);CHR$(S);CHR$(32);

CHR$(S);CHR$(32);CHR$(179)
70 LPRINT CHR$(179);CHR$(32);CHR$(32);CHR$(32);

CHR$(32);CHR$(S3);CHR$(179)
80 LPRINT CHR$(192);CHR$(196);CHR$(196);

CHR$(196);CHR$(196);CHR$(196);CHR$(217)
90 LPRINT CHR$(27);"7"
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Table 5-4
International character set commands

Country Control code
U.S.A (ESC) "R"CHR$(O)
France (ESC) "R"CHR$(l)
Germany (ESC) "R"CHR$(2)
England (ESC) "R"CHR$(3)
Denmark type I (ESC) "R"CHR$(4)
Sweden (ESC) "R"CHR$(5)
Italy (ESC) "R"CHR$(6)
Spain (ESC) "R"CHR$(7)
Japan (ESC) "R"CHR$(8)
Norway (ESC) "R"CHR$(9)
Denmark type II (ESC) "R"CHR$(lO)

The characters that change are shown beneath their ASCII
code in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5
International character sets

Country 35 36 64 91 92 93 94 96 123 124 125 126
U.S.A # $ @ [ \ ] "

,
{ I } ~

I

France # $ a 0 £; § "
, e LA e ..

Germany # $ § A (j U "
, a 0 i.i B

England £ $ @ [ \ ] "
,

{
, } "",

Demark type I # $ @ k. 0 A "
,

CE ¢ A ""

Sweden # n E A (j A U e a 0 A i.i
Italy # $ @ 0

\ e " LA a 0 e 1
Spain R. $ @ .

~ G A , .. n: } ~•
Japan # $ @ [ ¥ ] "

,
{ I } -,

Norway # n E k. 0 A U e ce ¢ A i.i
Denmark type n # $ E k. 0 A U e ce ¢ A U

• Printing characters in the control code area
When you refer the Appendix B, you'll find many characters

are printed in the control code area. (Remember that the low
order control codes are the ASCII codes 0 through 31 plus 127,
and the high-order control codes are 128 through 159 plus 255.)

These codes don't normally print symbols on paper, rather
they cause the printer to change modes. To make them print as
normal symbols requires an extra command. For example, the
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command to "normalize" the high-order control codes is <ESC)
"6". Try this program with the DIP switch 1-6 on.

10 r Demo of characters in the high-centrol coe
area

20 LPRINT CHR$(27);!!6!!;
30 FOR 1=128 TO l59
40 LPRINT CHR$(I);
50 NEXT I
60 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; It 7 1t

70 END

When you run this program you'll get like this:

That's where the italic international characters have been
stored. So the <ESC)"6" command without the <ESC)"R" gives
you access to the international characters. The <ESC)"T' turns
these characters back into control codes.

The low-order control codes can also be defined, but not all of
them can be printed with ease. The <ESC)"I" 1 command
makes them printable, and the <ESC)"I"O command returns
them normal.

Just as the higher control codes hide the italic international
characters, the lower control codes hide the roman international
characters.

Let's see how these commands work with the following pro
gram:

10 I Demo of characters in the control code are
20 L?RINT CHR$(27);"Il n

;

30 FOR 1=0 TO 6
40 LPR1NT CHR$(I);
50 NSXT I
60 LPR1NT CHR$(16);CHR$(17);
70 FOR 1=21 TO 31
Bo LPR1NT CHR$(I);
90 NEXT I
100 LPRINT
110 FOR 1=128 TO 134
120 LPRINT CHR$(1);
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130 NEXT I
140 LPRINT
150 FOR 1=
160 LPRINT
170 NEXT I
180 LPRINT
190 END

CHR$(144);CHR$(145);
9 TO 59

CHR$(I);

CHR$(27) ;"10"

When you run this program you should get like this:

A~~Oia£§B¢"AdU~U~~¥

.~e U(~l i "£§13¢ .. Aoi)Miilt(3 ill

Table 5·6
Control code area commands

Function Control code
Printable code area expansion (ESC)"6"
Control code area expansion (ESC)"7"
Select undefined cooes as characters (ESC)'TI
Cancel undefined codes as characters (ESC)"I"O

II Printing BIG characters
You can even enlarge yout character sets for attention-grabb

ing headings or special effects. There are six commands you can
use. Everything following any of them will be enlarged as
shown below, until the cancel code is entered.

Try this program to see the big characters.
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When you run this program, you will get like this:

10 ' Demo of BIG characters
20 LPRINT "THIS IS ";
30 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "h" ;CHR$ (1) ;
40 LPRINT "DOUBLE";
50 LPRINT CHR$(27);"h";CHR$(0);
60 LPRINT " SIZED PRINTING."
70 LPRINT
80 LPRINT "THIS IS ";
90 LPRINT CHR$(27);"h";CHR$(2);
100 LPRINT "QUAD";
110 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "h" ;CHR$ (0) ;
120 LPRINT " SIZED PRINTING. II

130 END

I
I

I
I
I

THJ ~:; I b 'H'"'ip!'..,,~ n II'Q" E:::" S I ZED F'!~~ I NT I NCi.
.II,.J t ...! ~_, .II... H.,....

TH I f:; IS S I ZED F'H I NT I i'ICi.

I
C
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

As you can see, when the big character command is used, the
baseline for each character does not align. When you want to
align the baseline, try this program:

10 ' Demo of aligning BIG characters
20 LPRINT "THIS IS II;

30 LPRINT CHR$(27) ;"j";CHR$(21);
40 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "h" ; CHR$ (l) ;
50 LPRINT "DOUBLE";
60 LPRINT CHR$(27);"h";CHR$(0);
70 LPRINT CHR$(27) ;"J";CHR$(l8);
80 LPRINT " SIZED PRINTING."
90 LPRINT :LPRINT :LPRINT
100 LPRIlIIT "THIS IS ";
110 LPRINT CHR$(27) ;"j" ;CRR$(63);
120 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "h" ;CHR$ (2) ;
130 LPRINT "QUAD";
140 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "h"; CHR$ (0) ;
150 LPRINT CRR$ (27) ; "J" ;CRR$ (63) ;
160 LPRINT " SIZED PRINTING."
170 LPRINT :LPRINT
180 END
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When you run this program, you will get like this:

Eli. ,(-) II j ]..... IE'"",- L.J '.' C '[ C ,P II ."..~ - C' T "T i=:' [' F:' F:" I' " I 'T' I 1\\ r::f r-.lJ . ....J • lulU m", »uuH "".Ift \.:> ... L. ...~.} \. I"! ~l:JH

THlf3 If3 512[1) F'nII'JTI NF:i ..

• The optional sheet feeder
The automatic sheet feeder is a handy option that feeds single

cut sheets automatically. Work done on cut sheets looks better
that done on computer paper, and you don't have to tear the
"ears" off each sheet as you must with fan-fold paper.

The automatic sheet feeder feeds a new sheet automatically
every time the printer receives or generates a form feed. Any
time you wish, you can turn the auto-feed unit on and off by
using control codes.

Table 5-8
Automatic sheet feeder commands

Function Control code
Select automatic feed mode (ESC)CHR$(25) CHR$(4) or "«4»"
Cancel automatic feed mode (ESC)CHR$(25) CHR$(O) or "«0»"
Insert paper (ESC)CHR$(25) CHR$(l) or "«1»"
Eject paper (ESC)CHR$(25)"R" or "«R»"

When the automatic sheet feeder is installed, you must set the
DIP switch 1-5 on to detect the paper-out condition.

In addition, following functions are ignored when the auto-
matic sheet feeder is installed:

Setting of the page length
Top and bottom margins
Vertical tab settings

• The macro control code
The last of our group of miscellaneous codes is definitely not

the least. It is a user-defined control code, called a macro control
code, The term macro is from the jargonese macro-instruction
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Table 5-9
Macro instruction commands

To see how this works we can build a macro that will reset the
printing style to normal, no matter what style it may be to start
with. The following program will define a macro to do this.

As the comments in the program, we started to define macro
in line 10. Line 20 cancels the big character printing. Line 30
sets the normal pica, and also this command cancels the propor-

Function Control code

Define macro
(ESC)"+" ...(codes you include)
... CHR$(30)

Use macro (ESC)"+"CHR$(l)

'Select normal

'Start macro
'Big character

'Left-aligned

'Super &

'Set 1/6 inch

'2nd macro

which refers to an instruction that "calls," or uses a group of nor
mal instructions. In computer programming macro-instructions
(which are similar to subroutines) save programmers a lot of
time and effort. Your printer's macro can save you a lot of time
and effort also.

Here is how the printer's macro works. You define macro by
telling the printer what normal control codes are to be included
in the macro. Then you can use the macro any time that you
want and the printer will do all the things that you included the
macro definition. You can include up to 16 codes in a single
macro. You can even use the macro to store a frequently used
word or phrase. There are two control codes for the macro: one
to define it, and one to use it. They are given in the Table 5-9.

10 LPRINT Cl-iit$(27);"+Il;
20 LPRINT CHR$(27);!lh";CHR$(O);

off'

30 LPRINT CHR$(27);"! ";CHR$(O);
pica

40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"T";
subscripts off

50 LPRINT CHR$(27); "2!l;
line spacing

60 LPRINT CHR$(27);"a";CHR$(0);
printing

70 LPRINT CHR$(30)
definition

I
I

HI

I
I

••••
I
C

•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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tional pitch, condensed print, expanded print, boldface, em
phasized, and the underlining. Line 40 cancels the superscripts
and the subscripts. Line 50 sets the line spacing to 1/6 inch, and
line 60 sets the left-aligned printing. Then, line 70 ends the
macro definition. This printer will remember this macro until
the power is turned off or until a new macro is defined. A macro
can hold up to 16 bytes (characters) of information. The one that
we defined contains thirteen.

Now that you have defined a macro, let's see how to use it.
This program will print one line using several printing features.
Then it "calls" the macro in line 60. When line 80 prints the
style is "plain vanilla" because the macro has reset it.

10 LPRINT CHR$(27);IIQlI i CHR$(40);
20 LPRINT CHR$(27); lI a";CHR$(2);
30 LPRINT CHR$(27);1I-1 11

;

40 LPRINT CHR$(27);"h ll ;CHR$(1);
50 LPRINT "TESTING ABCDI!
60 LPRINT CHR$(27)i"+lI i CHR$(1);
70 LPRINT "TESTING ABCD"
80 END

TESTING ABeD

• Reading a hex dump
We've seen how to make a hex dump in Chapter 1, but it's not

really clear what we can do with one. We need a little
background first.

The BASIC in some computers changes ASCII codes before
they send them to the printer. If you run into problem because
of this, try this hex dump to check the ASCII codes.

First turn off the printer and run the following program. Hold
down both the Paper Feed key and Mode key and turn on the
printer.

10 FOR 1=0 TO 255
20 LPRINT CHR$(I);
30 NEXT I
40 LPRINT
50 END
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If your system passes the codes directly to the printer without
changing them, you will get like this. (You can print out the last
remaining line in the print buffer by putting the printer off line
with the On Line key.)

(H) 01 02 03 O'! 05 06 07 08 09 OA 08 OC 00 OE of ..... ~ ................
I" 11 12 1-3 14 15 16 17 18 19 lA lB tr- IO IE \F ......... . ...... .. .
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 28 2C 2D 2E :F ' "#1\%1". () *+, -'. I
:;0 31 ::;~ .',,' 34 35 36 37 38 39 3A 3D 3C 3D 3E -CF 0123456J89:;<~)?

40 4t 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 'IE! 4C 4D 4E I.ABr:OEFGfi 1,1 f-U1NO
50 51 52 5-3 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 58 5C 50 5E SF PO!<STUVWXYZE \]A

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6A 68 6e 6D 6E 6F ~2thcde.fqhijklmno

70 71 7':'- 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 7B 7C 70 7E 7£7 pqrstuvw:<yz -(:} .....

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 8A 88 8C 80 8E 8£7 ..................
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 9A 98 9C 90 9E 9£7 . .. .. .............
AI) Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 AA AB AC AD AE AF .................
BO Bt 82 83 84 85 86 B7 88 89 8A B8 BC 80 BE gr:- ................. -.
CO Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 CA CB CC CO CE CF ......................
00 01 02 D3 04 05 06 07 08 09 OA 08 DC DO DE DF ...................
EO El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 EA EB EC EO EE FF .... ~ ................ .. .
Fil Ft F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FA FB FD FE .. . ...............
00 OA

Most BASICs, however, are not quite that straight forward.
For example, the IBM-PC prints like the following.

=
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 OA OB OC OD (l() OE ..... . " ..... ....
OF 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 IB lC 10 IE, H-- ................... "

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 2B 2C 20 2E ~F I "#'f.'l.~~! () *+, -. I

II
30 31 ::::2 33 34 35 36 37 -38 39 3A 3B 3C 3D 3E ::r 0123456789:;<=~?

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 4f> 4C 40 'IE 4, 1~I\BC!lEFGHI JVLNNO
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 58 SC 51) 5f: 5' 'TJRS TUVW XY 7[ \ Y
60 6\ 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6A 6B bC 60 6F 6f- ~ nhc::de f gh i j k 1 fflfHl

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 78 71) 7E 71' pqr-"-;tuvW;{y;::: (I} .....

8(1 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 138 89 8A BB BC [,0 [1E rw . . ... ......... ..
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 9[1 99 9A 9B 9C 90 9£ 9F ...................
AO Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 AA AB AC AD AE r,r • , •••• 0 •• ......

I BO Bl 82 B3 84 85 B6 B7 B8 B9 BA 8B BC BD BE BF •••• 0_ •••••••••

CO Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 CA f:B CC CD CE r:F ...... .. . .. .. . ..
00 01 02 D3 04 05 Db D7 08 09 DA Of> DC OD DE OF ............. 0 ••

• EO El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 EA EB EC ED EE EF ..................
FO Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FA F8 FC FD FE FF " •• 0' ........... " ••

00 OA

I

•
I
I

Notice that your printer is receiving decimal code 13 (hex OD)
is coming with hex GA, which is really decimal 10. In addition,
your printer does not receive decimal code 26 (hex 1A).

Your printer prints hex numbers 16 per line, with printing the
characters on the right side. If it receives less than 16, it sits in a
holding pattern, awaiting more data. Taking the printer off line
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CHAPTER 6

CREATING YOUR

OWN CHARACTERS

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 6 include -
It Designing and printing your own characters;
• Designing proportional characters;
• Designing your own characters with NLQ.

In the previous chapters of this manual you've learned how to
control the printer to give dozens of different typefaces. By us
ing various combinations of pitches, character weights, and font
selections, you can create nearly any effect you want to in text.
And with international character sets and the special text and
big characters described in Chapter 5, you can print almost any
character you think of.

But if "almost any character" isn't good enough for you, then
it's a good idea you have this printer! With it you can actually
create your own characters. As you'll see in this chapter,
download characters can be used to print a logo, special
characters for foreign languages, scientific and professional ap
plications, or any other specific printing task.

DOT MATRIX PRINTING

In order to create download characters, you'll need some
understanding of how dot matrix printers work. They're called
"dot matrix" because each character is made up of a group of
dots. Look closely at some printed characters produced by your
printer and you will see the dots. Figure 6-1 shows how the let
ter "c" is formed by printing 15 dots.

The printhead in this printer consists of nine wires stacked
one atop the other. Figure 6-2 shows an enlarged schematic
view of the front of the printhead, showing the ends of the wires
and their relationship to the printed draft characters. As you can
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see, the capital letters use the top seven wires of the printhead,
and the descenders (such as the lower case "p" shown) use the
bottom seven pins. As the printhead moves across the page (in
either direction - that's what is meant by bi-directional print
ing) it prints one column of dots at a time. Each time a dot is sup
posed to print an electromagnet inside the printhead causes the
appropriate wire to strike the ribbon (making this printer an im
pact printer).

••••• ••••• •••••
Figure 6-1. The letter "e" is created by printing 15 dots.

••••••••••••••
••••• •• •• •••••••

-_.------------_. -_..._------ ---- --------------- -··-----·l
i
I
I

I

I

••••• ••••• •••••

1----------" ---
!

10
I _
I C, 0

o
o
o
o
o

Figure 6-2. As the printhead moves across the page, each of the
wires prints one row of dots.

THE PRINT MATRIX

All of the standard characters that this printer prints are form
ed from patterns of dots that are permanently stored in the
printer's R01t1 (read-only memory). This includes all of the stan
dard ASCII characters, and special characters, the international
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One bit in the download character definition command is to be
treated as a descender or not. We'll get to the command in due
time. For now, if your character uses the top eight dots, write in
a one next to the word "Descender" on the layout grid; if it uses
the bottom eight dots, write in a zero. In our example, we'll
want to the bottom of the flask to line up with the baseline of the
other characters, so it will not be a descender. As shown in
Figure 6-5, we've written in a "1" on out grid .

ASCi! Code

Descender _1.

Start column
End Column

i
M -= Descender • 128 ~ (Start· 16, - End i

I
1

.~-_._~...__.~_ •.•..__ .._.__ ...._.._._._-- .._-~

I
!

m, m, m, m. m., m.. m, m, m.. m., m ..

2

4

8

16

32

128

I

•
I

I

••
I

•
I
I
I

Total

j

'--- ~ .__.__ ._ _ I
Figure 6-5. We've designed a character and decided that it would
not be a descender, hence the "1" written in.

• Rule 2: Dots cannot overlap
As you can see in Figure 6-5 our flask has a nearly continuous

outline. But, you may ask, why not make it a really solid line and
print all the intermediate dots, as shown in Figure 6-6? Because
the dots that straddle the vertical lines in the grid actually
overlap those inside the boxes. If we tried to print overlapping
dots, the printhead would have to slow down and back up to
print both dots - not very efficient! To avoid this inefficiency,
this printer will not allow you to define a character like Figure 6
6. (Actually, you can define it, but when it prints, your printer
will leave out the overlapping dots, so that it would print like
Figure 6-5.)
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WRONG!
ASCII Code

Descender

Start COlumn
End coiUfnn

1

M, '" Descender • 128 ... (Start· 16) + End !,
i
;

m. rn !1l. m, m. m. m. rnt- 111.. m. (n.

4

16

32

64

1--···---- ...._...._....--..---.-_.--._-- ....-------~-.-------..---,
i
I
I
I
! 128

I ',

i

I
Total

i

L........__~ ..~ _ __._.__._ _ _. . _.. ._._.._~ -.J
Figure 6-6. Dots cannot overlap; those in immediately adjacent
"half columns" will be ignored when the character is printed.

• Add up each column of dots
Now it's time to give our creative side a break and get down to

some basic arithmetic. That's where the numbers down the left
side of the grid come in. Notice that there is a number for each
row of dots and that each number is twice the number below it.
By making these numbers powers of two we can take any com
bination of dots in a vertical column and assign them a unique
value. Some examples will make this clearer. As shown in
Figure 6-7, if we add the numbers for the dots that print in a col
umn, the sum will be a number in the range of 0 to 255. Each
number from 0 ----- 255 represents a unique combination of dots.,-_.

128 • -128!
64 • - 64 • - 64• - 32 • - 32

• - 32
1~ • - 16 • - 16
,0

8 • 8 • 8
4 • 4 • 4
2 2 • 2 • 2

• • 1

Sum 103 58 255
._--_... - -_. -_._ ... - .._------- -------_._--_. --

Figure 6-7. By adding the values of each dot in a column, you'll get
a unique description for any combination of dots.
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~ Code

64 •i
16 i

.. 1

the dots in
the sum of each column at the bottom.

and write
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IA"'nl,,,;,ti character definition COllln1arld
read a

rh"Y',;,.~tp1"'''' and we haven't even told you
the wait is over. This is the most complex command

your printer and now the necessary
knowledge to implement it. Here it is:

(ESC)"&"CHR$(O) nl n2 mO
mlO mil

m2m3 m5 m6 m7 m8 tn9

Like printer's commands, it starts with an (ESC)
(CHR$(27». The next character is an ampersand (&) (CHR$(38»
followed by a CHR$(O).

nl and n2 are used to specify the ASCII values the
characters you are defining. The reason that there are two bytes
Y'pc,,,,n!p,! for this is that your allows you to define many
characters with just a single command. nl is used to the
beginning a range of characters to be defined; n2 specifies the
end of the range. For instance, if you wanted to change the ap
pearance of the numerals from 0 to 9 (which have ASCII codes
48 through 57), the command would begin with (ESC) "&"
CHR$(O) CHR$(48) CHR$(57) ... Of course, you can also define
individual characters by making nl and n2 equaL

mO is called the attribute byte, for it descrihes two attributes
of the character we have designed: descender data and propor
tional width information. A byte consists of eight bits. In the at
tribute byte, the first (high order) bit is used for the descender
data, and the last seven bits are used for proportional widths.
We'll be discussing proportional character widths in detail later

this chapter; for now, we'll leave it at 11. The descender data
was earlier: to use the top eight this bit should

1; to use the bottom eight pins this bit should be Figure 6
10 shows the bits of the attribute byte as we'll use them for our

character. By now you've probably seen an way to
of the attribute byte. of transi;ltmlg

merely assign descender data a
128 (the value the bit) if you don't want or

oif you want descenders. Then add descender data to
proportional width. This way, a matter adding

two numbers. (In our case, it's 128 11



0000 1011 11 (decimal)
Descender Starting Ending

data print column print column

Figure 6-10. The attribute

You'll recognize ml ...mll from the top of our
layout grid. That's right, each column is described by one byte.

we've got we need to download one character
to the printer. The command our flask character is
chr,.nrn below:

CHR$(27);CHR$(38);CHR$(O);CHR$(60);CHR$(60);CHR$(139)
;CHR$(2);CHR$(5);CHR$(8);CHR$(241);CHR$(O);CHR$(O)
;CHR$(241);CHR$(8);CHR$(5);CHR$(2);CHR$(O)

the information to the printer. following
send the character definitions all

printer. Turn off printer and
Then turn on printer. Enter the program

run it.

Now
program
characters to

10 (27);!!&l!;
a FOR N=60 TO 2

FOR TO 1

( 0) ; 0) ; ( 2);

0
50 (rvIM ) •\ "4 ,

0
70

0 8, 4 0, 0, 4 ,
0

6

°° 6
~ 0, 0, 8, 48 0,

program, it
a moment. program.
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PRINTING DOWNLOAD CHARACTERS

You've now defined and sent three characters to your printer.
But do you know If you try printing those characters
now you a car gun. Instead you get .. (=
That's because download characters are stored in a different
part of memory. To it to in download
character RAM of standard ROM it reC1UlJreS
another cornmawj;

(ESC)"O/O"CHR$(n);CHR$(O)

This command is used to the download character set
n or to the standard Ch'3.ra.ct(~r set n

it out. Enter program:

(6 )

It ShOUld
Your pnnt()Ut ;:)l1U·UIU

ch;:ira<:teJrs we

program we ran for errors, then

NEXT I

( 7);

are any

!! •,

!l •,

(0)

0)
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Nope! Just three characters in the download set. This is incon
venient for a couple of reasons. First, every time you wanted to
use a download character you would have to switch back and
forth between character sets. Knowing that you wouldn't want
to do that, your printer won't even allow it. So we have made it
an easy task to use mostly standard characters with just a few
special characters thrown in. This command copies all the
ASCII characters from the standard character ROM into
download RAM:

<ESC)":" CHR$(O);CHR$(O);CHR$(O)

Since it will copy all characters into download area, it will
wipe out any characters that are already there. So it's important
to send this command to the printer before you send any
download characters you want to define. With that in mind, add
this line to the program we used to send the characters to your
printer:

5 LPRINT CHR$(27);II:II;CHR$(0);CHR$(0);CHR$(0)

Now try the download printout test program again. Your
results look like Figure 6-11.
!'_._._.._.._._ _._--_.._.. . -.. _.-----_._ _---_._._--_._ _-~
'I ,,, tt1i'l.~;' { l t -+-. -. /0123456789: J/')~?@A8CDEFGHIJI<'LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (\ J" __ • ",bcoe(gfl i j k-lmno '
pqr·<;t.uv~I:{Y:! [~} ......

aio"J:"r;~Q.L ..........·'i'ii ~-*'~';#tJ.i~Jl!.. -'I~IlJ.,!J.1J~., L..l....-l---4-bl~U,~Ib:!hb1J.---u..bt::...4:b1...--.. ~:xnrTfr:aW\·~e~6m0Hi I
!=±~!; fJ +~ •.. Jfl:.

1 . I

Figure 6-11. Printout of the download character set, into which all
the ASCII characters have been copied, and the (, = and> have been
changed.

To demonstrate how to use these characters, let's use this
character set to print a small graph. This program, which has
been built around the first program in this chapter, will do just
that:

10 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; " : It; CHR$ (0) ; CHR$ (0) ; CHR$ (0) ;
20 LP RINT CHR$ ( 27) ; It &II ; CHR$ ( 0 ) ; CHR$ ( 60) ; CHR$ ( 62) ;
30 FOR N=60 TO 62
40 FOR M=O TO 11
50 READ MN
60 LPRINT CHR$(MM);
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70 NEXT M
80 NEXT N
90 LPR1NT
100 DATA 139, 2, 5, 8,241, 0, 0,241,

8, 5, 2, °
110 DATA 139,124, 0, 66, 4, 64, 36, 16,

2, 16, 12, °
120 DATA 139, 46, 16, 2, 60, 0, 48, 0,

48, 0, 48, °
130 LPR1NT CHR$(27); l D";CHR$(1l);CHR$(0)
140 LPRINT CHR$(27);"h";CHR$(1);
150 LPR1NT" U.S. EXPORTS"
160 LPR1NT CHR$(27);"h";CHR$(0);
170 LPR1NT CHR$(27);1%1";CHR$(0);
180 LPRINT "AUTOS";CHR$(9);
190 FOR 1=.4 TO 9.3 STEP .4
200 LPRINT CHR$(61);
210 NEXT I
220 LPRINT
230 LPRINT "CHEM1CALS";CHR$(9);
240 FOR 1= U TO 8.7 STEP .4
250 LPRINT CHR$(60);
260 NEXT I
270 LPRINT
280 LPRINT "GUNS";CHR$(9);
290 FOR 1=.4 TO 1.4 STEP .4
300 LPRINT CHR$(62).;
310 NEXT I
320 LPRINT
330 LPRINT CHR$(9);1+--";
340 SCALE$="--+--"
350 FOR 1=2 TO 8 STEP 2
360 LPRINT SCALE$;
370 NEXT I
380 LPRINT "__+"
390 LPRINT CHR$(9);" ";
400 FOR 1=2 TO 8 STEP 2
410 LPR1NT" ";I;
420 NEXT I
430 LPRINT CHR$(27);"%O";CHR$(0)
440. LPRINT CHR$(27);lSO";
450 LPRINT CHR$(9);"MILLIONS OF DOLLARS"
460 LPRINT CHR$(27);"T"
470 END

93
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AUTOS
CHEr", I CALS
GUNS

1;:.1~)f):\I~'.>r,:'.lQ>r;..,f~'.>~:.,f;.,I;,r,:.,f;.,r)'Q>r,:,r,:,;>r,:.,r,:')Q>I;'I~"Q>

2~2~2~2~!.~2~2~2~2~2~l~2~l~2~!.~l~2~1~1~2~l~

u-tr"1Jm

+----+----+----+----+----+
2 4 6 8

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Note that we didn't have to re-enter the download characters,
since they were already sent to the printer with the first pro
gram. They will stay with the printer until you download new
characters to replace them or turn the printer off. Even the
(ESC) "@" command, which initializes the printer, does not
destroy the contents of download RAM.

DEFINING PROPORTIONAL CHARACTERS

Except for the actual width, defining characters for propor
tinal printing is exactly the same as defining normal width
download characters. Characters can range from 5 to 11 dots
wide. This means that characters can be as narrow as one-half
the normal width.

Besides being able to specify the actual width of the
character, this printer allows you to specify the position in the
standard grid where the character will print. You must specify
the dot column in which the printed character starts and the dot
column in which the character ends. Why, you may ask, would
you want to define a character this way instead of merely defin
ing the overall width of the character? Because this printer's pro
portional character definitions can also be used to print normal
width characters, which are eleven dot columns \\ride. And by
centering even the narrow characters in the complete grid they
will look good even when you aren't printing them proportional
ly.

The command format for proportional character definition is
exactly the same as you have learned; the only difference is the
attribute byte, mO. As you know,the first bit of mO is used to
specify whether the character is descender or not. The next
three bits are used to specify the starting print column (accep
table values are 0 to 7). The last four bits specify the ending
print column (acceptable values are 4 to 11). The minimum
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character width is five dots (so you could not, for instance,
specify a starting column of 6 and an ending column of 8, even
though those are both within the acceptable range). If you in
advertantly give an incorrect width value, however, your printer
is forgiving: it will automatically revert to the default width of
eleven dot columns.

Just as there was an easy trick for figuring the attribute byte
earlier, you still don't need to know a thing about binary
arithmetic. Merely multiply the starting column by 16, add the
ending coulmn number, and add 128 if the character is not a
descender. If you prefer a formula: (descender * 128)+(start *
16)+ end.

One thing to remember about defining proportional
characters: a character cannot be wider than the specified
width. That seems obvious enough! For example, if you specify
a width of 6 for a character (starting in column 1 and ending in
column 6), the seventh through eleventh of dots (if you specified
any) will not print. You must, however, send information (even
if it is 0) for those columns when you defined a character; your
printer expects eleven characters following the <ESC>"&"
CHR$(O) nl n2 mO sequence.

In most cases, the width you select should actually be one dot
wider than the number of columns that the character actually oc
cupies. This is so that there will be a space (of one dot) between
characters when you print them. If you specify a width which is
exactly the same as the number of columns in the character
definition, the characters will touch when they print (this is
sometimes desirable - for border characters or for large
download characters that are more than eleven dots wide).

DEFINING NLQ DOWNLOAD CHARACTERS

In the previous sections, we have learned how to define and
print the draft download characters.

As you've learned in Chapter 3, you can print NLQ
characters. You can also define the download characters with
NLQ mode. Since NLQ characters use many more dots than
draft characters, defining NLQ download characters is more
complex than designing draft ones. If you use the grid and the
program in this section, however, you will be able to design your
own NLQ characters.
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Because the NLQ characters can use as many as 16 dots ver
tically and 11 dots horizontally, you plan your designs on a dif
ferent grid than the one you used for draft characters. Make up
some grids (photocopy Figure 6-12 if you wish) and get ready to
be creative!

'''~''~-~l

128 Ii

1281---+-+--t--+--1---1
64 ASCII Code:

~ 1---+-+--t--t--I---1 Descender: I
16 Start column: I[
16

8 End column: i
8 I
4 Mo = Descender *128 + (Start * 16 ) + End I
:1---+-+--+--t--t---1 I

: I

I
I
IL __ -. -. __.~_ _. .__._ ._ ---------.-J

Figure 6-12. Use this grid (or one similar to it) to define your own
NLQ characters.

As you noticed when the NLQ characters are printed, they are
printing in twice; the first line of data is printed, the paper is
moved up a distance of 1/2 dot, then the second data line is
printed. So, we've written the numbers on the horizontal lines.

To calculate the data numbers for this column, you see which
dots are used in the box and add their values together. Then you
go down the dots on the horizontal lines and add their values
together as shown in Figure 6-13.

Now we'll show you how to use the NLQ character definition
with a flask as shown in Figure 6-13. Figure 6-13 shows the
design drawn on a grid and the data numbers printed at the
bottom of each column.,

If you look at each column individually, you can see how the
data numbers were calculated.
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'----------------------- --- --._--------- _.__.. __ ._-._-_._- ._-------_._-------'

Figure 6-13. Add the values of the dots in each box and line col
umn and write the sum of each column at the bottom.

8,

8,

0,241,0,

0,224, 16,°,
8,241,

ASCII Code: 6 r/J

l

Descender: 1
Start column:

End column:

Mo = Descender *128 + (Start * 16 ) + End

5,2 ,

8, 16,224,

139,
2, 0

6,

B to 24 ' !i ¢
1st $"- 211 tJ B 2

2nd b_ 10 1> Jl1- 9 ¢
8 214-_ r/J 1(,- t

128

128 t---+........_--+1__+--+--I
64

64 t---+--i
32

32 t---t--tIa_--H__+--+--I
16

/6 t---H__+---+-tlt--+--I
8

8t--..-+---+-t4It-+--I
4

4

2

2

Now enter the following program and run it. It has the data
numbers for the NLQ flask character. For a character of your
own, change the DATA numbers and the character definition
position.

10 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "xl" ;
20 LPRINT CHR$(27);"&";CHR$(0);CHR$(60);CHR$(60:
30 FOR M=O TO 22
40 READ rlJM
50 LPRINT CHR$(MM);
60 NEXT M
70 LPRINT
80 LPRINT CHR$(27); "xO"
90 END
100 DATA

5 ,
110 DATA

6, 0
120 DATA 139,124, 0, 66, 4, 64, 36, 16, 2,

16, 12, °
130 DATA 120, 4, 0, 4, 0, 96, 4, 0, 4,

8, 0

I
I
I
I
I
I

•
I

•
I
I
C

••
I
I
I
I
I
I

•
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140 DATA 139, 46, 16, 2, 60, °, 48, °, 48,
0, 48, °150 DATA 92, 32, 4 , 60, 0, 48, 0, 48, 0,

48, °

When you want to print the defined character, you must select
the NLQ mode first, then select the download characters. If you
don't select the NLQ mc)(le, the download characters are not
printed even you selected the download character set.

To demonstrate how to use the NLQ download characters,
let's use this character set to print a small graph. Try this pro
gram.

10 LPR1NT CHR$(27);l xl";
20 LPR1NT CHR$(27);I:";CHR$(0);CHR$(0);CHR$(0);
30 LPR1NT CHR$(27);I&";CHR$(0);CHR$(60);CHR$(62);
40 FOR N=60 TO 62
50 FOR M=O TO 22
60 READ MM
70 LPR1NT CHR$(MM);
80 NEXT M
90 NEXT N
100 LPR1NT
110 DATA 139, 2, 5, 8,241, 0, 0,241, 8,

5, 2, °
120 DATA 6, 8, 16,224, 0, 0,224, 16, 8,

6, °
130 DATA 139,124, 0, 66, 4, 64, 36, 16, 2,

16, 12, °
140 DATA 120, 4, 0, 4, 0, 96, 4, 0, 4,

8, °
150 DATA 139, 46, 16, 2, 60, 0, 48, 0, 48,

0, 48, °
160 DATA 92, 32, 4, 60, 0, 48, 0, 48, 0,

48, °
170 LPRINT CHR$(27); "D" ;CHR$(ll) ;CHR$(O)
180 LPRINT CHR$ (27) ; "h" ; CHR$ (l) ;
190 LPRINT Il U.S. EXPORTS"
200 LPRINT CHR$(27);"h";CHR$(0);
210 LPRINT CHR$(27);"%1";CHR$(0);
220 LPRINT "AUTOS";CHR$(9);
230 FOR 1=.4 TO 9.3 STEP .4
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240 LPRINT CHR$(61);
250 NEXT I
260 LPRINT
270 LPR1NT "CHEMICALS";CHR$(9);
280 FOR 1=.4 TO 8.7 STEP .4
290 LPRINT CHR$(60)
300 NEXT I
310 LPR1NT
320 LPRINT "GUNS";CHR$(9);
330 FOR 1=.4 TO 1.4 STEP .4
340 LPR1NT CHR$(62);
350 NEXT I
360 LPRINT
370 LPRINT CHR$(9);"+--";
380 SCALE$="--+-_tr
390 FOR 1=2 TO 8 STEP 2
400 LPRINT SCALE$;
410 NEXT I
420 LPR1NT"--+"
430 LPR1NT CHR$(9);" ";
440 FOR 1=2 TO 8 STEP 2
450 LPR1NT" ";1;
460 NEXT I
470 LPR1NT CHR$(27);"%O";CHR$(O)
480 LPR1NT CHR$ (27) ; "SO II ;

490 LPRINT CHR$(9);"MILL10NS OF DOLLARS"
500 LPRINT CHR$(27);"T"
510 END

AUTOS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CHEM I CALS i.~i.V~i.~i.~I.~l\i.~i.~I.\I.t,i.\I.\I.\l\I.\i.\I.t,I.~l\l\

GUNS b"'il"'n"

+----+----+----+----+----+
2 4 6 8

MILLION. OF DOLLARS
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CHAPTER 7

DOT GRAPHICS

Subjects we'll cover in Chapter 7 inc1ude-
• This printer's bit image graphics capabilities;
• Printing a pre-defined shape;
• Plotting a calcurated shape;
• High-resolution graphics.

In Chapter 6 you were introduced to a form of computer
graphics; you were able to actually define characters dot by dot.
In this chapter you'll learn to use the same principles to make
your printer print whole pages of dot graphics! We'll show you
how to use dot graphics to create "super download characters".
In addition, you'll see how your printer can be used as a
graphics plotter. This can have some practical business applica
tions as well as create some terrific computer art!

COMPARING DOT GRAPHICS WITH DOWNLOAD
CHARACTERS

A good understanding of dot graphics requires an understand
ing of how dot matrix printers work; you may want to review
the first few pages in Chapter 6. The principles for dot graphics
are the same as those for download characters.

There are some differences in the way they are implemented
however. While download commands can be used to define a
character between four and eleven columns of dots wide, dot
graphics commands can be used to define a shape as narrow as
one column of dots wide or as wide as 1920 dots!

There is no "descender data" with dot graphics; graphics im
ages are always printed with the top seven or eight pins of the
print head, depending on whether you have a 7-bit or 8-bit inter
face.
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So when do you use graphics and when do you use download
characters? Practically anything you can do with graphics you
can do with download characters, and vice versa. A clever pro
grammer could actually plot a mathematical curve using
download characters or use strings of graphics data as user
defined characters. But why do it the hard way? There are
several instances when dot graphics is clearly the best way to ap
proach the problem:

..If the graphics image to be printed is wider than 11 dots or
higher than 8 dots.

e If an image is to be printed just one time, as opposed to a
frequently used "text" character.

elf you want higher resolution (this printer can print as
many as 240 dots per inch in dot graphics mode; text mode,
which includes download characters, prints 60 dots per
inch.)

USING THE DOT GRAPHICS COMMANDS

The command to print normal density (60 dots per inch
horizontal; 72 dots per inch vertical) dot graphics uses this for
mat:

(ESC)"*"CHR$(O) nl n2 ml m2 ...

Just like many of the other codes you have learned, the com
mand starts with an escape sequence «ESC)"*" in this case).
This is followed by CHR$(O), which specifies normal density
(the other densities are described later in this chapter). But
unlike the other codes there can be any number of graphics data
bytes following the command. That's where nl and n2 come in;
they are used to tell the printer how many bytes of graphics data
to expect.

• Specifying the number of columns of dots
To figure the values of nl and n2, you'll need to figure out

how wide your graphics image will be (remember that there are
60 columns of dots per inch in normal density). Then comes the
fun part: converting one number (the number of columns of
dots) into two! Why is it necessary to use two numbers to tell the
printer the number of graphics codes to expect? Because the
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largest number we can send in one byte (that's what the BASIC
CHR$( ) function sends: one byte) is 255. And with the normal
density graphics it's possible to have a graphics image as wide
as 480 dots. So to figure out how many columns of graphics data
to expect, your printer multiplies n2 by 256 and adds the value
of nl to the product. If you divide the number of columns by
256, then n2 is the quotient and nl is the remainder (why not let
your computer figure it out for you: if the number of columns is
assigned to variable X, then nl = X MOD 256 and
n2=INT(X/256». Table 7-1 might make things even easier.

Table 7-1
Calculating nl and n2.

f the number of columns, Then nl is: and n2 is:x. ranfles from:
1 to 255 x 0
256 to 511 x-256 1
512 to 767 x-512 2
768 to 1023 x-768 I 3
1024 to 1279 x-1024

,
4

1280 to 1535 x-1280 5
1536 to 1791 x-1536 6
1792 to 1920 x-1792 7

• Specifying the graphics data
Now that we've told the printer how much data to expect, we

better figure out how to send that information! Just as you do
with download characters, with dot graphics you have control
over the firing of every single pin on the print head. In Figure 7
1, you can see that we've labelled each pin on the print head
with a number, as we did with download characters. And speci
fying pins to fire is done in the same way: to fire the second pin
from the top, for instance, send a CHR$(64). Firing several pins
at once is done in a similar fashion. For example, to print the
first, third, and fourth dots, add their values (128 + 32 + 16) to
send this total: CHR$(176). This is one byte of graphics data; it
would replace ml in our format statement.



o 128
o 64
o 32
o 16
o 8
o 4
o 2
o 1
o (not used)
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L-------c:----- I
Figure 7-1. Starting with the most significant bit at the top, each
pin of the print head is assigned a value which is a power of two.

A short program should demonstrate how to implement the
graphics command. The program below gave us this printout:

--------.w ._.--- --.~....--....--_.

10 I Demo of dot graphics
20 PI=3.14159
30 WID=100
40 OPEN "LPT1: 11 AS #1 : WIDTH #1,255
50 PRINT#l, CHR$(27);II*II;CHR$(O);
60 PRINT#l, CHR$(WID MOD 256);
70 PRINT#l, CHR$(INT(WID/256»;
80 FOR 1=0 TO WID-1
90 J=1+SIN(I*PI/32)
100 PRINT#l, CHR$(2~INT(J*3.5+.5»;

110 NEXT I
120 LPRINT
130 CLOSE#l

In lines 50 to 70, we've selected normal density graphics and
said that 100 characters of graphics data would follow. The loop
between lines 80 and 110 is repeated to plot 100 points along a
curve. This is an example of plotting a very simple
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mathematical function (a sine wave) to create a design. Later in
this chapter we'll show something more complex. The
mathematical concepts (such as sine and pi) demonstrated here
are not important; you don't have to be a math whiz to use this
printer's graphics.

• Combining text and graphics
It's also possible to mix text and graphics in one line. This can

be useful for labeling charts or graphs, or even inserting fancy
graphics in text. Try adding these lines to our program:

45 PRINT#l, "WOW! ";
115 PRINT#l, "THIS IS GREAT! ";

Now if you run the program you should get a printout that
looks like this:

TH IS; IE; (5F(E{Yf'

But there is one thing to be careful of: all graphics data must
print on the same line. The graphics command is turned off at
the end of each line, even if you have specified that more
graphics codes follow. To see what we mean, change line 30 to
plot 1000 points and run the program.

30 VJID= 000

wow ~ -------.• ---~----- _______
THIS IS GREAT!

This will make the sine wave pattern long enough to go off the
page.

As you can see, your printer printed graphics up to the end of
the line, then ignored the rest of the graphics data and returned
to normal text on the next line.
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PRINTING A DESIGN OR lOGO

Since you control the firing of every pin, you can print nearly
anything with your printer that can draw (and probably better, if
you're like most computer users!). You can be used for creating
"computer art" or drawing maps. Or, as we'll show you here,
you can use dot graphics to print your logo at the top of each let
ter you print.

Designing an image to print with dot graphics is much like
designing download characters. The best way to start is to lay
out your image on graph paper. Since you can print eight rows
(seven with a 7-bit interface) of dots with each pass of the print
head, draw a heavy horizontal line every eight rows on your
graph paper. And it may be helpful to write the dot values
(128,64,32, etc.) down the left side of each row. Then after
you've filled in the "dots" that you want to print, it's time to get
out the old calculator again! Just as you did with download
characters, add up the values of each column of dots; this makes
up one byte.

,
i

I
!
i
I

I
i IIL._____ ~~.. .~
Figure 7-2. By laying out the logo on graph paper, you can
calculate all of the graphics data.
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In the program below, we've taken the logo graphics informa
tion and put it into BASIC DATA statements. The program
itself is short and simple. The loop starting at line 100 reads the
data statements into a string array variable called LOGO$. In
line 170 we change the line spacing to 8/72 inch so that the lines
of graphics data will connect vertically. The actual printing is
done in the loop between lines 180 and 210; line 190 sends the
graphics control code to the printer and line 200 sends one line
of graphics data.

The printout from the program is shown right below the pro
gram.

•
I

•
fI
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

10 I Prints S&S logo
20 LINE.8$:::CHR$(27)+IIA II +CHR$(8)
30 I Set line spacing to 6"
40 LINE.12$=CHR$(27)+"2 11

50 I Select dot graphics
60 GRAPHIC$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(42)+CHR$(0)
70 DIM LOGO$(4)
80 WIDTH IILPT1:",255
90 I Read data
100 FOR ROW=l TO 4
110 FOR COLU~rn=l TO 100
120 READ P
130 LOGO$(ROW)=LOGO$(ROW)+CHR$(P)
140 NEXT COLUMN
150 NEXT ROW
160 I Print logo
170 LPRINT LINE.8$;
180 FOR ROW:::1 TO 4
190 LPRINT GRAPHIC$;CHR$(100);CHR$(0);
200 LPRINT LOGO$(ROW)
210 NEXT ROW
220 LPRINT LINE.12$
230 r Row 1
240 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 7, 7,
250 DATA 14, 14, 14, 14, 14, 7, 7, 3,
260 DATA 15, 15, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
270 DATA 0, 1, 3, 3, 7, 7, 15, 14,
280 DATA 14, 15, 7, 7, 7, 3, 0, 0,
290 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
300 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
310 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 7, 7,
320 DATA 14,14,14,14,14, 7, 7, 3,
330 DATA 15, 15, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

7, 1
3, 1
0,

14, 1
0,
0,
0,
7, 1
3, 1
0,
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340 I Row 2
350 DATA 0, 0, 60,255,255,255,255,255,143, 15
360 DATA 7, 7, 7, 7, 3, 3, 3,131,193,241
370 DATA 240,240, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1
380 DATA 121,253,253,255,255,255,143, 7, 7, 7
390 DATA 31,253,252,248,248,240,192, 0, 7, 15
400 DATA 31, 31, 15, 7, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
410 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, °
420 DATA 0, 0, 60,255,255,255,255,255,143, 15
430 DATA 7, 7, 7, 7, 3, 3, 3,131,193,241
440 DATA 240,240, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
450 I Row 3
460 DATA 0, 31, 31, 3,129,128,192,192,192,192
470 DATA 192,224,224,224,224,240,255,255,255,255
480 DATA 255,127, 0, 0, 0, 0, 63,127,255,255
490 DATA 255,255,193,128,128,128,128,192,224,240
500 DATA 252,255,255,255,127,63, 31, 7, 7, 31
510 DATA 254,252,248,224,128, 0, 0, 3, 7, 7
520 DATA 7, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
530 DATA 0, 31, 31, 3,129,128,192,192,192,192
540 DATA 192,2 4,224,224,224,240,255,255,255,255
550 DATA 255,127, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
560 I Row 4
570 DATA 0,248,248,240,224,224,112,J12, 56, 56
580 DATA 56, 56, 56,120,120,240,240,~24,224,192

590 DATA 128, 0, 0, 0, 0, O,l92,224,240,240
600 DATA 240,248,248,248,120,120, 56, 56, 56, 56
610 DATA 48,112,224,224,224,224,240,240,248,248
620 DATA 120,120, 56, 56, 56, 56,120,240,224,224
630 DATA 192,128, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
640 DATA 0,248,248,240,224,224,112,112, 56, 56
650 DATA 56, 56, 56,120,120,240,240,224,224,192
660 DATA 128, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

If you are using with the IBM mode (DIP switch 1-6 off),
change the following lines to the program given above.
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20 LINE.8$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(6S)+CHR$(8)+CHR$(27)+
CHR$(50)

40 LINE.12$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(65)+CHR$(12)+CHR$(27:
CHR$(SO)

PLOTTING WITH YOUR PRINTER

This section of the manual gets into more serious BASIC pro
gramming just because it's required in order to have the com
puter act as a plotter driver. Don't be intimidated; while it's
beyond the scope of this manual to teach BASIC, if you try the
examples and take it slowly you should be doing some fancy plot
ting of your own before you know it.

If designing and calculating dot graphics images by laying
them out on graph paper seems too tedious to you, then let the
computer do the work for you! With your computer doing the
calculations and your printer plotting the output, you can come
up with some terrific business graphs, charts, and mathematical
function plots.

The best way to do this is to set up an array in memory. This
is your "graph paper." The first thing to do is to determine how
big you want your output to be; this will determine the size of
your array. (If you have grandiose plans to fill an entire page
with plotter output, you better have lots of memory in your com
puter. With 60 dots per inch horizontally and 72 dots per inch
vertically, it takes at least 540 bytes of memory for each square
inch of plotted area. That doesn't sound so bad - but an area 8
inches square requires over 32K!)

Your array should be two-dimensional (just like graph paper)
where one dimension will be the number of columns of dots and
the other dimension is the number of printing lines (remember
that you can have up to eight rows of dots per printed line).

Here's a program that will use calculated-shape graphics to
plot a circle. As you'll see, by changing a few lines it can be used
to plot virtually any shape.

10 ' Plotting program
20 I Set program constants
30 MAXCOL%=75 : MAXROW%=14
40 DIM BIT%(MAXCOL%,MAXROW%)
50 MASK%(1)=64 MASK%(4)=8
60 MASK%(2)=32 MASK%(5)=4
70 MASK%(3)=16 : MASK%(6)=2
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80 LX=20 LY=20
90 LXFAC=72/LX LYFAC=87/LY
100 ' Plot curve
110 GOSUB 600
120 '
130 ' Send bit image map to printer
140 LPRINT CHR$(27);"A";CHR$(6);
150 FOR ROW%=O TO MAXROW%
160 A$=ltlf
170 LPRINT CHR$(27);"*lt;CHR$(0);CHR$(MAXCOL%);

CHR$(O);
180 FOR COL%=l TO MAXCOL%
190 A$=A$+CHR$(BIT%(COL%,ROW%))
200 NEXT COL%
210 LPRINT A$;" "
220 NEXT ROW%
230 LPRINT CHR$(27);"A";CHR$(12);
240 END
250 '
260 ' Subroutine to draw a line from Xl,Yl to

X2,Y2
270 '
280 XL=X2-Xl : YL=Y2-Y1
290 NX=ABS(XL*LXFAC) : NY=ABS(YL*LYFAC)
300 IF NX < NY ~HEN NX=NY
310 NS%=INT(NX+l)
320 DX=XL/NS% DY=YL/NS%
330 FOR 1%=1 TO NS%
340 Xl=Xl+DX Yl=Yl+DY
350 GOSUB 400
360 NEXT 1%
370 RETURN
400 '
410 ' Subroutine to plot a point at Xl,Yl
420 '
430 XX=Xl*LXFAC : YY=Yl*LYFAC
440 COL%=INT(XX)+l
450 ROW%=INT(YY/6)
460 XIT%=INT(YY-ROW%*6)+1
470 BIT%(COL%,ROW%)=BIT%(COL%,ROW%) OR MASK%(XIT%)
480 RETURN
600 I

610 f Subroutine to plot a circle
620 I

630 RAD=9
640 Xl=19 : Yl=lO
650 FOR ANG%=O TO 360 STEP 10



140 LPRINT CHR$(27);"A";CHR$(6);CHR$(27);"2 11

230 LPRINT CHR$(27);"A";CHR$(12);CHR$(27);1I2 11

If you are using with the IBM mode (DIP switch 1-6 off),
change the following lines to the program given above.
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660 RANG=ANG%*6.28/360
670 X2=RAD*COS(RANG)+10
680 GOSUB 250
690 NEXT ANG%
700 RETURN
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Y2=RAD*SIN(RANG)+10
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How the program works
In the program above, we've created an array called BIT%,

which is dimensioned in line 40. You'll note that instead of using
numeric constants to dimension the array, we used the variables
MAXCOLO/O and MAXROW%. This way, if your computer has
enough memory and you want to plot a larger image, all you
need to change are the values in line 30. The array MASKO/O con
tains the values of the dots. (In order to make this program run
on most computers, we're only six pins for graphics. With many
computers, you can use all eight available pins.) In lines 80 and
90 we've defined some other variables you'll be interested in:
LX, LXFAC, LY, and LYFAC are used as scaling factors. By
changing these values, you can change the size of your printed
image or even distort it (you can, example, make our
print as an ellipse). Experiment a bit!

The main calculations for plotting the image are done in the
subroutine starting at program line 600. This is where you put
the formulas that you want to plot. By changing just the lines
after 600 (with some creative mathematics!) you can plot any
function - limited only by your imagination. Some examples
are shown at the end of this section.

What the program section starting at line 600 actually does is
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to calculate starting and ending points for a line (in our circle the
"lines" are very short - sometimes the starting and ending
points are the same). The coordinates of the starting point of the
line are assigned to variables Xl and Yl. The line ends at point
X2, Y2. When these coordinates have been calculated, a
subroutine call is made to line 250. This subroutine calculates
the coordinates of individual points along that line.

After these coordinates have been determined, the subroutine
at line 400 is called. This routine turns "on" an individual dot in
our array called BIT%. (Keep in mind that no printing has been
done yet; the computer is still drawing the image on its "graph
paper" in memory.) The wayan individual dot is turned on is us
ing the logical OR function in line 470.

When all the points have been plotted in memory, printing
begins at line 130. We first set the line spacing to 6/72 inch us
ing the (ESC)"A"CHR$(n) command. This is so that there are
no gaps between rows of dots. Then the loop from line 150 to
line 220 prints the dot graphics image one line (which is six dots
high) at a time. The variable A$ is used to build a string of all
the columns of BIT% in a given row.

As you can see, by taking the program in small pieces and
analyzing it, graphics programming does not have to be dif
ficult. If you want to try some other plots, try these (replace
lines after 600 with the lines below). The printouts from each
program are shown below the listing.

600 I

610 I Subroutine to plot a star
620 I

630 RAD=9
640 FOR ANG%=O TO 360 STEP 45
650 RANG=ANG%*3.l4l59/180
660 RANG2=(ANG%+135)*3.14159/180
670 Xl=RAD*COS(RANG)+lO
680 Yl=RAD*SIN(RANG)+lO
690 X2=RAD*COS(RANG2)+10
700 Y2=RAD*SIN(RANG2)+10
710 GOSUB 250
720 NEXT ANG%
730 RETURN
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600 '
610 T Subroutine to plot a sine wave
620 T

630 X1=O : Y1=10 X2=20 Y2=10
640 GOSUB 250
650 X1=10 : Y1=0 X2=10 Y2=20
660 GOSUB 250
670 X1=0 : Y1=10
680 FOR X2=0 TO 20 STEP .2
690 Y2=10-9*SIN(3.14159*X2/10)
700 GOSUB 250
710 NEXT X2
720 RETURN

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

Up until now all of the dot graphics printing we have done has
been with your printer's normal density mode. This can give
you some pretty sharp images at great speed. Sometimes
though, you may want to create an image with even higher
resolution. This printer has seven graphics modes you can use;
they're summarized in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2
Dot graphics commands

Function Control code
Normal density (60 dots/inch) (ESC)"*"CHR$(O) n1 n2m1 m2 ..
Double density (120 dotslinch) (ESC)"*"CHR$(I)n1 n2m] m2 ...
Double density/double speed (ESC)"*"CHR$(2) n1 112m1 m2 ..
Quadruple density (240 dots/inch (ESC)"*"CHR$(3) n1 n2 m1 m2 ..
CRT graphics (80 dots/inch) . <ESC)"*"CHR$(4)n1 112m1 m2 ...
Plotter graphics (72 dots/inch) (ESC)"*''CHR$(5)n1 112m] m2 ..
CRT graphics type II (90 dots/inch) (ESC)"*"CHR$(6)111 n2m1 m2 ..

The command syntax for all of the commands is the same 
just as you have learned it for the (ESC)"*"CHR$(O) (normal
density) command. The number of columns to be printed is nl
+ 256 * n2.

So what do these different modes do? On the following pages
are actual size reproductions of printouts of the same image
printed in each of the seven different graphics modes. They
were all printed using the plotting program in this chapter (with
a rather complex set of formulas starting at line 600!).

Normal density graphics
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Double density graphics

Double density/double speed
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Quadruple density graphics

CRT graphics
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Plotter graphics

CRT graphics type II
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So if quadruple density looks so great, why not use it all the
time? Let's try an experiment on your printer which will show
just how the different modes work. Using the first program in
this chapter, change line 50 to try each of the different modes.
Just change the "0" to "1", "2", "3", etc. in tum. Your printouts
should look something like this:

(ESC) "*,, CHR$(l)

(ESC) H*" CHR$(2)

(ESC) H*" CHR$(3)

(ESC) "*,, CHR$(4)

----------------------~.

(ESC) H*" CHR$(5)

<ESC) H*" CHR$(6)

As you can see, the different modes seem to condense the
printed image. So, to get the same image in a higher density
mode, you must plot more points. This requires twice as much
memory for your array, twice as much computing time, and
twice as much printing time (but the results may be wirth it!).

Our engineers have given programmers a unique shortcut for
program development - double density double speed graphics.
Although this mode requires just as much memory and com-
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puting time as double density, it prints at the same speed as nor
mal density graphics. Amazing, you say? Well, it is - until you
know the secret. Every other column of dots is ignored, so the
output is actually the same as normal density graphics. The ad
vantage is that you can write and debug your programs at dou
ble speed, then change to double density graphics for terrific out
put.

This printer has three other densities (CRT, plotter, and CRT
type n) which can be used to achieve greater compatibility with
various hardware and software configurations. Plotter density
can be especially for simplifying programming, since it has
equal densities both the horizontal and vertical directions (72
dots per inch each way). With this feature you can plot true1y
round circles without any type of scaling factors.

COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING SOFTWARE

With its ability to print seven different graphics densities, this
printer's graphics abilities are advanced indeed. There are
many programs, in fact, that are unable to use this printer's
single graphics command (ESC)"*" for selecting the proper
density. To maintain compatibility with this software, there are
individual commands to select each of this printer's common

Table 7-3
Alternative graphics commands

Density Single command Individual command

Normal
(ESC)"*" CHR$(O) nl n2

(ESC)"K" nl n2 ml m2 ...
ml m2 ...

Double
(ESC)"*" CHR${l) nl n2

(ESC)"L" nl n2 ml m2 ...
ml m2 ...

Double with (ESC)"*" CHR$(2) nl n2
(ESC)"Y" nl n2 ml m2 ...

double-speed ml m2 ...

Quadruple
(ESC)"*" CHR$(3) nl n2

(ESC)"2" nl n2 rnl m2 ...
ml m2 ...

CRT
(ESC)"*" CHR$(4) nl n2
ml m2 ...

none

Plotter
(ESC)"*" CHR$(5) nl n2
ml m2 ...

none

CRT type II
(ESC)"*" CHR$(6) nl n2
ml m2 ...

none
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graphics densities. These commands, which are shown in Table
7-3, can be used interchangeably with the corresponding (ESC)
"*" command. Like the commands you are already familiar
with, these new commands are followed by two bytes to specify
the number of graphics data bytes to print and then the data.

MORE GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING TIPS

At the end of this chapter, we'll discuss two modes that the
printer offers to help you solve potential graphics problems. A
redefining code allows you to change the density for graphics
programs that use one of the four alternate codes. The 9-pin
graphics mode allows you to use all nine pins on each line and
thus speed up screen dumps.

Table 7-4
More graphics commands

Function Control code
Redefine the graphics mode (ESC)"?" nO nl

9-pin graphics
(ESC)" " CHR$(nO) n1 n2

11'11 m2

• Redefining alternate graphics codes
Your printer provides a command to redefine one of the alter

nate graphics modes - K, L, Y, or Z - so that it represents any
other of the seven graphics modes. The command is (ESC) "?"
nO nl, where nO is one of the four letters, "K", "L", "Y", or "Z",
and nl is one of the numbers used with the (ESC) "*" com
mand, 0 to 7. There are several instances in which you may use
this sequence.

The first occurs if you have written a program to be printed in
one graphics mode and now want to print it in another. If you
have used concatenation to store your graphics command in one
short character string, that will not be difficult. You can simply
change the mode number or alternate code in the definition of
the character string.

A second time you can make good use of the redefining code
occurs when you want to change a program in which you have
not concatenated the graphics codes. Using the (ESC) "?" se
quence allows you to change every instance of your graphics
command bv entering only one line.
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• 9-pin graphics mode
In the early part of this chapter, we said that the bottom pin of

the print head is not normally used in the graphics modes.
That's because most computers communicate with parallel-type
peripheral devices using eight data lines. When the peripheral is
a printer, each data line corresponds to one pin on the print
head. Thus each byte sent will fire up to eight pins.

But the printer has 9 pins available. So how do you fire the
ninth pin with only 8 data lines? In fact, do you really want to
bother with just one extra pin? Well, for such graphics-intensive
applications as screen dumps, printing 9 pins at a time can
speed up the process considerably. For this purpose, your
printer has a special 9-pin graphics mode (it won't, however,
work with 7-bit interface systems). In this mode the printer
takes 2 bytes to fire all 9 pins as shown in Figure 7-3.

[

§l~i 1 1I
First byte

§ ~ JI I
o 1 I
o 128 Second byte I

L ._.... _.______ ..... __. ._. {::l~.~::__~OP.~I.~.lS_~~:~~. __J
Figure 7-3. Your printer takes 2 bytes to fire all 9 pins in case of
the 9-pin graphics mode.

In addition, you can select the print density by the value of nO.
When nO is 0 the normal density is selected, and when nO is 1
the double density is selected.

Since computers are faster than printers, there is no signifi
cant time loss in printing a single line of graphics with 9 pins.
You get 9 dots per line in about the same time as you get 8 dots
in the other graphics modes.
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REPLACING THE RIBBON

This printer uses an "endless" ribbon cartridge, which means
that the inked ribbon inside is recycled automatically. Eventual
ly, though, printing will become too faint to read easily and
you'll want to change the ribbon.

By far the most convenient way to change the ribbon is to
simply replace the whole cartridge (see Chapter 1 for details),
After all, the reason for using a cartridge is so that you can
make the change easily and quickly. But if for some reason you
enjoy taking the time to mess with dirty ribbons, read on.

Follow this procedure to remove the old ribbon and insert the
new one in the original cartridge (not recommended for people
with ten thumbs!).

1. First, obtain from your dealer the correct type of ribbon
"sub-cassette"(not the spool-type ribbons used with some
other printers).

2. Grasp both ends of the ribbon cartridge and pull the car
tridge up and out of the printer. (Refer to Chapter 1 for il
lustrations of installing the refilled ribbon cartridge.)

3. Unhook the six tabs of the cartridge cover carefully
(Figure 8-1).,--------------- ..----- ----- ---- ------l

Figure 8-1. Use a screwdriver to pry open the cartridge.
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4. Using a screwdriver with a thin blade, pry open the car
tridge cover. Figure 8-1 shows the numerous slots for in
serting a screwdriver.

5. Press hard against the end of the idler gear holder to
make a space between the holder and the ribbon drive
gear, and remove the old ribbon and holder. See Figure 8
2.

6. Clean the inside of the cartridge, the area around the car
tridge, and the ribbon drive gear and vicinity.

7. Take the new ribbon and holder out of the wrapper,
remove the adhesive tape on the joint, and place the rib
bon holder into the cassette as shown in Figure 8-2.

8. Pull out the ribbon and thread it as shown in Figure 8-3.
It's easy for the ribbon to get twisted along its path, so be
careful.

--l
!

I
,

Ribbon drive gear

Figure 8-2. Replace the ribbon sub-cassette.

I~-------- ------------------

I

I
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l
I
I
I

I
I

I

I I

L J
Figure 8-3. Make sure that the ribbon is not twisted when you
thread it through its path.

9. Firmly pull the idler gear towards you and guide the rib-
bon between the idler gear and the ribbon drive gear.

10. Remove the top and the bottom of the ribbon holder.
11. Replace the ribbon cartridge top cover.
12. Now you're almost finished! Remount the cartridge to

the printer. Notice that five replacements is the max
imum, after which you should buy a completelt new car
tridge.

REPLACING THE PRINT HEAD

The dot matrix print head has a remarkably long life. It will
print perhaps 100,000,000 characters before you have to replace
it. You'll know when that time comes when printing is too faint
even after you replace the ribbon cartridge.
Warning: The print head gets hot during operation, so let it
cool off before you touch it.

To replace the print head, start by turning off the Power
switch and unplugging the power cord. Then follow this pro
cedure:



2,

Figure 8-4. Replacernel1t of the

absolutl~IYsure
the cable is secure. A
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APPENDIX A

DIP SWITCH SETTINGS

A dual-in-line set of switches (collectively called a [one] DIP
switch) controls some of the functions of the printer. The DIP
switch actually contains several individual switches. This
printer has one DIP switch with 10 individual switches in it, and
one DIP switch with 6 individual switches. Figure A-I is a draw
ing of a typical DIP switch.

Figure A-I. The DIP switch is several small switches in one
package.

All two DIP switches are readily accessible from the top.
They are located in the compartment with the print head, and
can be seen by opening the printer cover. To set one of the
switches, use a ball-point pen to move the switch lever gently.
The on position is towards the back of the printer, and off is
towards the front.

Never change the settings of any of the DIP switches when
the power is turned on. Turn off both the printer and your com
puter to change the settings.

The individual switches on DIP switch 1 are called 1-1
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through 1-10; those on switch 2 are 2-1 through 2-6.
Table A-I summarizes the functions of DIP switches 1 and 2.

Table A-I
DIP switch settings

Switch ON OFF
Switch 1

1-1 11" page length 12" page length
1-2 Draft characters NLQ characters
1-3 Print "normal zero" Print "slash zero"
1-4 No bottom margin Set bottom margin to 1 inch
1-5 Paper-out detected Paper-out not detected
1-6 Set Standard mode Set IBM mode
1-7 Character set #1 Character set #2
1-8 LF must be from host Auto LF with CR
1-9 (Not used)

1-10 (Not used)
Switch 2

2-1 Ignore download characters Enable download characters
2-2
2-3 International character set selection-s.ee Table A-2
2-4
2-5 (Not used)
2-6 (Not used)

I
I
i
,

L~=~~--:-- ----,-----,-----_ J
Fisture A-2. The DIP switches are located under the printer cover.
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Functions
This switch sets the default page length. When the
switch is on, the page length is set to 11 inches.
When the switch is off, the page length is set to 12
inches. This switch is set on at the factory.
This switch selects the default character style. If
this switch is on the default character style is nor
mal draft characters. If this switch is off the default
character style is Near Letter Quality (NLQ)
characters. This switch is set on at the factory.
This switch tells the printer how to print zeroes.
When the switch is on the printer prints the normal
zero; when it is off the slash zero (which is often us
ed in draft mode to prevent any possible confusion
with the letter "0"). This switch is set on at the fac
tory.
This switch determines the default bottom margin.
When this switch is on, the bottom margin is not set
at the power-on. When this switch is off, the bottom
margin is automatically set to 1 inch. This switch is
set on at the factory.
This switch disables the paper-out detector. If the
switch is on, the printer will signal the computer
when it runs out of paper and will stop printing. If
the switch is off, the printer will ignore the paper
out detector and will continue printing. This switch
is set on at the factory.
This switch selects the active control codes. Turn
this switch on to use the "Standard" mode. Turn
this switch off to use the "IBM" compatible mode.
This switch is set on at the factory.
This switch selects the default character set. If this
switch is on the default character set is Character
Set #1. If this switch is off the default character set
is Character Set #2. If switch 1-6 is set on, this
switch have no effect. This switch is set on at the
factory.
When this switch is on, the computer must send a
line feed command every time the paper is to ad
vance. When this switch is off, the printer will
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automatically advance the paper one line every time
it receives a carriage return. (Most BASICs send a
line feed with every carriage return, therefore, this
switch should usually be on.) This switch is set on at
the factory.

2-1 This switch controls the RAM condition. When this
switch is on, the download character definitions are
ignored and the RAM is used as the print buffer.
When this switch is off, the download character
definitions are enable to use and the print buffer is
set to one line buffer. This switch is set on at the fac
tory.

2-2"-'2-4 These three switches determine the default interna
tional character set, leaving the Japanese,
Norwegian, and the second Danish, as shown in
Table A-2. These switches are all set on at the fac
tory.

Table A-2
International character sets

Switch U.S.A France Germany England Denmark Sweder Italy Spain
2-2 ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF
2-3 ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF
2-4 ON ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF





Standard ASCII Codes Character set

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Setl Set2

33 21 0010 0001 I

34 22 0010 0010 II " if II "
35 23 0010 0011 # tl: # # tl: #

36 24 0010 0100 $ ~; f $ ~j -$

37 25 0010 0101 % ~<l i. % % 7-
38 26 0010 0110 & 8, ,~~ & '?,
39 27 0010 0111

40 28 0010 1000 ( ( ( (

41 29 0010 1001 ) ) ) ) ) )

42 2A 0010 1010 * * ilf· * * i~'

43 2B 0010 1011 + + .;., + -;.

44 2C 0010 noo
"

,<

45 2D 0010 1101

46 2E 0010 1110

47 2F 0010 1111 I / I I I I

48 30 0011 0000 0 0 () 0 0 0
49 31 0011 0001 1 1 1 1 1 1
50 32 0011 0010 2

....., ,"; 2 ""i ,";

..:;, ""- .1::. ..:,

51 33 0011 0011 3 :~~; ::; 3 ~::; ::;
52 34 0011 °lOO 4 .q .:I 4 4 4
53 35 0011 0101 5 ~.:.:; .5 5 r.::' \5,.J

54 36 0011 0110 6 b (; 6 6 (:1

55 37 0011 0111 7 ~"'I '7 7 -1 ;7
"

56 38 0011 1000 8 El J:? 8 El ,'''I
'::1

57 39 0011 1001 9 9 9 9 'I 9
58 3A 0011 1010 : :
59 3B 0011 1011 .' !

60 3C 0011 1100 < .'.' ': < <"

61 3D 0011 1101 ::: ...,. .. ::: ..,.. ,...

62 3E 0011 1110 > ;. > )'
'.

63 3F 0011 1111 ? r? .,:> ? r,:'! '")

64 40 0100 0000 @ Ii:! 6:' @ (i~! iii
65 41 0100 0001 A. f.:\ f1 A. ?~ H
66 42 0100 0010 B B 13 B B 13
67 43 0100 0011 C r' C c C C
68 44 0100 0100 D D D D l7
69 45 0100 0101 E E £ E E
70 46 0100 0110 F r" F F F... j'.'

71 47 0100 0111 G fj Ej G G C'1

72 48 0100 1000 H !'·l ff H 1-1 H
73 49 0100 1001 I I I I I I
74 4A 0100 1010 J a J J ,J ,:I
75 4B 0100 1011 K t:" Ii K t( Ii
76 4C 0100 1100 L L L L L, L
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Standard ASCII Codes Character set

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Setl Set2

77 4D 0100 1101 M t'l ftI M t'l t1• 78 4£ 0100 1110 N N N N N N

79 4F 0100 1111 0 D (I 0 Cl I)

• 80 50 0101 0000 P F' P P F' P

81 51 0101 0001 Q C1 I) Q C1 I)

• 82 52 0101 0010 R P R R h' P

83 53 0101 0011 S C' ':' S C' I::'
,:l ,..' ,.:l ~,

Ii
84 54 0101 0100 T T T T T T

85 55 0101 0101 U U U U l.J U

86 56 0101 0110 V V V V V V• 87 57 0101 0111 W i,I,j N W i,lJ ,14

88 58 0101 1000 X y X X V X'. ,'.

• 89 59 0101 1001 Y y y y y y

90 5A 0101 1010 Z Z /.. Z Z ..~.

I 91 5B 0101 1011 ( r [ ( I: [

92 5C 0101 1100 \ \ \. \ \ \

93 5D 0101 1101 ] ::I :7 ] J :7

94 5£ 0101 1110
..... ..\ ...., ..\

95 5F 0101 1111

I - -
96 60 0110 0000

, , ': I'

97 61 0110 0001 a i:~ ,,1. a a a

I 98 62 0110 0010 b b b b b b

99 63 0110 0011 e c:: '- e c:: r.:

; 100 64 0110 0100 d cI d d c:I d

101 65 0110 0101 e E~ e e EO: e
102 66 0110 0110 f + f f + t

103 67 0110 0111 g ~J <] g q <]

104 68 0110 1000 h h h h h h

I 105 69 0110 1001 i :i. j i :i. .i

106 6A 0110 1010 j J j 'j J

• 107 6B 0110 1011 k k' k k k k

108 6C 0110 1100 1 1 .1 1 1 1

I 109 6D 0110 1101 m m Tn m fTl 10

110 6£ 0110 1110 n n n n n n

111 6F 0110 1111 0 D 0 0 Cl Ci

I 112 70 0111 0000 P P P P P P

113 71 0111 0001 q q q q q q

I 114 72 0111 0010 r ('" r r ,,- r

115 73 0111 0011 s ~:) s s :::) S'

I 116 74 0111 0100 t t t t t. t

117 75 0111 0101 U u. a u u. a

I 118 76 0111 0110 v v v v v v

119 77 0111 0111 W \I~ IV W ~.~ IV

I
120 78 0111 1000 X i< )( X ~< .x:
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Standard ASCII Codes Character set

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Set! Set2

121 79 0111 1001 Y y y y y V
122 7A 0111 1010 Z z Z Z Z. ..'?:

123 78 0111 1011 {
,. .r { { (.'L L

124 7C 0111 llOO ! I
I I

125 7D 01ll llOl } ~. "' } } )
.J J

126 7E Olll lll0 ~- ~- ~- '"
127 7F om lll1 DEL DEL

128 80 1000 0000 <; 9 .s.'
129 81 1000 0001 U ij ii

130 82 1000 0010 e e t:

131 83 1000 OOll a 2i ~

132 84 1000 0100 a E:t a
133 85 1000 0101 a J~. i:1

134 86 1000 0110 ~ (·b\. i:~

135 87 1000 0111 ~
(" ,-
f .1'

136 88 1000 1000 BS e g~ €!
137 89 1000 1001 HT e E' N
138 8A 1000 1010 LF e t? t2

139 88 1000 1011 VT 1 1 i
140 8C 1000 1100 FF i J: :t
141 8D 1000 1101 CR i :i. .i
142 8E 1000 1110 so Ii. 1\ ,q

143 8F 1000 1111 SI A A i~

144 90 1001 0000 S E E:
145 91 1001 0001 DC1 CE <f~ i1?:

146 92 1001 0010 DC2 Ai If: FE
147 93 1001 0011 DC3 6 a (')

148 94 1001 0100 DC4 0 i:i d
149 95 1001 0101 0 Cl b
150 96 1001 OllO U G Lt
151 97 1001 0111 U (l 1.1
152 98 1001 1000 CAN Y y y
153 99 1001 1001 EM (j t.:i 6
154 9A 1001 1010 U U D
155 9B 1001 1011 ESC ¢ Ii: 'I'
156 9C 1001 1100 £ f' f.:
157 9D 1001 llOI ¥ ¥ ¥
158 9E 1001 1110 R. f'~ n
159 9F 1001 1111 i f' f
160 AO 1010 0000 a a ei a .,. eic:1

161 Al 1010 0001 i :i t i i t
162 A2 1010 0010 6 (j () 6 6 6
163 A3 1010 0011 U (t U. U (t U.
164. A4 1010 0100 n n n n n ~

n
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Standard ASCII Codes Character set

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Setl Set2

203 CB 1100 1011 u= if 11' if 11" if'
204 CC 1100 1100 I~ 11= I~ It II. Il-l" I'

205 CD 1100 1101 = _. -- - -_. --
206 CE noo 1110 JL JI.. JI.. JL JL JL

lr 11' 11' lr 11"" if'

207 CF noo nn :b :!::: ::!::: :b L ::!:::

208 DO n01 0000 J1. 11.. lL Jl. 1L ll-

209 Dl nOl 0001 ;= OF ;"" ;= y: or:
210 D2 nOl 0010 11" rf If 11" TI" Tf'

211 D3 nOl 0011 U. LL Lt. U. lL LL

212 D4 nOl 0100 b 1:.. 1,.. b b I:::

213 D5 nOl 0101 F f r.:: F I::: f::

214 D6 1101 0110 If I'r rr If 1'1" ff

215 D7 1101 0111 fl- t\-' *. fl- t\-' tr
216 D8 !l01 1000 + -f" + + +1:::- "

217 D9 nOl 1001 J J J J J J

218 DA nOl 1010 r r r r r r
219 DB 1101 1011 • I I • I I
220 DC n01 1100 • IIlII IIlI • II1II IIlII

221 DD 1101 1101 I m I I W I
222 DE 1101 1110 I W m I W W

223 DF 1101 1111 • III III • III Ii

224 EO Ino 0000 ex: ,;:( l1: ex: (X a
6 8 {' 13 r:\ 13

225 El 1no 0001
j

226 E2 1110 0010 r r T' r r T'

227 E3 1110 0011 'If rr 'TT 'If Tr 'TT

228 E4 1110 0100 I: E I: I: L: ].'

229 E5 1110 0101 cr (1' {T cr r:r (f

230 E6 1110 0110 I-l J..l l.l I-l p. l.l

231 E7 1110 0111 'T 'I- 'T 'T 'I" 'T'

232 E8 1110 1000 ~ 2 § ~ 2 P

233 E9 1110 1001 e e & e E) e
234 EA 1110 1010 Q ~-~ if. Q (~ sf.

S S' (} S <5' {l
235 EB 1110 1011

(.

236 EC 1110 1100
co (D (D ex> 00 00

237 ED 1110 1101 !2l 12l 0 !2l m i!)

238 EE 1110 1110 E E E E E E

239 EF 1110 1111 n n (1 n n (1

240 FO 1111 0000
... - - == -- -

241 F1 1111 0001 ± ± ± ± :!: ±
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I Standard ASCII Codes Character set
Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Set! Set2

242 F2 1111 0010 2 > 2 : l.11 .- -- _..
243 F3 1111 0011 So -- ~ So _.. -{.

244 F4 1111 0100 r r r r r r
245 F5 1111 0101 J J J J J J
246 F6 1111 0110 + -.i- + -IT .

I "
247 F7 1111 0111 ~

M .-.;:
~ ~.' ~

248 F8 1111 1000 0 n , " 0 "• 249 F9 1111 1001
250 FA 1111 1010
251 FB 1111 1011 -[ -J 1{ -[ .J ,{"

252 Fe 1111 1100 n n n n 1", n
253 FD 1111 1101 2 ~~ .2 2 2 .2

254 FE 1111 1110 • m .. • m '"
255 FF 1111 1111

II
I
II
C
I

••
I

I
I
I
PI
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41

52 55
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561 571 581 591
60 I 61 I 621 631
641 651 661 671
68 ,,' 691 701 711
721 731 741 751
761 771 781 791
801 811 821 831
84 ,', 851 86 " 871

881 89 90I 91I
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I,i

119 ., . ','

I I,

I
','

103'; :

" ,

1071
ml
1151

123 1,',I I '

94

I
"

122+, ,

I
,

126 ':"

1141
1,1118 -r,

! ,
• i 1

125 1::, .

il
FFHfR
, ,:," '•• 'il,'

101 ' '-j
; ,!

f'i I, ,

1·1

109 "

1131~
I ,

I
'~
:~

96 I!','"'; I!

; I

I
"

! ' ,+1
104 ,': I

116~II

I"·', ,
120 , :.:

1241

100 I',I:,
, ,,

•
B
C

••
I
I
I
I
I
I

•
I

••••
I
II
I

I



lHO 161

1 165

169 70 1 1

72 1 175

iolII

<iI!

•
ill III

1lI III

177 1

180 8 182

1

1 190
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147

1

201

204

2

2 2 21 2 21

2 219
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223 g.i,.1222221220

244 1 247

I 2251 2261 2271
I 2291 2301 2311
I 2:<31

2341 2351
I 2371 2381 2391
I 2411 242

2431
U51

240

236

232

228

224

248 249
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252 1 25:1 I 25'1 I 2551
• Special characters (Character Set #2 only)
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152

156
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Denmark Sweden

ml
'r

I

. ' -~

!: ,

r;" •[ltt.::::j

England

I
,'mJ • ,

1: 1 ~
'+_..~~
, ',j
, 'J

•

~mH-A-! !
/ - f·

! r t=
!' ,

I rTi-1 (1
Ll~rrI1

France GermanyU.S.A.

ii'! ,
, ,

" ,
-i-~l-. .

t." ' , _.w
I ' ,ir;-,.,...-, '1'1'j
CI:IIJ::l:J

I
,

.. ' L1
: I 1

~ . ... j

-" .. +1
h IllL

35

61

91

92

• International charactersI
I
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I



Italy Spain Japan Norway Denmark(ll)

I,~"" E",,',1 i,,'~-I,',.,' 'j i n Ii - '

36 I ' ,', ' , '

, f. ! I
, ',1 t,' :

, J.........l..- j '. - I

6411111
9111111
9211 . II

"1'111j' l' !

93 ,;, '

,', ~,,: ." '

I iii'-,: ~~. ~'" : ,',' H+1 ~
94~ ,I " ,:' m ':: :;" ::

I , I' ,. , ,
I i ' j

96 1 ',': I .'

I , ! ' l

, 1 !
, I ,
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U.S.A. France Germany England Denmark Sweden

1231";': I·'-H I:: I'~.~:·' I·:' I:':.:,.,1,+1 "-w" " h
I' !Iti J I . i \--r- '1;;

LLl...-U-LJ 'il.' . I I

124 1.-,:I" 1:.··- I':' I' I'"I,'i'.--1 '. . I, ,
I • I.i! I

I" ;

125111111
126111111
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ItaJy Spain Japan NGcway DenmarkW)

I
+-.+J,' ',

124 "
I
, I

I I

I
H

125 :

, '



• :::>taJndard Cllar2lcters

(Note: the roman ChalJactlcrs,)

32

•... ; 33 34 35.
36 37

I40 41 42 43

,i

II - j
44 45 46 47

.+ '!

48 49 50 51II '

, ,

•
52 53 54 -+. 55

--+,-.

I
......' - - --411:,J...•

56 57 58 r' . J 59
t ..~
i -~:

I" "
~!J 6360 61 62-i

=: :·:t:J
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711

91 1

75.

66

97 ~ 98

65

72 1

64 •

96

681691701J
731 74 1

761 771 78 791
80 I 81 I 82 1 831
84 1 85 1 86 1 87 MM

881 89 1 90.
92 1 93 1
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123

1671

102

106

126

_.,'162 r-r-: :H
, '
,; ,- ,

, "

1661

t
~ I-,
+ i

1-'.
' , ]

107 I I
~
i. :J

110 1-'j.,.: 111 I~
- ~

, - - '1

1 1141 115 1
1191

109 m~~

105

101

113

100 ~[ll

124 1.
,i

160 I

1161
120 I 121 I 1221

125I

104

I
·~

108 : j.:

1,

164

1121~·J
1



168 169 171

172 173 174

224 ~~J
226

ffiI

227

228 ffi••~ 22911- 230 231

232 rfl 233

Elt±lt
234 ~·.,I!4-H 235

236~m
237 238 ~tE 239

253

243

249

242,

2481247

250 I!~

246 ~I.IU

240
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4 I 5 6 ItL

I I
·,t· .....

21 26
!+ .
'I ',

I I129

" , Ii
130 131

, I

. ,

I II
~t -r' .. ··.. ·1 ··t-· . - ~

r- '1
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137
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141
,I i

142 143r- .J i ,
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···:TB I!.
145 146 147

I
FFFFT:.'"
H- "

255 f-: T
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T1I1UIt..-r
I. "t

I
r.T ..

'1 ..

144
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1
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136 "

140
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128~Iti

I

II

I

I
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I
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I
I
I

I
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I
I
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APPENDIX D

FUNCTION CODES

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide a quick reference
for the various functions available on this printer. Codes are
described in the following format.

Several commands require you to specify a value or values. In
these cases, we have used an "n" or "m" to indicate a variable.
You should insert the ASCII code for the proper value here.

Tells what the function code does.
Control code mnemonic
ASCII decimal equivalent
Hexadecimal equivalent
Briefly describes how the command is
used.
Tells where details of the command may
be found.

PURPOSE
CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)
REMARKS

SEE

••
I
I
I

•
I

I
I

•
II
I!
(i

•
I

••
I

•
I

•
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COMMANDS TO CONTROL PRINT STYLE

These commands are used to control the font style, the print
pitch, and special effects.

II Font style controls
PURPOSE Selects italic characters.

CODE (ESC) "4"
(decimal ASCII) 27 52
(hex ASCII) IB 34

REMARKS This command causes draft characters
to be printed in italics until italic printing
is cancelled.

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Chapter 3

Cancels italic characters.

(ESC) "5"
27 53
IB 35

This command causes the printer to
cancel the italic printing and select in
stead the standard roman characters.

Chapter 3
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I

• PURPOSE Selects an international character
set.

• CODE (ESC) "Rn n
(decimal ASCII) 27 82 n

• (hex ASCII) IB 52 n

REMARKS This command selects the international
I character set according to the value of n

as shown in the table below:• n Character set n Character set

I
0 U.S.A 6 Italy
1 France 7 Spain

I
2 Germany 8 Japan
3 England 9 Norway
4 Denmark 10 Denmark II

I 5 Sweden

• You can select a particular international
character set, except Japan, Norway,

• and Denmark type II, as a power-on
default by adjusting the settings of DIP

!
switches 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4.

SEE Chapter 5

Ei PURPOSE Selects character set #2.

I CODE (ESC) '46"

(decimal ASCII) 27 54• (hex ASCII) IB 36

I
REMARKS This command selects the character set

#2 when the DIP switch 1-6 is set off.

• You can select character set #2 as the
power-on default by turning DIP switch

• 1-7 off.

SEE Chapter 5

••••
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Selects character set #1.

(ESC) "7"
27 55
IB 37

This command causes the printer to
cancel character set #2 and selects in
stead character set #1 when the DIP
switch 1-6 is set off. You can select
character set #1 as the power-on default
by turning DIP switch 1-7 on.

Chapter 5

Selects NLQ characters.

This command causes the printer to
print near letter quality (NLQ)
characters until NLQ mode is cancelled.
NLQ mode cannot be used with any
other special printing functions except
underlining, expanded printing, and big
character printing. This command is ig
nored when the "Panel" mode is selected
at the power-on.
Note: The character "I" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 3

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

120
78

1
1

01
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Cancels NLQ characters.

This command cancels NLQ printing and
returns the printer to the draft mode.
This command is ignored when the
"Panel" mode is selected at the power
on.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII O.

Chapter 3

I
I

•
I

•
I

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

<ESC)
27
1B

"x"
120
78

o
o

00

•
I
I

• Font pitch controls
PURPOSE Sets the print pitch to pica.

CODE <ESC) "P"
(decimal ASCII) 27 80
(hex ASCII) IB 50

REMARKS This command causes printing to be
done in pica pitch with 80 characters per
line. This command is ignored when the
"Panel" mode is selected at the power
on.

• SEE Chapter 3

I
PURPOSE Sets the print pitch to elite.

CODE <ESC) "M"

I (decimal ASCII) 27 77
(hex ASCII) 1B 4D

REMARKS This command causes pnntmg to be
done in elite pitch with 96 characters per• line (NLQ characters are not printed in
elite pitch). This command is ignored

I when the "Panel" mode is selected at the
power-on.

I SEE Chapter 3

II
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)

ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Sets the printer to condensed
print.

(S1)
15
OF

This command causes printing to be
done in condensed pitch with 136
characters per line for pica condensed,
and 160 characters per line for elite con
densed (NLQ characters are not printed
in condensed pitch). You can select the
pica condensed pitch with the control
panel, but you cannot select the elite con
densed pitch manually. This command is
ignored when the "Panel" mode is
selected at the power-on.

Chapter 3

Sets the printer to condensed
print.

(ESC) (S1)
27 15

OF
Same as (SO, above.

Chapter 3

Cancels the condensed print.

(DC2)
18
12

This command cancels the condensed
printing and returns the printer to the
normal print pitch. This command is ig
nored when the "Panel" mode is selected
at the power-on.

Chapter 3
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I
PURPOSE Sets the printer to expanded print.

CODE (ESC) "W" 1

I (decimal ASCII) 27 87 1
(hex ASCII) IB 57 01

• REMARKS This command causes characters to be
printed twice as wide as normally (half

I the current pitch) until expanded print-
ing is cancelled.• Note: The character "I" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in-

I stead of ASCII 1.

I
SEE Chapter 3

PURPOSE Cancels the expanded print.• CODE (ESC) "W" 0

• (decimal ASCII) 27 87 0
(hex ASCII) IB 57 00

• REMARKS This command resets the character pitch
to what it was before expanded printing

! was set.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code, 48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in-
stead of ASCII o.

I SEE Chapter 3

• PURPOSE Sets the printer to expanded print
for the remainder of the current

I line.

• CODE (SO)
(decimal ASCII) 14

I
(hex ASCII) OE

REMARKS This command causes characters to be

• printed twice as wide as normally until a
carriage return is sent. It also cancelled

I with (DC4).

SEE Chapter 3••
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

Sets the printer to expanded print
for the remainder of the current
line.

(ESC) (SO)
27 14
IB OE

Same as (SO), above.

Chapter 3

Cancels one line expanded print.

(DC4)
20
14

This command cancels one line expand
ed print set with (SO) or (ESC) (SO).

Chapter 3

Sets the printer to proportional
print.

This command causes draft characters
to be printed with proportional spacing
until proportional printing is cancelled.
Note: The character "1" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 3

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

Up"
112
70

1
1

01



Cancels proportional print.

This command cancels the proportional
printing and returns to the "fixed pitch"
printing.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII O.

Chapter 3

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

ESC

IE

"p"
112
70

o
o

00

• Special print modes.
PURPOSE Sets the master print mode.

CODE (ESC) "I" n
(decimal ASCII) 27 33 n
(hex ASCII) IE 21 n

REMARKS This is a powerful command that allows
the user to set several printing
characteristics at one time: print pitch,
condensed print, expanded print, em
phasizing, boldface, underlining, and any
combination of these as determined by n,
a number from 0 to 255. (See Table 3-10
for details.)

SEE Chapter 3

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Selects emphasized printing.

(ESC) "E"
27 69
IE 45

This command causes characters to be
emphasized until emphasized printing is
cancelled.

Chapter 3
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Cancels emphasized printing.

(ESC) "F"
27 70
1B 46

This command cancels emphasized
printing.

Chapter 3

Selects boldface printing.

(ESC) "G"
27 71
IB 47

This command causes characters to be
printed in boldface until boldface is
cancelled. Boldface cannot be used with
superscripts or subscripts. This com
mand is ignored when the "Panel" mode
is selected at the power-on.

Chapter 3

Cancels boldface printing.

(ESC) "H"
27 72
1B 48

This command turns off boldface print
ing and returns the printer to normal
printing. This command is ignored when
the "Panel" mode is selected at the
power-on.

Chapter 3
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Selects underlining.

Cancels underlining.

Selects superscripts.

1
1

01

o
o

00

o
o
00

45
2D

45
2D

83
53

"5"

H "

(ESC)
27
IB

(ESC)
27
IB

(ESC)
27
IB

This command stops underlining.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII O.

Chapter 3

This command underlines the following
characters until underlining is cancelled.
Note: The character "1" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 3

This command raises the following
characters and prints them as super
scripts until superscripting is cancelled.
Superscripts are printed from left to
right only and in boldface. Superscripts
cannot be used with NLQ printing.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII O.

Chapter 3

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

•
I

••
I
I

•
I
I

•
!
;

•
I
I

•
I
I

•
I
•



Selects subscripts.

CODE

IB

1
I

01

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

ch;;lra;cters and as until
sut)SCI"lptmg is cancelled. All COIld11tl0I1S

superscripts apply to

Note: The character "I" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 3

Cancels a superscript or
subscript.

(ESC) "T"
27 84
IB 54

This command stops printing of
superscripts or subscripts and sets nor
mal printing. It also cancels uni-direc
tional printing and boldface, which are
set automatically for superscripts and
subscripts.

Chapter 3
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CONTROLLING THE VERTICAL PRINT POSITION

These commands are used to move the paper relative to the
print head. By moving the paper up or down, the print head, in
effect, moves the opposite direction (down or up) on the page.

Reverses the paper one line.

(ESC) (LF)
27 10
IB OA

The actual distance by the line feed is set
through various codes which can be sent
(see below). When DIP switch 1-8 is
"off" a line feed is automatically
generated whenever the printer receives
a carriage return.

Chapter 4

This command causes the printer to
reverse the paper (in effect moving the
print head up on the sheet) one line. The
actual distance travelled is set through
various codes which can be sent (see
below).

Chapter 4

• Line feed and reverse line feed
PURPOSE Advances the paper one line (line

feed).

(LF)
10
OA

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

•••
I

•
I

•••
I

•
I
!

"I
•
I

•
I

•
II

••
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Chapter 4
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I PURPOSE Sets or defines line spacing to n/72
inch.• CODE (ESC) "A" n

(decimal ASCII) 27 65 n
(hex ASCII) IB 41 n

I REMARKS This command works in two different
functions depending on the setting of

• DIP switch 1-6. When the DIP switch 1-6
is set off, this command defines the ac-

• tual distance the paper advances during
all subsequent line feeds to n/72 inch.

• This command must be used in conjunc-
tion with (ESC) "2" which activates the
(ESC) "A" definition.
When the DIP switch 1-6 is set on, this

• command sets the actual distance the
paper advances during all subsequent

• line feeds to n/72 inch immediately. The
value of n must be between 1 and 255.

• SEE Chapter 4

C PURPOSE Sets line spacing to n/72 inch, or
Use (ESC)"A" definition.

CODE (ESC) "2"
(decimal ASCII) 27 50• (hex ASCII) IB 32

I
REMARKS This command works in two different

functions depending on the setting of
DIP switch 1-6. When the DIP switch 1-6

I is set off, this command activates the line
spacing defined in the (ESC)"A" com-
mand. If the (ESC)"A" command has
not been defined, the line spacing is

I changed to 1/6 inch. When the DIP
switch 1-6 is set on, this command sets

I the actual distance the paper advances
during all subsequent line feeds to 1/6

I inch.

SEE Chapter 4
I
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

Sends a one-time paper feed of
n/216 inch.

(ESC) "J" n
27 74 n
IB 4A n

This command causes the printer to ad
vance the paper n/216 inch. It does not
change the current value of line spacing
and it does not cause a carriage return.
The value of n must be between 1 and
255.

Chapter 4

Sends a one-time reverse feed of
n/216 inch.

This command causes the printer to
reverse the paper n/216 inch. It does not
change the current value of line spacing
and it does not cause a carriage return.
The value of n must be between 1 and
255.

Chapter 4

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

"."
J

106
6A

n
n
n



The actual length of a page ejected by a
form feed is set either by setting of DIP
switch 1-1 or through various codes
which can be sent (see below). This com
mand works as the ejecting paper com
mand when the optional automatic sheet
feeder is installed.

Chapter 4

• Form feed and related commands
PURPOSE Advances the paper to the top of

the next page (form feed).

(FF)
12
OC

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Reverses the paper to the top of
the current page.

(ESC) (FF)
27 12
IE OC

This command causes the printer to
reverse the paper to the top of the cur
rent printing page (or form). This com
mand is ignored when the optional
automatic sheet feeder is installed.

Chapter 4



Sets page length to n inches.

This command sets the length of all
subsequent pages to n inches. The value
of n must be between 1 and 32. You can
select a power-on default form length of
11 inches or 12 inches by setting DIP
switch 1-1. This command is ignored
when the optional automatic sheet feeder
is installed.

Chapter 4

182

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC) "C"
27 67
IB 43

o
o
00

n
n
n

Sets page length to n lines.

This command sets the length of all
subsequent pages to n lines. The value of
n must be between 1 and 255. This com
mand is ignored when the optional
automatic sheet feeder is installed.

Chapter 4

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

"e"
67
43

n
n
n

SEE

• Topfbottom margins and vertical tabs.
PURPOSE Sets the top margin.

CODE (ESC) "r" n
(decimal ASCII) 27 114 n
(hex ASCII) IB 72 n

REMARKS This command sets the top margin to n
lines. Printing begins on the (n + l)th
line on the page. This command is ig
nored when the optional automatic sheet
feeder is installed.

Chapter 4
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II PURPOSE S ts the bottom margin.

CODE (ESC) "N" n

II (decimal ASCII) 27 78 n
(hex ASCII) IB 4E n

I REMARKS This command sets the bottom margin to

• n lines. The printer will generate a form
feed whenever there are n lines left on

• the page. This command is ignored when
the optional automatic sheet feeder is in-
stalled. The value of n must be between
I and 255.

SEE Chapter 4

PURPOSE Cancels and bottom margins.

CODE (ESC) "0"
(decimal ASCII) 27 79
(hex ASCII) IB 4F

I REMARKS This command cancels both the top

I
margin and the bottom margin.

SEE Chapter 4

C PURPOSE Advances paper to the next ver-

I
tical tab position.

CODE (VT)

I (decimal ASCII) 11
(hex ASCII) OB

I REMARKS This command causes the paper to be ad-
vanced to the next vertical tab position,
or the top of the next page, whichever it
finds first. If the vertical tab positions
are not set, this command works as a
feed command.

SEE Chapter 4

I
I
I
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Sets vertical tab positions.

(ESC) "B" n1 n2 n3 0
27 66 n1 n2 n3 0
IB 42 n1 n2 n3 00

This command cancels all current ver
tical tab positions and sets those defined
at lines n1, n2, n3, etc. The maximum
number of vertical tab positions allowed
is 16. The ASCII 0 character is used as a
command terminator. Each vertical tab
position must be specified in ascending
order.

Chapter 4

Selects vertical channel.

This command selects one of the multi
ple vertical channels determined by the
value of nO. The value of nO must be be
tween 0 and 7.

Chapter 4

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

"I"~

47
2F

nO
nO
nO
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CONTROLLING THE HORIZONTAL PRINT POSITION

This section described commands that move the print head
and restrict its printing range (such as setting margins and
tabs).

Sets vertical tab positions in a
channel.

Returns print head to the left
margin (carriage return).

(CR)
13
OD

o
o
00

nO 111 n2 n3 .
nO nl 112 n3 .
nO nl n2 n3 .

(ESC) "b"
27 98
IB 62

This command cancels all current ver
tical tab positions in channel nO and sets
those defined at lines n1, n2, n3, etc. The
maximum number of vertical tab posi
tions for each channel allowed is 16. The
ASCII 0 character is used as a command
terminator. Each vertical tab position
must be specified in ascending order.
The vertical channel, nO, must be bet
ween 0 and 7.

Chapter 4

This command returns the print head to
the left margin. If DIP switch 1-8 has
been set off, then this command will also
cause a line feed character to be
generated after the carriage return,
thereby advancing to the beginning of
the next print line automatically.

Chapter 4

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

PURPOSE

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
II
C
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



Sets the left margin.

This command sets the left margin to 11

characters. Each line will begin in the (11

+ l)th character position from the left
edge. The value of n must be between 0
and 255. You can set the left margin
manually with the control paneL
Note: Changing the print pitch after the
left margin has been set does not change
the margin - it stays in exactly the same
place on the page.

Chapter 4

Sets the right margin.

This command sets the right margin to
n, which is the last character position
that can be printed in a line. After execu·
tion of this command, any attempt to
print beyond print position 11 will cause
the printer to automatically generate a
carriage return and a line feed before
printing the remainder of the line. The
value of n must be between 1 and 255.
You can set the right margin manually
with the control paneL
Note: Changing the print pitch after the
right margin has been set does not
change the margin - it stays in exactly
the same position on the page.

Chapter 4
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

(ESC)
27
1B

108
6C

"Q"
81
51

n
11

11

11

n
n



•
I

•••
I
I
I

•
I

•
I
I!
C
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

187

Sets the left and right margins.

(ESC) HX" n1 n2
27 88 nl n2
IB 58 nl n2

This command sets the left margin to n1
characters and the right margin to n2.
The values of nl and n2 must between 1
and 255 and n2 should be greater than
111.
You can set the left and right margins
manually with the control panel.
Note: Changing the print pitch after the
margins have been set does not change
the margins - they stay in exactly the
same positions on the page.

Chapter 4

Moves the print head to the next
horizontal tab position.

(HT)
9

09

This command causes the print head to
advance to the next horizontal tab posi
tion. The horizontal tab positions are set
at power-on to print positions 8, 16, 24,
etc. (to the maximum print position).

Chapter 4
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IE

o
o

00

current
sets

n3, etc.
horizOIltal tab

o
ter-

position
as a

minator. horizontal
must be SpE~Cl!Ied in as(:endiu,g

Chapter 4SEE

24IB

Moves the print head to an ab
solute horizontal position.

nl
nl n2
nl n2

CODE

PURPOSE

REMARKS This causes printer to
print head to an absolute

lL,U'llL<U position. The position, in in-
ches, is determined by formula (nl

x The position is

SEE Lh;;mtler 4



PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

189

Moves the print head to a specified
horizontal position.

(ESC)
nl n2

n2

This command causes the printer to
move the print head to a specified
horizontal position. It can move the print
head either left or right. The distance, in
inches, is determined by the formula (nl

n2 X 256)/120.
To move to the left, add 64 to the
calculated value of n2. The maximum
distance is 8 inches. The command will
be ignored if you try to move to a posi
tion outside of the current margins.

Chapter 4

Adds n dot spaces between
characters.

ESC "space" n
27 32 n
IB 20 n

This command increases the space be
tween NLQ characters by n dots when
the DIP switch 1-6 is set on.

Chapter 5

Moves the print head back one
print position (backspace).

(BS)
8
08

This command shifts the print head OEe
column to the left. If the print head is at
the left margin, the command is ignored.
This command can be used to overstrike
characters.



Sets alignment, or centering.

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

ESC
97

IB 61

This causes
mat text as follows:

n
n
n

printer to

SEE

1 Centered
2 Right-aligned

Chapter 4
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DOWNLOAD CHARACTER COMMANDS

PURPOSE Defines download characters into
RAM.

CODE

(decimal ASCII)

(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

<

27

lE

> o

o 1

SEE Chapter 6



ROM
RAM.

IB

o
o 0

SEE

any
rh" ..""c'tp<,.c in that range.
Note: This command is ignored when
the DIP s,,,,itch 2-1 is set on.

Chapter 6

Selects download character set.

This command causes the printer to
select the download character set.
Note: The character "I" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 6

Cancels download character set.

This command cancels the download
character set and selects the previous
character set.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of the first ASCII O.

Chapter 6

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

<ESC)
27 37
IB 25

<ESC) "%"
27 37
IB 25

1 0
1 0

01 00

o 0
o 0
00 00
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III

••
I
I
I
I
I

•
I
I

c
•
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Prints normal-density graphics.

(ESC) "K" nl n2 m1 m2 .
27 75 n1 n2 m1 m2 .
IE 4B n1 n2 m1 m2 ..

This command selects 60 dots-per-inch,
column-scan, bit-image graphics mode.
The values of n1 and n2 represent the
number of graphics characters to be
printed, where the total number of
characters = n2 times 256 + n1. The
correct number of graphics data bytes
(m1, m2, etc.) must follow n2. The
ASCII value of these characters deter
mine which pins are fired for each
character.

Chapter 7

Prints double-density graphics.

(ESC) "L" n1 n2 m1 m2 .
27 76 nl n2 m1 m2 .
IE 4C n1 n2 ml m2 ..

This command selects 120 dots-per-inch,
column-scan, bit-image graphics mode.
The values of nl and n2 are the same as
in normal-density graphics. The correct
number of graphics data bytes (ml, m2,
etc.) must follow n2. The ASCII value of
these characters determine which pins
are fired for each character.

Chapter 7
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

Prints double-density graphics
with double-speed.

(ESC) "Y" nl n2 ml m2 .
27 89 nl n2 ml m2 .
lB 59 ni n2 ml m2 .

This command selects 120 dots-per-inch,
column-scan, bit-image graphics mode
with double-speed. The values of nl and
n2 are the same as in normal-density
graphics. The correct number of
graphics data bytes (mi, m2, etc.) must
follow n2. The ASCII value of these
characters determine which pins are
fired for each character.

Chapter 7

Prints quadruple-density
graphics.

This command selects 240 dots-per-inch,
column-scan, bit-image graphics mode.
The values of ni and n2 are the same as
in normal-density graphics. The correct
number of graphics data bytes (mi, m2,
etc.) must follow n2. The ASCII value of
these characters determine which pins
are fired for each character.

Chapter 7

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC) "Z"
27 90
IB 5A

nl n2 ml m2 ..
nl n2 ml m2 .
nl n2 mi m2 .



PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Selects graphics modes.

(ESC) "~/' nO nl n2 ml
27 42 nO nl n2 ml m2 ..
IB 2A nO nl n2 ml m2 ..

This command one seven possi-
ble graphics modes, depending on the
value of The values of nl and n2 are
the same as normal-density graphics
mode. The correct number of graphics
data bytes (ml, m2, etc.) must follow n2.
The ASCII value of these characters
determine which pins are fired for each
character. The value of nO must be be
tween 0 and 6 as shown below.

n Graphics mode
o Normal-density
1 Double-density
2 Double-density with double-

speed
3 Quadruple-density
4 CRT graphics
5 Plotter graphics
6 CRT graphics type II

Chapter 7

Prints 9-pin graphics.

This command selects 60 dots-per-inch,
column-scan, 9-pin bit-image graphics
mode. The value of nO determines the
print density. The values of I'll and n2
are the same as in normal-density
graphics. The correct number of
graphics data bytes (ml, m2, etc.) muct
follow n2. The ASCII values of these two
characters determine which pins are
fired for each character.

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

(ESC)
27
IB

94
5E

nOnl n2 ml m2 .
nO nl n2 ml In2 .
nO I'll n2 ml m2 .. ,
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Redefines the graphics mode.

(ESC) "?" nO nl
27 63 nO nl
IB 3F nO nl

This command redefines one of the 4
alternate graphics codes - (ESC) "K",
(ESC) "L", (ESC) "Y", or (ESC) "2" 
as one of the seven graphics density
numbers with the (ESC) "*" command,
where nO is "K", "L", "Y", or "2" and nl
is between 0 and 6.

Chapter 7

MACRO INSTRUCTION COMMANDS

This command cancels any existing
macro instruction, and replace it with the
instruction defined. The maximum
number of characters allowed in the
macro instruction is 16. The (RS)
character marks the end of the macro
definition.

Defines macro instruction.PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

(ESC)
27
IB

"+"
43
2B

(RS)
30
IE

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Chapter 5

Executes macro instruction.

(ESC) "+" 1
27 43 1
IB 2B 01

This command executes a macro instruc
tion that was previously defined.

Chapter 5



OTHER COMMANDS

the "oil .. ",

bit to lo~[ic<:H

eU!J:lttl data

)<

su!)seQuent ch3lracter sent to
This code allows

users to access
those ch,iralc:ters ,,,'hr.,',,, ASCII is
greater than 127. This should not
be used to printer control
codes.

CODE
(decimal ASCII)

ASCII) IB

REMARKS

SEE Chapter 5

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Sets the value of the eighth data
bit to logical O.

(ESC) ""
27 61
IB 3D

This command forces the eighth data bit
of each subsequent character sent to the
printer to logical O. This code should not
be used to transmit printer control code.

Chapter 5



CODE
(decimal ASCII)

ASCII)

REMARKS

Accepts the value of the eighth
data bit as is.

(ESC)

IB

command cancels either setting of
the eighth bit. The printer will use

value of the eighth data bit that is
sent from computer. This code
allows users with a 7-bit interface to
resume normal functions after accessing

Ch~lra(:te]rs u)-hr",,,, ASCII code is

SEE

greater than 127.

Chapter 5

This command causes to print "zero"
with slash.
Note: The character 1" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code can be used in-

of ASCII 1.

Print "slash zero".PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

(ESC)
27
1B

126
7E

1
1

01

Ch(lPtt~r 5

Prints "normal zero".

o
o126

< )
27
IB

cmurrland ci:1nc:els to print
returns to print "normal

Note: (decimal
hexadecimal code 30) can

ASCII

Chapter 5

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE
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• PURPOSE Deletes the last character sent.

CODE <DEL)
I (decimal ASCII) 127

(hex ASCII) 7F• REMARKS This command deletes the last character

• received. This command is ignored if the
last character received has already been

• printed, or if the last character received
was all or part of a function code.

• SEE Chapter 5

• PURPOSE Cancels line.

CODE <CAN)

I (decimal ASCII) 24
(hex ASCII) 18• REMARKS This command deletes the last line in the

• print buffer at the time the command is
used.

I SEE Chapter 5

C PURPOSE Sets printer off line.

CODE <DC3)

I (decimal ASCII) 19
(hex ASCII) 13

I REMARKS This command causes the printer to set

I
itself off line, disregarding all subse-
quent characters and function codes,

I
with the exception of <DCl), which will
return the printer to an on line state.
This is not the same as pushing the On

I Line key. When the On Line lamp is out
the printer will not respond to <DCl).

I SEE Chapter 5

I
I
I
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

Sets printer on line.

(DCI)
17
11

This command resets the printer to an on
line state, thus allowing it to receive and
process all subsequent characters and
function codes. This is not the same as
pushing the On Line key. When the On
Line lamp is out the printer will not res
pond to (DCI).

Chapter 5

Sounds the printer bell.

(BEL)
7

07

This command causes the buzzer to
sound for about a quarter of a second.

Chapter 5

Disables paper-out detector.

(ESC) "8"
27 56
1B 38

This command causes the printer to
disregard the signal sent by the paper
out detector. The paper-out signal nor
mally sounds the printer bell and stops
printing until paper is inserted and the
printer is reset. DIP switch 1-5 can also
set to disable the paper-out detector.

Chapter 5
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Cancels uni-directional printing.

Selects uni-directional printing.

This command restores the function of
the paper-out detector.

Chapter 5

Enables paper-out detector.

(ESC) "9"
27 57
IB 39

1
1

01

o
o

00

85
55

85
55

"U"

"D"

(ESC)
27
IB

(ESC)
27
IB

This command causes all subsequent
printing to be done in uni-directional
printing. Uni-directional printing is
useful in printing tables or charts, since
it ensures that vertical columns of
characters will be in alignment.
Note: The character "I" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 5

This command cancels uni-directional
printing and returns to the standard bi
directional printing, which is con
siderably faster.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII o.
Chapter 5

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

I
I
I
I

•

I
I

•
~

;
I

•
I

II
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PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

Selects one-line uni-directional
printing.

(ESC) "("
27 60
IB 3C

This command immediately returns the
print head to the left margin. The re
mainder of the line is printed from left to
right. Normal (bi-directional) printing
resumes following a carriage return.

Chapter 5

Enlarges characters in whole or in
part; cancels same.

This special command enlarges
characters following the command until
the enlargement is cancelled. The values
of n have the following effects.
n Effect

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

(ESC)
27
IB

104
68

n
n
n

SEE

o Cancels enlargement
1 Double-high, double-wide
2 Quadruple-high, quadruple-wide
3 Double-high, double-wide (Lower

half only)
4 Double-high, double-wide (Upper

half only)
5 Quadruple-high, quadruple-wide

(Lower half only)
6 Quadruple-high, quadruple-wide

(Upper half only)

Chapter 5
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• PURPOSE Expands the printable area.

CODE (ESC) "6"• (decimal ASCII) 27 54
(hex ASCII) IB 36• REMARKS This command causes the printer to use

• the high-order control code area as the
printable character area when the DIP

I
switch 1-6 is set on.

SEE Chapter 5

• PURPOSE Cancels the expansion of printable

I area.

CODE (ESC) "-7"

I (decimal ASCII) 27 55
(hex ASCII) IB 37

I REMARKS This command cancels the expansion of

• the printable character area and restores
the high-order control code area when
the DIP switch 1-6 is set on.

SEE Chapter 5

; PURPOSE Prints characters in the undefined

• control code area.

CODE (ESC) "I" 1

I (decimal ASCII) 27 73 1
(hex ASCII) IB 49 01

I REMARKS This command causes the printer to
print the characters in the undefined con-

I trol code area.
Note: The character "I" (decimal code

I 49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in-
stead of ASCII 1.

I SEE Chapter 5

I
I
I
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PURPOSE Selects undefined codes as control
codes.

This command cancels to print the
characters in the undefined control codes
and restores them as the control codes.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII O.

Chapter 5

Sets immediate print mode.

This command selects the immediate
print mode. In the immediate print mode
the print head prints one character at a
time, as you send it. The printer also
moves the paper up so that you can see
the current line and then down to con
tinue printing. This kind of instant feed
back can be especially helpful in telecom
munications.
Note: The character "1" (decimal code
49, hexadecimal code 31) can be used in
stead of ASCII 1.

Chapter 5

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

<ESC)
27
IB

<ESC)
27
IB

"I"
73
49

"i"
105
69

o
o

00

1
1

01
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Selects auto feed mode.

Cancels immediate print mode.

Resets the printer.

(ESC) "@"

27 64
1B 40

o
o
00

4
4

04

"."1

105
69

(EM)
25
19

(ESC)
27
IE

(ESC)
27
1B

This command cancels the immediate
print mode and returns the normal print
mode.
Note: The character "0" (decimal code
48, hexadecimal code 30) can be used in
stead of ASCII O.

Chapter 5

This command reinitializes the printer.
The print buffer is cleared, and the form
length, bottom margin, and international
character set are all reset to the values
defined by their respective DIP
switches. The main difference between
the (ESC) "@" command and turning
the printer off and back on again is that
download characters and macro instruc
tions are preserved with this command.

Chapter 5

This command causes the printer to
select the auto sheet feeding mode. This
command is ignored when the optional
automatic sheet feeder is not mounted.

Chapter 5

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

C
I

•
I
I

•
I
I

•••
I
I

I

•
I
I
I
I
I



The same as (ESC) (EM) 4, above.

Chapter 5

Selects auto feed mode.

Cancels auto feed mode.

This command causes the printer to
cancel the auto sheet feeding mode. This
command is ignored when the optional
automatic sheet feeder is not mounted.

206

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

"("
40
28

(ESC)
27
1B

H("
40
28

(EM)
25
19

"4"
52
34

o
o

00

")"
41
29

")"
41
29

SEE Chapter 5

40 40 48 41 41
28 28 30 29 29

The same as (ESC) (EM) 0, above.

Chapter 5

Cancels auto feed mode.

This command causes the printer to
supply paper under non-auto sheet
feeding mode. This command is ignored
when the optional automatic sheet feeder
is not mounted.

Chapter 5

Supplies paper.

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

PURPOSE

CODE
(decimal ASCII)
(hex ASCII)

REMARKS

SEE

"("

(ESC)
27
1B

"("

(EM>
25
19

"0"

1
1

01

")" ")"
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• PURPOSE Supplies paper.

CODE "(" "(" "1" ")" "Y'• (decimal ASCII) 40 40 49 41 41
(hex ASCII) 28 28 31 29 29• REMARKS The same as (ESC) (EM) 1, above.

• SEE Chapter 5

PURPOSE Ejects paper.

CODE (ESC) (EM) "R"
(decimal ASCII) 27 25 82
(hex ASCII) IE 19 52

REMARKS This command causes the printer to
eject paper. This command is ignored
when the optional automatic sheet feeder
is not mounted.

SEE Chapter 5

I PURPOSE Ejects paper.

11 CODE (((" "e' "R" H)" ")"
(decimal ASCII) 40 40 82 41 41

C (hex ASCII) 28 28 52 29 29

• REMARKS The same as (ESC) (EM) "R", above.

SEE Chapter 5

••

I
I
I
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APPENDIX E

COMMAND SUMMARY
IN NUMERIC ORDER

CHR$(9)

CHR$(13)

CHR$(ll)

CHR$(14)

Control code
CHR$(7)
CHR$(8)

CHR$(10)

CHR$(12)

CHR$(15)
CHR$(17)
CHR$(18)
CHR$(19)
CHR$(20)
CHR$(24)
CHR$(27)
CHR$(127)
(ESC) CHR$(lO)
(ESC) CHR$(12)

(ESC) CHR$(14)

Function
Sounds the printer bell
Moves the print head back one print
position (backspace)
Moves the print head to the next
horizontal tab position
Advance the paper one line (line
feed)
Advances paper to the next vertical
tab position
Advances the paper to the top of the
next page (form feed)
Returns print head to the left margin
(carriage return)
Sets the printer to expanded print for
the remainder of the current line
Sets the printer to condensed print
Sets printer on line
Cancels the condensed print
Sets printer off line
Cancels one line expanded print
Cancels line
Escape (indicated as (ESC) below)
Deletes the last character sent
Reverses the paper one line
Reverses the paper to the top of the
current page

the printer to expanded print for
the remainder of the current line

(ESC CHR$(15) Sets the printer to condensed print
(ESC) CHR$(25) CHR$(O)

Cancels auto feed mode



n

J:<.;j(:ecutE~s macro
CIIR$(~m)Definles macro n"'C'~"'lE'~'lnYl
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(ESC) ")"

(ESC) "="

(ESC) ''1'' 1

(ESC) "]" n

(ESC) "?" nO n1
(ESC) "@"

(ESC) "A" n

(ESC) "E"
(ESC) "F"
(ESC) "G"
(ESC)"H"
(ESC) "I" 0

Sets the value of the eighth data bit
to logical 0
Sets the value of the eighth data bit
to logical 1
Redefines the graphics mode
Resets the printer
Sets or defines line spacing to n/72
inch

(ESC) "Bn n1 n2 n3 ... CHR$(O)
Sets vertical tab positions

(ESC) "c" CHR$(O) n Sets page length to n inches
(ESC) "c" n Sets page length to n lines
(ESC) "D" n1 n2 n3 ... CHR$(O)

Sets horizonal tab positions
Selects emphasized printing
Cancels emphasized printing
Selects boldface printing
Cancels boldface printing
Selects undefined codes as control
codes
Prints characters in the undefined
control code area
Sends a one-time paper feed of n/216
inch

(ESC) "K" n1 n2 m1 m1 Prints normal-density graphics
(ESC) "L" n1 n2 m1 m2 Prints double-density graphics
(ESC) "M" Sets the print pitch to elite
(ESC) "N" n Sets the bottom margin
(ESC) "0" Cancels top and bottom margins
(ESC) "P" Sets the print pitch to pica
(ESC) "Q" n Sets the right margin
(ESC) "R" n Selects an international character set
(ESC) "S" 0 Selects superscripts
(ESC) "s" 1 Selects subscripts
(ESC) "T" Cancels a superscript or subscript
(ESC) "u" 0 Cancels uni-directional printing
(ESC) "U" 1 Selects uni-directional printing
(ESC) "w" 0 Cancels the expanded print
(ESC) "w" ] Sets the printer to expanded print
(ESC) "X" n1 n2 Sets the left and right margins
(ESC) "y" n1 n2 m1 m2 ...Prints double-density graphics with

double-speed
I

I
I

II

••
II

•

II
R
£;

•
I

•



(ESC) "h" n

(ESC) "i" 0
(ESC) "i" 1
(ESC) "j" n

(ESC) "1" n
(ESC) "p" 0
(ESC) "p" 1
(ESC) "r" n
(ESC) "x" 0
(ESC) "x" 1
(ESC) ,,'"'-''' 0
(ESC) "'"'-''' 1

"«0»"
"«(1»"
"(4»"
"(R»"

212

(ESC) "2" nl n2 ml m2...Prints quadruple-density graphics
(ESC) " "","" nl n2 Moves the print head to a specified

horizontal position
(ESC) " ~" nO nl n2 ml m2...

Prints g-pin graphics
(ESC) "a" n Sets alignment, or centering
(ESC) "b" nO nl n2 n3 ... CHR$(O)

Sets vertical tab positions in a chan
nel
Enlarges characters in whole or in
part; cancels same
Cancels immediate print mode
Sets immediate print mode
Sends a one-time reverse feed of
nl216 inch
Sets the left margin
Cancels proportional print
Sets the printer to proportional print
Sets the top margin
Cancels NLQ characters
Selects NLQ characters
Prints "normal zero"
Prints "slash zero"
Cancels auto feed mode
Supplies paper
Selects auto feed mode
Ejects paper
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APPENDIX F

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

I

If

•
11

••
•••

Printing
Printing method
Printing speed

Print buffer
Paper feed

Printing direction

Character set
Draft characters

NLQ characters

Other characters
Character matrix

Serial impact dot matrix
120 characters per second (in Draft pica)
30 characters per second (in NLQ mode)
5KB
2.7 inches/second (in case of form
feeding)
Tractor and Friction feed
Bi-directional, logic seeking
Uni-directional in dot graphics modes

96 standard ASCII characters
33 international characters (11 sets]
81 IBM special characters
52 IBM block graphics characters
96 italic ASCII characters
33 italic international characters [11
sets]
81 italic IBM special characters
96 standard ASCII characters
33 international characters [11 sets]
81 IBM special characters
255 downloadable characters
18 x 11 dots, NLQ characters
9 x 11 dots, Draft characters
12 x 11 dots, IBM block graphics
characters
8 x 480 dots, normal-density graphics
8 x 960 dots, double-density graphics
8 x 1920 dots, quadruple-density
graphics
8 x 640 dots, CRT graphics
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Line spacing

Column width

Special features

8 X 720 dots, CRT type II graphics
8 x 576 dots, plotter graphics
1/6 inch standard
1/8, n172, or nl216 inch programmable
80, normal pica
96, normal elite
136, condensed pica
160, condensed elite
40, expanded pica
48, expanded elite
68, expanded condensed pica
80, expanded condensed elite
and proportional spacing
Near Letter Quality
Short tear-off
Easy access format switches
Self-test
Hex dump
Skip over perforation
Automatic sheet feeder (option)

Paper
Single sheets 5.5 - 8.5 inches, wide

0.07 - 0.10 mm, thickness
Sprocket-feed paper

4 - 10 inches, wide
0.07 - 0.10 mm, one-part form thickness
Max 0.28 mm, 3-part form thickness

Printer
Dimensions

Weight
Power

Environment

Ribbon

Height 104 mm (4.1 inches)
Width 400 mm (15.7 inches)
Depth 336 mm (13.2 inches)
6 Kg (13.2 pounds)
120 VAC + 10%, 60Hz.
220 VAC + 10%, SO/60Hz.
240 VAC + 10%, SO/60Hz.
Terperature: 5 to 35°C (40 to 95°F)
Humidity: 10 to 80%, non condensing
Black doth ribbon in special cartridge
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Parallel interface
Interface
Synchronization
Handshaking
Logic level
Connector

Centronic-compatible, 7 or 8 bit
By external supplied Strobe pulses
By ACK or BUSY signals
TTL
57-30360 Amphenol

215
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APPENDIX G

THE

PARALLEL INTERFACE

This printer has a parallel interface to communicate with the
computer that it is connected to. The operating specifications of
the parallel interface are as follows:

I
It

I
II

Data transfer rate:
Synchronization:
Handshaking:
Logic level:

1,000 to 6,000 character_~~.(.;ond

y'~a_~xternally supplied STROBE pulses
ACK and BUSY signals
Compatible with TTL level

I
C
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The parallel interface connects to the computer by a 36 pin
connector on the back of the printer. This connector mates with
an Amphenol 57-30360 connector. The functions of the various
pins are summarized in Table G-1.

• Functions of the Connector Signals
Communications between the computer and the printer use

many of the pins of the connector. To understand how the
system of communications works we need to look at the func
tions of the various signals carried by the pins of the interface
connector.

"_ ..• .""" .. H'. . __ .

Pin 1 carries the STROBE pulse signal from the computer to
the printer. This signal is normally held high by the computer.
When the computer has data ready for the printer it sets this
signal to a low value for at least 0.5 microseconds. When the
printer sees this pulse on the strobe pin, it reads the data that
the computer supplies on pins 2 through 9. Each of these lines
carries one bit of information. A logical "1" is represented by a
high signal level, and a logical "0" is represented by a low signal
level. The computer must maintain these signals for a period
beginning at least 0.5 microseconds before the strobe pulse
starts and continuing for at least 0.5 microseconds after the
strobe pulse ends.
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ACK

DATA

I I
I I
f .. '

9/-lsoc. Approx. 9/-lsec.

i II JlFITSTROBEi IT
I

-~L ---,Ir-----BUSY I.... .

T: More than O.5t£sec.

Figure G· 1. The interface timing diagram.

Signal Name

DATA 1 - DATA 8
(To Printer)

STROBE
(To Printer)

BUSY. ACK
(From Printer)

4.7kO

4.7kO

4.7kO

Circuit Example

74LS Compatible

74LS Compatible

74LS Compatible

Figure G-2. Typical interface circuit.

When the printer has successfully received the byte of data
from the computer it sets pin 10 low for approximately 9 micro
seconds. This signal acknowledges the receipt of the data and so
is called the ACK (for "acknowledge") signal.

Pin 11 reports when the printer is not able to receive data.
The signal is called BUSY. When this signal is high, the printer
cannot receive data. This signal will be high during data
transfer, when the printer is off-line and when an error condi-
"';"'1""'l av~C'to
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The printer will report that it has run out of paper by making
the PAPER OUT signal on pin 12 high. This pin can be held low
by turning DIP switch 1-5 off. When the printer is in the on-line
state pin 13 is held high. This signal (SELECTED) tells the com
puter that the printer is ready to receive data.

Pins 14, 15, and 34-36 are not used, while pins 16, 17, 19-30

Table G·!
Parallel interface pin functions

•
II
II
I
I
II

Pin No.
Signal
Name Direction Function

1 STROBE Signals when data is ready to be read.
Signal goes from HIGH to LOW (for at
least 0.5 microseconds) when data is
available.

2 DATAl IN
3 DATA2 IN

8 DATA7 IN

1-=4:--_-+=D:..:A..:..T.::..A:..:.::3_-+I::.N.:..--__-JThese signals provide the information of
5 DAT A4 IN the first to eighth bits of parallel data.

I-C
6
---+=D:-::A'::"T-A-'---'-5--+'I'::"N-j--------lEach signal is at HIGH level for a logical

i-=-----ji-=-=-=-=-:..:.::--+=..:--------I1 and at a LOW level for a logical O.
7 DATA6 IN

9 DATA8 IN
10 ACK OUT

Unused

External supply of + 5VDC.

When this signal goes LOW the printer is
ready to accept data.
This signal is normally LOW. It will go
HIGH if the printer runs out of paper.
This signal can be held LOW permanent
ly by turning DIP switch 1-5 off.

Signal ground.

A 9 microsecond LOW pulse acknowl
edges receipt of data.

This signal is HIGH when the printer is
on-line.

Printer's chassis ground, isolated from
logic ground.

When this signal goes LOW the printer is
reset to its power-on condition.

Twisted pair return signal ground level.

External ground.

This signal is normally HIGH. This
signal goes LOW to signal that the
printer cannot print due to an error condi
tion.

Unused.

N/C

+ 5VDC OUT

PAPER OUT
OUT

BUSY OUT

SELECTED OUT

SIGNAL
GND
CHASSIS
GND

ERROR OUT

GND

RESET IN

EXTGND
N/C

11

12

14-15

13

16

17

31

18
19-30

32

34-36
33

•
I
I
I
I
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and 33 are grounded. Pin 18 is connected to the + svnc supply
in the printer.

Pin 31 can be used to reset the printer. If this signal (RESET)
goes low the printer will reinitialize. Pin 32 is used to report er
ror conditions in the printer. This signal (ERROR) is high
during normal operation and goes low to report that the printer
cannot print due to an error condition.
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APPENDIX H

CONNECTING

WITH COMPUTER

In this appendix, we'll show you how to connect with various
computers.

If you cannot find out the name of your computer, your
printer dealer will give you advice on connecting this printer to
your computer.

CONNECTING WITH IBM-PC AND COMPAQ

Both the IBM Personal Computer and the Compaq computer
function the same when connected to this printer. We will
discuss the IBM-PC, knowing that all we say works just as well
as for the Compaq.

You only need a cable to connect this printer to your IBM-PC.
Your printer dealer can furnish this cable, or you can use a
standard IBM-PC parallel printer cable for the parallel inter
face.

Table H-l
IBM-PC parallel cable

Printer IBM-PC Parallel
Pin No. Function Pin No. Function

1 STROBE 1 STROBE
2 D1 2 DO
3 D2 3 D1
4 D3 4 D2
5 D4 5 D3
6 D5 6 D4
7 D6 7 D5
8 D7 8 D6
9 D8 9 D7
10 ACK 10 ACK
11 BUSY 11 BUSY
12 PAPER END 12 PAPER END
13 SELECTED 13 SELECT
16 GROUND 18-25 GROUND
31 RESET 16 RESET

~2 ERROR 1', k'PP()P
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• BASIC programming
When you start writing your own programs there are several

things you should know.
IBM BASIC defaults to a printer width of 80. This means that

it will automatically insert a carriage return and line feed after
every 80 characters. If you want to print lines longer than 80
characters you will need to change the width of the printer. If
you set the printer width to 255, then the IBM will never insert a
line feed and carriage return, unless you start a new line. (This
is what you want usually.) To set the width of the printer to 255,
use this statement:

100 WIDTH "LPT1:", 255

IBM BASIC has one other little trick that will mess up your
graphics if you let it. IBM BASIC is very insistent about adding
a line feed to a carriage return. This is fine if you are printing
text, but if an ASCII 13 pops up in the middle of your graphics
printout, IBM BASIC will still add a line feed to it. This will put
strange things in the middle of your graphics, and leave you
with extra characters at the end of your line.

There is an easy way to avoid this problem. You just open the
printer as a random file. The following program shows how this
is done.

10 OPEN "LPT1:" AS #1
20 WIDTH #1, 255
30 PRINT #1, "TESTING"
40 PRINT #1, CHR$(10)

I RANDOM ACCESS
I SET WLDTH TO 255
I PRINT A LINE
I ADD YOUR OWN LF

• Listing programs
To list programs on this printer, make sure the program is in

the IBM's memory and use the LLIST command. This directs
the listing to the printer instead of the screen.

CONNECTING WITH APPLE II COMPUTERS

Apple II computers require an interface board (mounted in
side the Apple II) and a cable to run this printer. We recommend
that YOU use the grafstar™ interface for the Apple II, II + ,
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and lIe. It comes complete with a cable and is easily installed. A
unique feature of the grafstar™ makes it possible to do some
fancy dot graphics programming.

You can, of course, use many of the available parallel inter
face boards for the Apple II, and an appropriate cable.

Table H-2
Apple parallel cable

Printer AnnIe Board
Pin No. Function Pin No. Function

25 SIG GND 1 SIG GND
26 SIG GND 2 SIG GND
27 SIG GND 3 SIG GND
1 STROBE 4 STROBE

28 SIG GND 5 N/C
2 DATAl 6 DATAl
3 DATA2 7 DATA2
4 DATA3 8 DATA3
5 DATA4 9 DATA4
6 DATA5 10 DATA5
7 DATA6 11 DATA6
8 DATA7 12 DATA7
9 DATA8 13 DATA8
10 ACK 14 ACK
29 SIG GND 15 SIGGND

II Applesoft BASIC
The Apple II computer, using Applesoft BASIC, does not

have different types of PRINT statements for the screen and
printer. You must add commands to your programs that direct
the output of the PRINT statements to the printer. To direct
output to the printer (with the interface board in slot :It 1) you
must use the PR:It 1 command. Depending on the version of
Applesoft BASIC that you are using this command can take
various forms. It is usually one of the following:

10 PR#l
or
10 PRINT "<Ctrl-D>FR#l"
or
10 PRINT CHR$(4) "PRil"

To return output to the screen, the command is PR:It 0, in the
same form that works for PR:It 1.

To allow line length longer than the Apple II usually uses you
must add the following statement to your programs:
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20 PRINT CHR$(9) "255Nll

This allows lines of any length to be sent to the printer and is
especially important for dot graphics. (The number 255 in the
BASIC statement above could be replaced by any number from
oto 255 and would set the line length to that value.)

Two codes are particular problem on the Apple II: CHR$(7)
and CHR$(9). The computer will not send these codes to this
printer. Try to avoid using these in dot graphics programs.

The Apple II computer uses CHR$(9) as a printer initializa
tion code. It won't send it on to the printer. There is a way to
bypass this problem, however. You can change the printer
initialization code to a value other than CHR$(9) like this:

PR#l
PRINT CHR$(9); CHR$(l)

This makes CHR$(l) the printer initialization code (and
transfers the problems to that code) and allows you to use this
printer's tabs.

There is one more way to sneak problem codes past the Apple
II's operating system and that's to poke the codes directly to the
output port. To send ASCII code 9, for example, you could do
this:

100 N = 9
110 IF PEEK(49601»127 THEN 110
120 POKE 49296,N

Line 110 checks the printer's status, and when it's okay, line
120 pokes the code to the printer.

• Listing programs
To make a listing of your BASIC programs on this printer

from your Apple II computer you must take the following steps:
1. Be sure that the program that you wish to list is in the

memory of the Apple II.
2. Direct the output to the printer by typing PR:It 1.
3. Type LIST to start the listing.
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4. When the listing is finished, type PR:It°to redirect the
output to the screen.

CONNECTING WITH TRS-80 COMPUTERS

All that's required to connect this printer to your TRS-80 is a
cable. It is available at your printer dealer.

Table H-3
TRS-80 Model I parallel cable

Printer TRS-80 Model I
Pin No. Function Pin No. Function

1 STROBE 1 STROBE
2 D1 3 D1
3 D2 5 D2
4 D3 7 D3
5 D4 9 D4
6 D5 11 D5
7 D6 13 D6
8 D7 15 D7
9 D8 17 D8
11 BUSY 21 READY

Table H-4
TRS-80 Model II parallel cable

Printer TRS-80 Model II
Pin No. Function Pin No. Function

1 STROBE 1 STROBE
2 D1 3 D1
3 D2 5 D2
4 D3 7 D3
5 D4 9 D4
6 D5 11 D5
7 D6 13 D6
8 D7 15 D7
9 D8 17 D8
10 ACK 19 ACK
11 BUSY 21 BUSY

• TRS-80 BASIC
You may have to initialize your Model II to direct LPRINT

statements to the printer. Use the SYSTEM "FORMS" com
mand to do it.

TRS-80 uses another version of Microsoft BASIC. TRS-80
does have a few unique "problem codes". They are 0, 10, 11,
and 12. None of these are passed properly to the printer.
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You can bypass the TRS-80's BASIC and send these codes
directly to the printer with the following short routine. The
variable N must be set equal to the code that you wish to pass (in
our example it's 0).

90 N == 0
100 IF PEEK(14312)<>63 THEN 100
110 POKE 14312,N

Or you can use this special printer driver that will solve all
your problems. Just run this program first, and then any codes
sent by a BASIC program will be sent directly to the printer.
This program is for the TRS-80 Model III.

5 REM DRIVER FOR TRS-80 III
10 AD==16571
20 FOR 1=0 TO 14
30 READ A:POKE AD+l,A
40 NEXT
50 POKE 16422,187
60 POKE 16423,64
70 DATA 33,232,55,203,126,32,252,33,17,0,57,126,

211,251,201
80 END

And here is a version for the TRS-80 Model I.

5 REM DRIVER FOR TRS-80 I
10 AD=16571
20 FOR I=O TO 15
30 READ A:POKE AD+l,A
40 NEXT I
50 POKE 16422,187
60 POKE 16423,64
70 DATA 33,232,55,203,126,32,252,33,17,0,57,126,

50,232,55,201
80 END

• Listing programs
To list a BASIC program that is in your TRS-80's memory on
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this printer, type LLIST. This directs the listing to the printer
instead of the screen.

CONNECTING WITH KAYPRO, OSBORNE, AND OTHER CP/M
COMPUTERS

All that you need to connect this printer to an Osborne 1 or
Kaypro computer is a cable. Your printer dealer can provide the
cable that you need.

Table H·5
Kaypro parallel cable

Printer Kavoro
Pin No. Function Pin No. Function

1 STROBE 1 STROBE
2 DATAl 2 DATAl
3 DATA2 3 DATA2
4 DATA3 4 DATA3
5 DATA4 5 DATA4
6 DATA5 6 DATA5
7 DATA6 7 DATA6
8 DATA7 8 DATA7
9 DATA8 9 DATA8
11 BUSY 11 BUSY
16 SIG GND 16 SIG GND

Table H-6
Osborne 1 parallel cable

Printer Osborne 1
Pin No. Function Pin No. Function

2 DATAl 1 DATAO
6 DATA5 2 DATA4
:~ DATA2 3 DATAl
7 DATA6 4 DATA5
4 DATA3 5 DATAZ
8 DATA7 6 DATA6
5 DATA4 7 DATA3
9 DATA8 8 DATA7
1 STROBE 11 STROBE

11 BUSY 15 BUSY
16 SIG GND 16 SIG GND

• Using MBASIC
Many CP/M computers use Microsoft BASIC (called

MBASIC). MBASIC is a very close relative of the IBM
Microsoft BASIC. The only difference is that MBASIC "inter
prets" CHR$(9) and substitutes a group of spaces to simulate a
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tab. You can send a horizontal tab to this printer by using
CHR$(137) instead of CHR$(9).

Some versions of Microsoft BASIC will add a carriage return
and line feed at the end of every 80 (or sometimes 132)
characters. To print lines longer than 80 (or 132) characters (as
when doing dot graphics) you must define a wider printer width.
The following statement will prevent the computer from insert
ing unwanted codes.

10 WIDTH LPRINT 255

• Listing programs
Microsoft BASIC uses the "L" prefix on several commands to

direct them to the printer. To list programs on the printer, just
type LLIST. To direct program output to the printer, use
LPRINT in place of PRINT.
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Consumer Response
Star Micronics Co., Ltd. invites your suggestions and com

ments on this publication and the printer that it was written for.
Please address your correspondence to:

For Worldwide Headquarters:
STAR MICRONICS CO., LTD.
194 Nakayoshida
Shizuoka, lAPAN 422-91
Attn: Product Manager

For American Market:
STAR MICRONICS AMERICA INC.
P.O. Box 1630
El Toro, California, U.S.A. 92630
Attn: Product Manager

For European Market:
STAR MICRONICS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
Frankfurter Allee 1-3.
D-6236 EschbornJTs., W. Germany
Attn: Product Manager

For UK Market:
STAR MICRONICS U.K. LTD.
Craven House, 4th. Floor
40 Uxbridge Road, Ealing W.5, London
Attn: Product Manager

For Asian Market:
STAR MICRONICS (S.E.A.) LTD.
Rm 2407-8 Sincere Building;
173 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong
Attn: Product Manager
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